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This thesis is composed of a creative artefact entitled The Projection of the Son and an 
exegesis entitled ‘Manhood unquestioned: Unreliable narration through the lens of 
masculinity’. The two components combine to interrogate the links between unreliable 
narration – primarily in first-person fiction – and the construction of masculine identity. 
Taking the form of a short story collection, the creative artefact is narrated by men whose 
struggles to conform to societal expectations prompt them to construct inauthentic 
masculine identities and unreliable narratives. The stories examine different aspects of 
typical constructions of masculinity, including heterosexuality, fatherhood, misogyny, 
and emotional reticence, and investigate how the portrayal of these traits affects the 
narrators’ ability or willingness to present their stories and themselves reliably. The 
exegesis investigates the theory of unreliable narration before analysing it in the context 
of masculinity studies. With a focus on the reader’s role in interpreting unreliable 
narration, it examines Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club, James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room, 
and my own stories, to demonstrate how the unreliability of each narrative interacts with, 
and is linked to, the male narrators’ self-perceived failures of masculinity. This thesis 
aims to contribute to understandings of both unreliable narrative and literary masculinities 
by exploring and analysing unreliable projections of masculine identity by male narrators. 
It seeks to highlight the largely unexamined link between unreliable narration and 
masculinity, investigating how and why narratives that involve a narrator who struggles 
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The Projection of the Son 







Pick a card. 
You pluck a card from the middle of the deck I’ve fanned out in front of you. It’s the 
King of Clubs. The audience peers at it, memorising it, but you don’t show me. I hand 
you a pen to sign your initials on the card and you scrawl your name in black ink across 
the king’s face. You pass the card back to me and my coat brushes against you as I walk 
through the audience, displaying the card to each member of the audience. The red pattern 
on the card’s back faces me so that I don’t see the front. The deck waits expectantly in 
my other hand and the King of Clubs is shuffled back into it. Once I’ve shuffled, I reopen 
the cardboard packet and place the deck inside, and as I hold my palm facing up with the 
full packet on top, I wave my other hand over it, my fingers curling like the legs of a 
creeping spider. I wave over it once, and nothing has happened. Twice, and the packet is 
still there. Three times, and my palm is empty. The packet has disappeared. 
The audience gasps, but that wasn’t the trick. 
I ask you to empty your pants pockets. Inside your left pocket you find a brand new 
sealed deck of cards. And now you and the audience know what’s going to happen, but 
you dare not believe it. I ask you to open it. You break open the clear plastic seal and 
open the packet. I ask you to find your card. You flick through the cards and they are all 
in order, and just after the Queen of Clubs is your card. The King of Clubs with your 
signature scrawled across his face. You display it to the audience and they gasp. They 
applaud. I bow. 
And you’re left wondering what the secret is. Surely you’d have felt the small weight 
of a deck of cards in your pocket. When could I have dropped it in there? And even if you 
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figure that out, you’re clueless as to how I could slip your card, with your signature, inside 
that sealed deck. 
And you’d ask me how. 
And I’d say, ‘magic’. 
But the truth is it’s not magic; it’s a trick. There is a difference. Tricks have secrets. 
They are designed to fool the audience. Things are hidden in tricks, and once you know 
the secret, it no longer tricks you.  
Magic has no secrets. It is exposed for the world to see. You can look at magic from 





When I wake it’s still dark. For now, the sun is nestled in its hollow below ground and 
the descending moon does little to light the landscape. I’ll never grow used to these cold 
mornings. My bones freeze me from the inside as my overcoat and blanket make futile 
efforts to battle the chill from the outside. The long beard that kept my face and neck 
warm in my youth has grown grey and wispy. There are sore spots on my ribs where the 
metal springs have impaled the frayed skin of my mattress and, having broken through 
the first line of defence, have attempted throughout the night to impale my own. Each day 
I feel myself fade a little, and this morning I feel like nothing but embers. I use my hands 
to push myself up into a sitting position, my blanket – which stinks of piss and dirt – still 
wrapped around me like a cloak. Although I’m wearing socks, under my feet I can feel 
the chunks and splinters of wood that were once the proud floorboards of a home, but 
have now rotted, collapsed and mixed into their soil grave. Through the paneless window 
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I see grey clouds barely visible, sliding across a dark blue sky, forming a moving painting 
hanging on the decaying wooden wall. Wind whistles through the window frame carrying 
a message not in words but a voice like an animal’s call, like a wail in the distance whose 
soundwaves fill this forgotten old house. The sun is calling for me. As I’m putting my old 
hiking boots on, the sun’s wail gets louder, becoming a shriek. 
I step out through the vacant doorframe and onto the dirt and dead grass. There’s a hill 
that stands proudly about a hundred metres from the house I live in, so tall that it often 
blocks out the sun when I look out the window. From the top, you can see over the roof 
and tree tops of the town of Morgan. It seems this morning that I have an audience; two 
boys and a girl, perhaps in their early twenties, lie half asleep on a picnic rug, a baby blue 
blanket draped over all three of them. One of the boys nudges and pokes the other two 
when he sees me. Drowsy, they sit up. They seem like they’ve been waiting for me. Who 
knows how long they’ve been sleeping in the cold. Perhaps they’d timed it so that they’d 
get here just before dawn. The first audience I’ve had in nine years, and the smallest I’ve 
had for forty. Perhaps the most dedicated I’ve ever had aside from one. 
I begin trekking up the hill, my thighs aching with every lunge forward. As the 
audience watches, I push through the burn and walk to the top of the hill where I stand on 
my stage. For the sake of showmanship and my audience’s entertainment, I thrust my 
hands out beside me so that they’re level with my hips, my palms facing upwards, arms 
rigid, fingers outstretched. A faint silhouette against the dark blue sky, I tense my arms 
and feel a great weight upon my hands as I slowly, slowly lift them. My eyes are closed 







My fixation with magic began when I was a child, as I’m sure most fixations with magic 
do. I was nine years old when a magician named Gabriel Gloomheart performed at the 
Veridia Theatre. He performed every night for a week. My parents took me to the first 
two shows, and I snuck into the rest, finding a vacant seat close enough to the front to see 
the light-brown bristles of his beard. I was captivated by Gloomheart’s movements, the 
way his chest swelled, the sound of his boot stomping on the stage, almost frightening. I 
watched as his two female assistants eagerly obeyed the commands he uttered with a 
sweeping gesture of his arm. I was enthralled by Gloomheart, so much so that I mourned 
when he moved on from my hometown. I watched the buses leave, carrying the magician 
– no, not just the magician, but also the man – that I longed to be. 
In the years that followed I imagined myself as a wizard. I mimicked the movements 
of Gabriel Gloomheart and all of the men of magic that I saw on TV, ignoring the line 
between the real and unreal. I’d waltz around the room, a towel wrapped around my neck 
and draped over my shoulders like a cloak, a large stick in my hand playing the role of an 
enchanted staff. I was an only child, so I settled for casting spells on inanimate objects 
rather than other people, exploding them or sending them across the room with a swift 
flick of the staff. 
There were occasions as I grew older where I would stand in the living room and in 
my sights was an object on the kitchen bench: say, a glass of water. I held my hand out, 
shaped as if it were already holding the glass. I focused on the object, willing it to me, 
beckoning, calling to it from inside my mind as if it were a living, thinking thing. For 
minutes at a time, nothing existed in the universe aside from the glass, myself, and the 
distance between us. And then, one afternoon when I was nine years old, it happened. 
The glass wobbled, loosening itself from its station on the tabletop. It slowly, softly lifted 
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from the bench, levitating millimetres from the surface. I called it to me, and it made its 
way through the air toward me, bobbing up and down as if it were dangling on the end of 
a string. Steady so the water didn’t spill, it drifted closer to my hand, the distance getting 
shorter and shorter, the glass getting nearer and nearer. And as I could almost feel the 
coolness of it, just as the smooth, cold glass made the slightest contact with the skin of 
my fingertips, nothing. The glass stood unstirred on the kitchen bench.  
A fantasy. Daydreams of a bored child. 
But now, after all that’s happened, I begin to think it may not have been a fantasy. 
What happened could have only been a result of magic, but back then, I was foolish 
enough to believe that magic didn’t exist. 
Before I discovered true magic, tricks were my profession. I performed them on streets, 
in malls, at the front of restaurants; anywhere that audiences would gather, I’d be there 
with a deck of cards. I performed card tricks and sleights of hand that I passed off as 
magic. I learned the mystic art of deception, of deferring attention from one hand by 
capturing it with the other. I produced coins, flowers, ordinary items out of seeming 
nothing, as if they materialised in my hands. The audience’s applause was like a 
gravitational force. Passers-by would pause their shopping and children would clamour 
through crowds just to get a glimpse of what I promised would be magic. My bills were 
paid with the silver and gold coins they dropped in my top hat. 
It was during one of these street performances that I met Deanna, her light-brown 
shoulder-length hair combed back with the polkadot headband I still remember so vividly. 
My angel, my guinea pig. She was always the first to see my tricks, and I’d gauge the 
quality of the tricks according to the awe and bewilderment in those glittery green eyes. 
Now my memories of her have faded and I often wonder if she had only been a fantasy, 
like so many other things in my life. Of all the real things that I mistook for dreams, she 
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had always felt the most distant from reality. At the time it felt authentic, but looking 
back, it feels as if she had been behind a fogged window. Every time I thought I had 




The sun’s light spills through the gaps in the trees like flood water through a picket fence. 
The leaves that form part of the trees’ grey silhouettes are now lit up green. The sun 
spreads colour through the sky, a vibrant mix of blues, yellows and oranges. The awoken 
birds wait in their nests or dig at the dirt with their beaks. 
The earth hurtles around the sun at a hundred thousand kilometres per hour, but from 
here, guided by my hands, the sun climbs the sky slowly, millimetre by millimetre.  
My arms tire from the weight of the sun as I continue to lift it. It’s less a physical 
weight, more like something I feel within, like a force pulling my arms downwards from 
underneath the skin, as if my blood has turned to a heavy liquid metal.  
One of the boys behind me says something, perhaps cheering me on. I couldn’t tell 
you exactly what his words were – to pay them any more than the slightest fragment of 
my attention would cause me to lose focus, and magic does not afford distractions.  
Tricks play on the diversion of attention. Many times during a trick, a viewer has asked 
a question or a child has made a noise, and I’ve used the distraction to my advantage, 
pulling the audience’s attention towards the question, towards the child, and slipping 
something out of view. Magic is no place for distractions. Every ounce of my being is 
concentrated on the sun. Using magic to reach into outer space and drag something so 
unfathomably huge leeches from the spirit. My mind gives its all into this one task, and 
if I am to be distracted for even a second, the spiritual link between myself and the sun 
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would break, and the sun would plummet. The people of Morgan would look to the East 
and watch the sun retreat towards the horizon from which it came. The sky above this 
part of the world would be dark again mere moments after it was lit. Magic is a fragile 
thing. 
So the boy’s words reach me as an indiscernible murmur, the way they do when you’re 
half-awake or in another room. The words, I’m sure, vocalise his amazement at the feat 




I’m certain she must have seen the embarrassing droplets of sweat pooling on my 
forehead and dripping from the tip of my nose. My efforts to wipe them away were 
counterproductive; they only served to draw her attention to the new beads that formed 
within seconds. Still, I concentrated on the tricks and stole glances at those green eyes 
that, admittedly, usually seemed focused on my busy hands rather than my damp face.  
Judging by the way she was standing apart from everyone, I knew she must be there 
alone. She had this way of standing, her weight shifted on to one straight leg so the other 
one was slightly bent. Her arms were delicately crossed. She wore dark red lipstick over 
a closed-lipped smile. Her straight brunette hair flowed down to the straps of her green 
and white striped dress which, in turn, glided down her hips all the way to her shins. It 
was agony waiting for her applause. It always came in the beginning, but eventually, long 
after we fell in love, the silence grew longer until the applause disappeared entirely. 
But at this point in time, my heart filled with the sound of her hands colliding.  
Usually the bouquet of flowers I produced from thin air I gave to a little girl in the 




‘De’, the name’s prologue, led into the beautifully upwards-sloping second syllable, 
which sounded more like ‘un’ than ‘an’. The ‘N’ sound made your tongue touch sultrily 
against the roof of your mouth, before sloping back downwards for the quietly climactic 
‘na’. Coming out of your mouth, it felt like a romantic French word. Like an ancient 
translation for ‘love’.  
Deanna.  
Our first dates each began with the same routine; outside her front door, I, in a tattered 
brown suit and bowtie, produced a fresh bunch of flowers from a sleeve or a hat or a 
wallet or nothing at all. She always blushed and buried her nose in it appreciatively. She 
was excited like a child by the idea of magic. She adored the thought that I had a 
supernatural quality that others had not, that all I had to do was set my mind to it and the 
flowers would materialise in my hand. I think the only person who loved that possibility 
more was me. 
The bedroom carpet became my stage as she watched my performances from a 
mattress on the floor. I executed my tricks and she reacted accordingly. She became a 
tiny demographic against which to test my acts. Every trick that became public went 
through her first. She became a professional audience, an expert at being tricked. She 
gradually learned to time her reactions; when to gasp, when to applaud. She was a 
machine that approved this trick, rejected that one. She came to learn that a premature 
applause frustrated me, but an absent one even more so. And I truly believe her love of 
magic was the reason I made it to the stage.  
There was a particular trick that delighted her, and I took delight in showing it to her. 
How ever often she watched it, scrutinising it from every angle possible, she could never 
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learn its secret. And, of course, I would never tell. The first time I performed it, she had 
just come from the shower, wearing a lavender dressing gown and slippers. 
‘Sit down,’ I told her. ‘I have a new trick.’ 
She sat excitedly on the mattress, looking up at me. She sniffed the air. 
‘Do you smell gas?’ she asked. 
I bent down and, taking her ankle in one hand, removed the slipper from her left foot. 
With an amused smile, she let me take it, knowing that she’d get it back. On a stool next 
to me was a wide, flat tin filled with petroleum. I dipped the slipper into the petrol, 
lathering it so it was dripping, and wringed the excess back into the tin. 
‘What are you doing?’ Deanna exclaimed, suddenly mistrusting. Still, she sat there, 
watching the trick silently unfold. 
I took a lighter from the pocket of my jacket and pressed the tiny flame against the 
drenched slipper. Deanna almost shot to her feet, but with a held-out hand I signalled for 
her to stay sitting and she remained in place. 
The flame crawled up the woollen slipper, slowly engulfing it. It burned like a sheet 
of paper; the fire ate its way along the material, from one end to the other, leaving nothing 
in its wake. The heat was almost unbearable as the flame grew closer to my hand, and 
Deanna watched in bewilderment as her slipper burned until a smouldering patch of wool 
hung between my thumb and index finger. Then it was gone, leaving nothing but the 
stench of smoke and a pile of ash on the carpet. Deanna watched in silent anticipation. 
I took off my coat and threw it over my hand, my palm facing upward. Then after a 
second or two, I whipped the coat away and there, sitting atop my hand was the lavender 
slipper, worn but in one piece. A smile spread outwards across Deanna’s face like flames 
across a forest. 
‘How?’ she interrogated. 
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‘Magic,’ I shrugged as I threw her the slipper. She caught it in both hands and inspected 
it. 
As she turned it in her hands, looking at it from different angles and searching for 
answers, I felt an overwhelming sense of power, like I had become some kind of mystical 
titan, no longer meddling with tricks that thousands of magicians had performed before 
me. I felt myself growing closer to those men of magic I’d admired since I was a child. 
I pictured myself on an imaginary stage, looming huge before the audience. In my head 
was a moving picture of myself holding out my hand, my palm turned upwards in front 
of a thousand wide eyes. Something tiny and green appears in my palm, penetrating the 
skin. Shaped like a teardrop, it calmly and gently pushes upwards, pulling a long, green 
stem behind it. Right in front of the disbelieving eyes of the audience, a small flower 
grows in the palm of my hand. No soil, no water, no seed. The plant seems rooted in my 
veins as it stretches and unfurls its radiant red petals. 




I found that the smoke tended to draw people. I’d set fire to someone’s hat or scarf and 
suddenly there’d be a hundred more people showing up just to see the last remnants burn 
in my hand. I had to perform the trick a second time for the people who missed it the first 
and those who demanded an encore.  
And the audience fell deafeningly silent as the fire crackled, so silent it ached. I was 
not much of a showman. I barely spoke throughout my performance. I let my tricks do 
the talking. And it would become so silent that I’d drop the burning material and 
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extinguish the fire under my shoe just to finish the trick more quickly, just to bring an end 
to that horrible silence. Just to hear the applause.  
The third time I performed the trick, the audience roared in appreciation, my best 
reception yet. I bowed in thanks and, at the end of the routine, a man approached as the 
crowd dissipated. He was a looming figure, monstrously tall and hunched. Despite his 
size, his suit seemed too large for him, bunching up at the wrists and ankles. He used a 
walking stick, although he looked too young for one, and his face was partly covered by 
a dark fringe that hung past his right eye. What wasn’t covered was, for lack of a more 
polite term, ugly. Everything seemed oversized – his boggling eyes, his gigantic nose, his 
wide mouth with huge lips and teeth. He looked like a gruesome wrestler, the kind the 
audience jeers as he enters the ring. 
He stopped in front of me and, without speaking, he tucked his walking stick under his 
arm and loudly clapped his humongous hands. Although I should have found the belated 
applause flattering, in actuality I found it obnoxious and aggravating. I gave a quick bow, 
then turned my back and busied myself gathering the money the audience had left in my 
hat. 
‘Remarkable,’ he boomed behind me. ‘Simply outstanding.’ 
I poured the money into a hessian bag and placed the hat on my head. I made as if to 
leave but the man spoke again and civility kept me stationary.  
‘That last trick with the fire, it has me stumped,’ his voice was so deep it seemed 
unnatural. It was surely deeper than any tone I could emit from my own throat. ‘I don’t 
suppose you’d enlighten me?’ 
‘You know what they say,’ I replied shortly. ‘Magicians, secrets.’ 
‘Yes, of course,’ yellow teeth gleamed through his smile. ‘Secrets.’ 
Again, I started to leave, and again, he kept me there with conversation. 
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‘Those secrets could put real money in that bag of yours, instead of the loose change 
you’ve got jangling around in there. No offence.’ 
He let his words hang in the air. I shifted uncomfortably on my feet, feeling foolish 
now with my bag full of coins.  
‘I own a theatre in the centre of Morgan,’ he began. 
‘The Veridia Theatre.’ At last I was interested.  
‘Correct.’ He smiled. ‘Grant Veridia.’ 
He extended his hand. It engulfed mine. 
‘Billy Church.’ 
He said ‘Veridia Theatre has had many magicians pass through it over the years, but 
none have performed a trick as impressive and as mesmerising as that signature trick of 
yours. I’d be delighted to have you performing it on my stage in the next few weeks.’ 
My heart leapt. ‘Performing on stage has always been a dream of mine.’ 
‘Perfect,’ he seemed to straighten up a little as if my compliance had revitalised him. 
When he smiled, he only showed his top row of teeth, the front two separated by a gap 
the width of a pencil. Despite his offer, I didn’t like him, and at that time I couldn’t think 
of a reason that wasn’t entirely superficial. He was imposing. He stood a little too close 
and he was a little too eager.  
‘Do you have a magician name?’ he asked me. 
‘I can’t call myself by my real name?’ 
‘Billy Church is a fine name, of course, but it won’t do you justice, my boy. You need 
something a little grander. You strike me as someone who has been performing magic 
tricks since you were a child. You’ve never thought of a magician name for yourself?’ 
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Standing on stage in an immaculate tuxedo, roses at my feet, I take a deep bow in front 
of a standing ovation. Behind me, eight huge glowing letters throw light onto the 
audience. 
 ‘Illustri,’ I told Mr. Veridia. ‘My name will be Illustri.’ 
‘And so it will be: Illustri, the flame-wielder,’ he announced with wide, exaggerated 
sweeps of his arms, ‘whose name will light the stage of The Veridia Theatre. People will 
travel from far away to see you burning their belongings, Billy Church.’ He laughed and 





Deanna called me a ‘daydreamer’. At first she said it wasn’t a fault. She said it was 
endearing. My delusions were adorable. My parents called me a daydreamer, too, so I 
believed it. Three against one.  
I remember when it all changed, I was ‘daydreaming’ again. It was night, and Deanna 
slept in the bedroom while I sat in darkness doing nothing in particular. I fantasised that 
I had some kind of spirit coursing through me, like I could cut myself open and the wound 
would glow with cosmic light. I was a creature of the heavens and each click of my fingers 
moved mountains, caused tidal waves, destroyed planets. All of the universe’s power was 
contained within the snapping sound of my fingers. And suddenly, the room was filled 
with light. I opened my eyes and above my hand hovered some kind of sphere, a levitating 
orb that lit the entire room.  
I had grown used to these fantasies. They were like acid trips, or dreams when you 
know you’re dreaming. You know that what you’re feeling and what you’re seeing isn’t 
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reality. It’s some kind of alternate world conjured by the devilish parts of your mind. 
Soon you’ll be plucked out of the temporary dream world and dropped back into the real 
one.  
I blinked my eyes and the orb still hovered there. The image was so vivid that the glare 
prevented me from looking directly at it. I could feel the warmth of the orb on my palm. 
An hour passed and the ball of light still illuminated the room like daylight, casting 
shadows against every wall. Finally, I closed my hand and the orb shrunk into nothing. It 
was dark again.  
What had just happened was not fantasy. It was something else. 
Magic.  
I wasn’t alarmed; in fact, I was barely surprised. What I felt would be more likened to 
a feeling of alleviation, of being gratified that this truth that had buried itself somewhere 
deep inside my brain had finally surfaced. Finally, evidence that I hadn’t spent half a 
lifetime daydreaming.  
I opened my hand and concentrated on it, imagining the orb appearing, and the 
darkness was once again vanquished by the hovering ball of light. I walked into the 
bedroom where Deanna slept, lighting it like morning.  
Urgent but quiet, I said ‘Deanna. Look.’ 
Curled up under a thick black doona so that only her head was visible, she stirred and 
opened her eyes, squinting hard in the light so her face looked like she was suppressing a 
sneeze. 
‘It’s late, Billy,’ she groaned. ‘No tricks.’ 
‘This is magic, Deanna,’ I noticed a slightly frenzied tone in my own whisper as I 






When something you’ve imagined for so long occurs in the real world, it jars you. For 
moments at a time you could swear that everything that’s happening right there in front 
of you is inside your head. It’s so close to a dream world that it becomes hard to 
distinguish between the two. When you click your fingers and the sparks appear, and all 
is silent aside from the crackling blaze of the fabric, sometimes not even the smoke you 
choke on or the burn against your fingertips seem truly real. But they don’t seem imagined 
either. You’re stuck in limbo between the two, balancing on a tight rope, and you could 
fall either way. But this magic I’d found was undeniable. 
I stood in the centre of a spotlight, on a stage before hundreds of people. The recently 
hatless man in the front row watched in confused horror as the fire ate his navy blue beret. 
The flaming material dangled from my fingers, and, as the last bits of cloth disintegrated, 
with a swish of my hands it disappeared. Then, after a few idle moments, I felt something 
made of cloth fill up my closed fist. I unclenched it and produced the beret, not from a 
pocket, not from a sleeve, but from nothing. 
Although the audience was suitably astonished, I was not satisfied. I assumed they 
suspected some kind of sleight of hand or something equally mundane. They still thought 
it was a trick. 
As the applause died, I requested into the microphone, ‘May I have the lights out 
please?’ 
The room was reduced to complete darkness, so much so that I could not see even the 
closest member of the audience. I could no longer tell the size of the room. Had I moved, 
I would no longer have been able to find the centre of the stage. But I imagined that I 
could. I imagined that I could see the far corners of the room, where specks of dust floated 
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aimlessly and a solitary ant trekked from the bottom of the wall to the ceiling. And then 
the room was slowly lit once again. Two small orbs floated above my upfacing palms, 
replicas of the ones I’d summoned the night before, illuminating first the stage, then the 
front row of the audience, then the rest of the audience, then the back wall of the theatre, 
growing larger and larger until they were like basketballs, spinning and hovering and 
shining. I let the orbs pass over the audience, some members stretching their hands 
upwards but failing to touch it. Some people clapped hesitantly, and I’m sure they still 
suspected something other than magic – wires or special effects, something from this 
world, not from another. The orbs returned to my hands and disappeared, the room 
returning to darkness, and even as the audience bestowed upon me a hesitant applause, I 
knew they and the rest of the world were not yet ready to believe in what I was offering 
them.  
  I thought that Deanna would stand in contrast to this prosaic world, but instead it 
seemed that this was the world to which she belonged. Over the course of our relationship, 
her enthusiasm for magic had been eroded by mine. The girl who tensed up with 
excitement when I called her to the couch for a magic act had disappeared, and in her 
stead stood a woman who rarely had the time or patience for it. Initially she had marvelled 
at my feats of magic, but still believed them to be tricks. Then she became frustrated, 
looking closely from every angle, trying to find my secrets as if the idea of real magic 
was so concerning, so absurd, that her ability to deny it put her at ease. And when her 
inspections didn’t give her answers, she grew bored, sometimes hostile. She was 
frustrated by the idea that I kept secrets, that I knew something she didn’t. She became a 
short-tempered child. She accused me of being obsessed, claiming that when I wasn’t 
performing magic tricks I was practicing them. I rose out of the basement only to eat and 
sleep. I was never around, she said. And even when I was with her, my mind was on my 
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next trick. It exhausted her. Her melodramatic tendencies were perhaps what made her 
less beautiful in my eyes as time passed. But still, after five years together, I proposed, 
and still, she accepted. Perhaps we silently agreed that we had some sort of meaningful 
obligation to each other, forged early on when we loved the same things. Perhaps in 
Deanna I still saw the excited girl on the sofa who was swept away by sleights of hand. 
For me, the proposal wasn’t so much a step into the future as a desperate attempt to 
reclaim the past. But as time flew by, the past moved further from our grip. I spent more 
time practicing magic and less time in her presence, and it seemed she grew more tired of 
me the less she saw me.  
Deanna was not the only one who was losing faith in me. My magic show was losing 
its momentum. More and more empty seats glared back at me with each performance, but 
even they were more forgiving than the few who watched, so quiet you could hear a single 
member clear her throat. The silence was heavier now than ever. 
After a particularly poorly-received performance, Mr Veridia approached me 
backstage. I was sitting, watching in the mirror as his broad, looming figure pushed past 
a curtain to enter. He wore a bad-news smile, an apology written across his face.  
‘Mr Church,’ he said, polite yet grave. ‘How did you think you went?’ 
‘Same as always,’ I replied as I ruffled my hair and wiped stage make-up from my 
face. ‘Crowds aren’t getting any better.’ 
‘No, indeed,’ he contemplated. ‘Indeed.’ 
He was nodding silently, casting an absent stare at the ground. He had entered with an 
agenda but was in no hurry.  
Finally, with an audible reluctance, he spoke. ‘Mr Church,’ he said. ‘You’ve noticed, 
I’m sure, that the audiences lately, they have … dwindled.’ His gaze had not yet waned 
from the concrete floor, and he shuffled awkwardly on its surface as he spoke. ‘And I fear 
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it may be related to the content of your shows.’ He finally looked up and saw me watching 
him in the mirror. He looked back down with an even more remorseful expression on his 
face. ‘The people of Morgan, they have seen what you have to offer. Your act has barely 
changed since the beginning, and I am afraid people are losing interest. They want variety, 
Mr Church. People won’t pay to see what they’ve already seen.’ 
‘Magic is not as easy as you make it sound,’ I replied. ‘This is not a – ‘ 
‘That’s another thing,’ he interrupted. He was looking back at me through the mirror. 
‘I don’t mean to criticise, Mr Church, but your insistence that your magic is real, it wears 
the audience’s patience thin. My sense is that they feel patronised. They may want to 
believe in magic, but they are much more comfortable with the truth: that they are being 
tricked.’ 
‘I do not perform tricks.’ 
‘There’s no point in trying to fool me, Mr Church.’ 
A feeling of hopelessness washed over me, like I had within me all this potential that 
would only be wasted on those who refused to acknowledge it. I could have killed Mr 
Veridia in a million different ways right there and then; I could have filled his lungs with 
water, turned his heart to stone, lifted his head right off his body.  
Instead, I asked ‘So what shall I do then?’ 
‘Back to your roots, Mr Church. When I first saw your signature trick, setting fire to 
things and bringing them back, it was astonishing. People travelled from far and wide to 
see it. But they have seen that trick now. Only if it’s bigger, better, will they want to see 
it again. Take something old and make it new, Mr Church.’ 







When I arrived home I sat in the car for what must have been an hour. I wanted something 
magic that everyone would see. Families sitting in parks, standing out the front of their 
houses arm-in-arm, watching fireworks exploding high up in the night sky. I wanted to 
light everything up. I wanted everyone to forget about tricks. I wanted them to believe in 
magic. 
I wanted to show it to them. 
I thought about my original trick: burning something down, bringing it back to life. 
Small things would no longer do; I needed to set fire to something bigger, send a smoke 
signal to the entire world. 
It started with fine wisps of smoke rising from the grass around the edges of the house. 
There was a red glow amongst the blades of grass, and flames grew slowly from the 
ground and attached themselves to the bottom edge of the weatherboards. The crackling 
sound was somehow soothing, like the sound of the ocean softly falling upon itself; it 
could have put me to sleep. It felt so distant from reality that I could have sworn it was a 
dream. As I watched my flames submerge my house, it felt somehow temporary; I would 
eventually wake up and there’d be no consequence. It would never have happened. But 
at the same time, somewhere in my mind I knew this was real. Like the reverse side of 
the feeling you get when you know you’re dreaming.  
This was the feeling that brought my mind back to reality where I watched my house 
burn from the driver’s seat of my car. And everything within me – my blood, my stomach, 
my bones – everything filled with cold dread when I remembered that this was real, my 
house was a fireball, and Deanna was sleeping inside.  
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I frantically tried using my magic to suck up the flames or to make them subside, but 
the blaze only grew higher, blowing smoke further into the night sky. For a second I 
thought that I could simply let the house burn down completely, then make it reappear 
with Deanna inside, but it wasn’t a possibility. The fire had raged out of my control. I was 
powerless.  
I knelt hopelessly in the grass for a while. The crackle of the flame was no longer 
soothing; it was less like a calm ocean, more like a tidal wave crashing relentlessly down 
on top of me.  





For years I lived far away, getting by on the coins I earned with card tricks. At night, I 
fell asleep in my car with Deanna’s face burned into the darkness around me. I moved to 
a place where the televisions didn’t show the face of a guilty man named Billy Church, a 
magician named Illustri, the fiancé of a deceased woman named Deanna.  
Decades later, when I finally came back to Morgan, I returned to the spot where our 
house had once stood. In its place were the remnants of its burnt black skeleton. Most of 
the roof and walls had caved in, leaving burnt wood scattered inside and outside the house. 
You could make out where some of the rooms had once been. Our bedroom was not one 
of them. 
Some of our belongings – charred photographs, broken lamps, and other useless things 
– were scattered on the floor. Even the floor itself had been destroyed; more than half the 
wooden floorboards, where the basement sat underneath, had been ravaged by the fire 
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and collapsed through, leaving a gaping hole in the ground that looked like it could lead 
to the centre of the Earth. Grass grew up through the rest of the floorboards, which had 
rotted, broken, and mixed with the soil beneath.  
 I slept in a corner of the house in an old sleeping bag. In my dreams, I used magic to 
bring Deanna back. Ashes on the ground pulling together and connecting, transforming 
into skin. During the day I sat on top of the hill and thought of feats of magic that could 
have drawn people from around the world to get glimpses of the famous Illustri. I thought 
about seeing Mr Veridia again – if he was still alive – about performing at the theatre. 
But it wasn’t possible. Someone would recognise my face. I was still a wanted man, an 
arsonist, a murderer.  
So magic remained stored away in my imagination, until I learned what I could do 
with the sun. Now, and every day for the last four years, it rises and sets on my command. 
From the morning as it begins crawling up the sky, to the evening when it tucks in below 
the horizon, I stand atop this hill, my hand softly guiding it throughout the entire day.  
Today’s tiny audience proves that people know I’m here. Tomorrow, if I’m not in 
prison, I’m sure there will be a larger audience. Perhaps they will line up for miles. 
Countless eyes will look up and know the daylight was the work of the wondrous Illustri. 
No tricks, no secrets, just undeniable magic. Far beyond anything Mr Veridia had ever 
imagined. Far beyond anything Deanna could ever let herself believe.  
The day grows dark once again and I let my arms fall by my sides. Drained, I walk 
back down the hill towards the house and collapse on the mattress inside. My mind fills 
with images of Deanna with those bright green eyes, and of embers glowing red, then 




I’m Always Going Somewhere 
 
The engine gives out a death rattle as my foot presses down against the accelerator. I wipe 
the inside of the windscreen with my sleeve but it’s no good; the fog is outside and it 
stretches on forever. It sits thick on the road and blankets Morgan with a blank white mist 
in every direction. At some moments I think that I’m lost, and that I’d be better off 
heading back in the direction from which I came, but I’d only drive myself further into 
nothingness. It feels as if I could drive forever and go nowhere, surrounded and consumed 
by fog. I keep driving blindly and hope I’m getting closer. 
Through the semi-transparent skin on the back of my hands, I can see right through to 
the curve and edges of the steering wheel. For a second, I think it might have something 
to do with the fog, as if it’s infiltrated the confines of the car, obscuring the space between 
my eyes and my body. But I’ve been like this for a long time now and I’m not even sure 
when it started. I tilt the rear-vision mirror slightly and faint eyes peer back at me. 
Through the vague outlines of my own head, I can see the head-rest of the driver’s seat. 
Is it getting worse? I can no longer tell whether I’m becoming more or less invisible, but 
I do know that I wasn’t like this as a child. I was a normal boy with skin that could be 
seen from a distance, mud that clung to my shins and knees. I could clench my fist and 
hit with full force. I could speak and be heard. 
I’m getting used to this feeling of being close to invisible, of sitting in my car and 
wondering if others can see me or if they simply see a car driving itself, its driver’s seat 






The car rolls to a stop and I pull the handbrake, the car shifting its weight with a metallic 
bang. It shudders as the ignition is turned and the engine is killed. I step out into the chill. 
The car’s maroon coat is sheathed in a layer of dust and dirt, and I make a mental note to 
wash the car, maybe even polish it, make it look new again. I make another mental note 
to buy a new car. 
The world is reduced to a white room; the floor is asphalt and fog forms walls on all 
sides. I choose a direction and walk. Minutes pass before a building finally emerges, 
looming dark against the white haze like a haunted hotel. 
When I’m close, my faded reflection approaches me from the glass of the entrance 
door. He’s wearing an ill-fitting black suit with a striped grey tie, and he pulls at the lapels 
so that the jacket sits better over his shoulders. With a thumb and index finger pinching 
each side of the frame, he straightens his glasses, then he slicks both hands over his hair, 
flattening any stray strands. He becomes embarrassed at the thought of someone inside 
the building seeing him neatly arrange himself like this, but, fortunately for him, no one 
is watching.  
I push the door open and step from the howl of the breeze into the chatter of voices, 
and in the background a woman sings softly to the plucked strings of a ukulele. Long 
tables with chairs run the length of the right side of the room, and atop the tables are vases 
filled with white lilies, assorted drinking glasses, napkins, cutlery, and small cards with 
names printed on them in cursive. Men in suits and women in gowns stand in the gaps 
between the tables, sipping from champagne flutes and nibbling at hors d’oeuvres held 
delicately between their fingers. At the very far end, before a wall of glass that separates 
us from the blinding fog, there rests a table with ten chairs on only one side, some of them 
occupied by the bridal party: the event’s adaptation of the royal family, casting warm 
smiles upon the visitors. The bride sits at the centre and addresses a small group of friends, 
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most of whom are standing on the other side of the table – the groom is nowhere to be 
seen. 
The left side of the room is empty but for a man and a woman sitting on the stage 
playing a slow rendition of an old song; the man’s hand moves like a robot’s, up and 
down over the strings of his ukulele, while the woman serenades the deserted hardwood 
floor that spreads outwards from the stage. 
I search for my seat among the crowds of people. I say, ‘excuse me’ and, using my 
hands, I try to gently move people out of my way, but no one hears me, no one feels the 
touch of my hands, and no one moves. When I’ve finally made my way to my seat, there’s 
a card that reads ‘Perth’ in looping letters, but it’s faded as if the ink had dried up inside 
the marker. It somehow reminds me of a painting in high school that I never completed 
and which now sits alone somewhere in the world where I left it behind. I’d like to find 
it one day and finally finish it.  
Whilst everyone else stands, I take my seat. A waiter makes his way through the crowd; 
balancing atop one hand is a platter topped with snacks, in his other hand is a fan of 
napkins. His black, buttoned shirt is tucked into his trousers and he seems to be making 
an effort to perfect his posture. I notice there’s no drinking water on my table and I hold 
out a hand as he passes.  
‘Could I please get some water?’ I ask when he’s close, but the chatter of the wedding 
guests is too noisy and the waiter doesn’t hear. Just as he passes, when I could just about 
reach out to touch his hand, I clear my throat and say ‘Excuse me,’ but laughter erupts 
from a gathering of guests nearby, loud enough to cover my voice, and the waiter passes 
by uninterrupted. 
Eventually the guests take their seats, and a few hours pass during which they eat, 
drink, socialise, and – as for about half of the guests – dance. I have a few short 
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conversations with the woman next to me whose name-card reads ‘Philippa’, and she tells 
me she’s a high-school friend of the bride’s. While we speak, I try to think of ways to 
reflect the aura of intelligence and humour that comes so naturally to her. This woman, 
younger than me, is telling me about how she met her husband when she was a canyoning 
instructor for two years near Lake Garda in Italy. She has written a semi-fictional book 
about her time in South Africa. The bracelet on her wrist looks expensive. She calls for 
the waiter, and he leaves a bottle of water on the table. I end up wishing that I had watched 
more French films, read more autobiographies, seen more of the world.  
I look down at my hands resting on the table. There’s usually a freckle above the 
knuckle of my right index finger, but my hands have grown so transparent that it has 
virtually disappeared. I ignore it and hope Philippa hasn’t noticed. Now she tells me she 
has a job working for the government and I realise I don’t know a thing about politics.  
By the time the speeches are done and the bride has waltzed, an air of intoxication has 
settled throughout the room; everyone’s sitting a little more slouched, laughing a little 
louder. My cousin Adam, one of the groomsmen, takes Philippa’s vacant seat. He is 
without his suit jacket and tie, and the top button of his shirt is undone.  
‘Perth!’ Adam says as he sits. ‘Good to see you again!’ 
I can tell he’s drunk by the way his eyes look right through me.  
‘What are you doing these days?’ He asks as he sips from Philippa’s water glass. 
‘Oh, I’m still at the call centre.’ 
‘Still?’ 
‘Yes, still.’ 
‘Geez,’ he replies, his eyebrows high. ‘You said you were leaving that place a long 
time ago.’ 
‘Yeah, well, I never did.’ 
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‘No. That’s okay though. Got a girlfriend yet? Seeing anyone?’ 
I knew this would happen. I knew he would take that seat and I’d have to summarise 
my life in a series of discontented answers. 
‘No,’ I laugh, and physically brush the question out of the air with my hand. ‘No time 
for anything like that.’ 
‘No, of course not. Still driving that same old car?’ 
The bride and groom are sitting together now and they’re laughing. The groom in his 
black, black suit, the bride in her white, white dress, both so well designed, both so well 
put-together. 
I reach for my waterglass and my hand travels right through it as if it were a hologram. 
‘You’re not drunk, are you, Perth? That’s unlike you.’ 
‘No, you know I don’t drink.’ 
‘No, that’s right. Still got that same old car?’ 
I make another swipe for my glass. I can feel the sweat materialising along my 
forehead. 
‘Yes. Same old car. She still goes.’ 
‘Oh, right. That’s good. You were going to get a new one a while ago, right?’ 
‘That’s right,’ I say. My breathing is speeding up. ‘Never got around to it. There are a 
lot of other things that need doing. Hey, tell me something.’ I hold my hand up and it is 
barely there. I can only see the faintest of outlines. I show Adam the back of my hand, 
then I show him my palm. ‘Can you see that? Can you see my hand, Adam?’ 
A bewildered smile crawls across Adam’s face. 
‘What is this? What are you doing?’ he responds. ‘Is this some kind of trick?’ 
‘No,’ I tell him. ‘No tricks. I don’t know any. Tell me, though, can you see my hand?’ 
Still smiling and curious, he says ‘Of course.’ 
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‘And you’re hearing this, right?’ I click my fingers a few times. ‘And my voice? You 
can hear my voice?’ 
‘Yes, I’m hearing it, Perth.’ 
‘Good, good.’ 
It’s night time now and the fog outside has grown worse. It seems to press against the 
walls, slipping in through the open windows and the cracks between the doors and the 
floor, encroaching on the unwitting guests. The bride and groom spoon cake into each 
other’s mouths. They’re younger than I am.  
‘Are you okay, Perth?’ Adam asks, and he sits tall and prominent. 
I’m almost choking on the fear that he might ask about my car again, or my job, or my 
half-finished painting, or, heaven forbid it, my age. A curdled nausea wells within my 
stomach and I wait for it to pass.  
‘I’ll be fine soon,’ I reply, and my skin prickles and sweats and reddens. ‘Just give me 
a little while.’ 
‘Perth, you don’t look great. You seem stressed. What have you been eating lately? 
How’s your health been?’ 
I break free from my chair, from Adam’s conversational stronghold, and I feel light-
headed. No, beyond light-headed; I feel as if my brain has detached from my body 
completely, like a balloon drifting upwards from a child’s grip. There are voices, alarmed, 
but the haze in the room hides their faces. I look down at myself and I am gone. I look 
straight down and see nothing, nothing except for the carpet, the exact spot where I felt 
myself standing moments ago. I try to speak and my throat vibrates but there is no voice. 
I feel myself wave my hand in front of my face but I don’t see it. I have become a mind 
without a body, without physical presence; a floating, invisible consciousness that 






Someone has propped me up like this, or else I must have done it myself. Perhaps it was 
Adam, who sits with his back to me, his eyes on the ebbing ocean of people on the 
dancefloor. How could he have picked me up if he can’t touch me? How could he have 
seen me there on the floor if I were invisible, if I were nothing? I only know I’m placed 
on this chair because I somehow feel it against my non-existent skin like a phantom pain. 
People pass me by on their way to joining the herd on the hardwood, convulsing to the 
music. Their hands are thrown skyward, their arms fall back around each other. Now 
Adam has joined them too. Now they’ve formed a circle around the bride and groom. 
Now I’ve left my seat. Now I’m a consciousness that floats towards the door, and now 
I’m pushing myself against it, forcing it open with the morsels of might and strength I 
have left. Now I’m heading out into the carpark, and although my body is no longer here, 
it feels as if I’m running, as if I can hear my shoes slapping hard against the asphalt.  
Nobody has seen me leave, and I’m sprinting past the parked cars. I run past my own 
car, the marooned wagon, and I imagine it watching me, its headlights sliding slowly from 
left to right as I pass by it, while it stays in the same place. I am a ghost, a mirage, a dream, 
a delusion, but I still feel the pain in my ankles and my shins as they shudder with every 
step, the chilled sting in my chest that accompanies every inhalation. The distance 
between the wedding and what’s left of myself gets vaster and vaster, and I run headlong 








My hands are smooth and untouched under lights of white then darkness, green then 
darkness, red then darkness. Nerves or stupor make them quiver from the effort of holding 
them still, and my brain is thump, thumping, a high-pitched squeal pouring itself into the 
silences. Lines stretch across my soft palms like scars, and when I curl my fingers over I 
can see dirt under the nails. A droplet of blood mixed with sweat drips onto my palm at 
the edge where the two lines intersect, then another, leaving a watery red trail as they run 




There were five of us assembled around a wooden table in Cal’s moonlit backyard like a 
secret cult that worshipped bicep veins and empty bottles. Among the sharp smells of 
beer and aftershave, we were machines that lifted bottles to our lips, partaking in an 
unspoken race: who could do it fastest, who could do it longest. 
From behind my chair, Eddie let an unopened bottle drop onto the table in front of me 
with a glassy thud. It wobbled uncertainly then settled. He said, ‘You’ve got some 
catching up to do’.  
I wrenched the cap off and the bottle bled inside my mouth until my eyes burned. Half-
empty now, I placed the bottle back on the table and Eddie was satisfied for a while. 
We were celebrating Cal’s break-up as if it were something worth celebrating. He 
stood before us speaking through smiles, as if he hadn’t been in love, about the women 
he’d take to bed in the coming weeks. 
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‘The happiest I’ve ever been,’ he said before he tipped beer down his throat, emptying 
the bottle except for the froth that refused to leave the neck. 
Eddie slapped me hard in the middle of my back. 




The droplets of blood are leaving trails across my palms and I wipe my nose with my 
forearm, leaving a bloody streak that fades as it reaches towards my elbow. Someone’s 
asking if I’m okay, and I’m thinking about the faint taste of vomit, dripping gooey strands 
of drool out of my mouth that spill on the floor and my shoes. I’m thinking about how the 
outside edge of everything is blurred, how everything is part of one thing and we’re all 
nothing at the same time, and I’m saying all of this out loud. The only response is a hand 
placed against my forehead, tipping my head back and leaving my mouth gaping open. 
Tissues are stuffed against my nose, and someone takes my hand and presses it against 
the tissues to keep them in place. Somehow, through the deafening fuzz and the 
intermittent darkness that blankets everything else, I’m hearing or maybe feeling 




The alcohol had taken me to the border of sleep when something hit my thigh with a loud 
slap. The cab was in a techno-fuelled frenzy; Alex throwing his fist into the air to the 
electronic thump of the stereo, howling as if to call for the other wide-eyed night animals. 
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Eddie’s hand was gripped tightly almost around my entire thigh, his knuckles harsh 
and worn, fine black hairs covering the backs of his hand and fingers. He had these 
piercing eyes as he said, ‘Perk up, buddy,’ before joining Alex in his violent, robotic 
thrusting of arms, head, and chest. 
The taxi’s interior was lit by dashboard dials and passing streetlights. The dark-skinned 
taxi driver’s eyes continually passed between each of his passengers, the drinks in our 
hands, and the road ahead. The seats around him writhed with drunken excitement. I did 
my best to join the controlled chaos of hands and music, but I felt disconnected, only able 
to let my hand lazily thrust in front of me as if softly punching a button with the bottom 
of my fist. The more I tried to join them, the further I felt myself fall behind. 




The ceiling seems abnormally still, detached like a hidden observer of the montage of 
depravity and immorality below, faint remnants of the coloured lights touch it before 
falling away again, and I’m watching it with tissues stuffed up against my bleeding 
nostrils, breathing heavy through my open mouth. As lights and lasers sweep over the 
ceiling and my own skin, the footsteps continue their approach. I look to the side and see 
Eddie’s face looking down at mine, saying something, his hair wet with sweat or alcohol, 
a pink graze above his left eyebrow, the collar of his white t-shirt stretched and misshapen 
as if a vicious dog had bitten and yanked at it. A couple of metres behind Eddie, someone 
else, a face I’ve seen earlier tonight, an expression twisted and distorted, stretched and 
misshapen into a mass of fury and bruises, his blue t-shirt stretched tight across his chest 
and biceps. He approaches quickly and thunderously, as if he’ll walk straight through 
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Eddie, straight through me, like a ghost with its shoulders hunched over, its hands in fists. 
And just before he reaches Eddie, behind him, this man slows, swings his torso and cocks 
his fist backward with a bent elbow. Everyone else is facing different directions, 
oblivious. Like the only one who’s read a certain book, the only one who knows the 
ending, I’m the only one who’s watching this stranger’s fist raise while Eddie leans over 
me, checking the bloody tissues. I’m the only one who can call out and warn Eddie, but 




On this pulsating, writhing mess of a world we’re an ocean pushing upwards and falling, 
grappling, drifting away from each other and coming together again. Deafening tidal 
waves crashing down upon ourselves, wild and devouring and ferocious and trapped 
between shores.  
Like coming up for air, I turned my face up towards the ceiling as it spun with coloured 
lights, drawn into the mayhem. On my arms I felt the humid friction of skin on skin, and 
I wiped the sweat from my forehead. Someone dropped a bottle amongst the sea of people 
and we danced on the broken glass and alcohol that spread across the floor. Separate from 
the squirming mass of dancers, Eddie was pressing himself against a girl in the corner, 
pressing his lips against hers as she clutched at his shirt, his back, his arms, his neck, and 
I longed to be him. 
I closed my eyes and felt myself moving within the crowd. In my intoxication, I felt a 
vast distance open up between myself and reality; I’d become detached from my job, my 
parents, my ex-girlfriends, my car, my entire life outside this drunken moment. There 
were no responsibilities, no consequences. The only people who had ever existed were 
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the ones inside this room swirling with lights, and everything else was just a faint 
memory, an island in the distance, swallowed by fog. 




There are veins in the back of his right hand, along his forearm, and on his neck, worms 
carrying his boiling blood through his body. His fist carries itself through the dense, dank 
air, and I’m watching it swing in slow motion. In the panic I try to form a word but it 
doesn’t come. Eddie stands over me, calm, lifting the tissues to check the blood. His touch 
is rough, and his fingertips are hard from a lifetime of trade work. I feel like a child in his 
huge hands as he tilts my head, checking my nose to see if it’s broken. 
He opens his mouth to say something but his words are interrupted by a row of 
knuckles colliding with the side of his head, just above his ear. His head bounces off the 
fist, catapulting to the left, taking his body with it. The expression is gone and his pupils 
roll back, and something leaves him, like a pilot ejecting from the cockpit of a fighter jet, 
leaving the burning carcass of his vehicle to drop towards the earth. He plummets, 
plummets, plummets, leaving his feet behind, his head crashing into the edge of the bar 
with a loud crack. He slumps to the floor, limp, propped up with his shoulder against the 
bar. Blood leaks from the side of his head, dribbling down his neck and soaking the 






Browns mixed with greens mixed with yellows mixed with tinges of orange. Mulch and 
water lay before me as I gagged and wretched, the last remnants of vomit leaving my 
body and adding to the stinking heap in the toilet bowl. I stood, flushed, and left the grimy 
whites of the bathroom, re-entering the multi-coloured darkness of a nightclub I didn’t 
know the name of, didn’t even remember entering. I found the nearest crowd and threw 
my body around to match the dancers that surrounded me. The place had become a violent 
swirl of unknown faces, loneliness, and an awareness that the end of the night was near. 
A few feet away, a pretty blonde girl swayed to the music, her hips moving side to side 
as she checked her phone while her friend kissed a guy she’d probably never met before. 
She put her phone away and looked at me for a second before looking away again, 
swaying the whole time. I wished she’d look at me again, maybe wink, maybe beckon. I 
thought about kissing her, about ushering her into a cab, entering a bedroom and 
undressing her, about moving up to her on the dance floor and placing my hands on her 
waist, but she didn’t look again.  
A shove in the middle of my back threw me forwards into the crowd of dancers, and 
to break my fall I thrust my hands out instinctively, a girl shrieking as her drink was 
knocked and smashed on the floor. I saw the culprit. A tall, muscular man in a tight blue-
shirt that showed the curve of his chest, his bulging biceps. Before I could stop myself 
I’d already grabbed his collar, his head, throwing my fists at his chin, but he was bigger 
and he had friends and a set of knuckles drove themselves into the bridge of my nose. I’d 
hit the floor and flurries of fists and shoes were flying at me, hitting my head, my elbows, 
my ribs, my stomach. 
As sudden as it had begun, it stopped. I opened my eyes to see several figures had 
lurched themselves into the battle. I recognised one of them as Eddie, throwing the guy 
in the blue t-shirt to the floor, landing several punches to his face before bouncers pulled 
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everyone apart, overcome by the sheer number of men throwing fists, spitting, pulling, 
screaming like wild beasts. As several of them were ushered out of the club, still trying 
to pull themselves towards the violence, Eddie’s hand lifted me from the floor, escorting 
me out of the mayhem, sitting me down as my head lolled forwards, backwards, side to 
side. With one rough hand on my forehead, he held my head still. 
‘Shit,’ he said. ‘Your nose is broken.’ 
He left me for a second, and I looked downwards, watching the blood trickle from my 




Blood drips slowly into a puddle on the floor, like water dripping from leaves after a 
downpour of rain. Eddie’s body lays sidewards, his head held up against the side of the 
bar at an awkward, almost impossible angle. His face sags lifelessly like an empty potato 
sack, a wound above his left eye leaking blood. I’m slapping his face, calling his name, 
pulling him to a flat position on the floor and sitting him up. People are on their phones, 
calling for paramedics. I’m begging for help as everyone stands and watches the pool of 
blood spread, soaking a dark, wet red into the knees of my jeans, the back of Eddie’s shirt.  
The man in the blue t-shirt hasn’t moved. He’s frightened, helplessly watching me call 
for help. Then he’s looking at the back of his hand, clenching and unclenching his fist, 
examining the bright red rawness, the blossoming bruise along his knuckles. 
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The Night Our Heads Collided 
 
It’s loud. The front man is overweight and his shirt falls gracelessly over the parts that 
get left behind when he moves too quickly. He has shaggy, reddish hair and a beard like 
wet roadkill, sweat trickling down his face and off the end of his nose. His guitar looks 
small and light compared to his body, his chubby fingers sliding frantically along the 
frets. He strums hard, hacks at the guitar with his hands. One of the strings snaps and 
flails wildly, then hangs like a stray hair from the headstock. He keeps playing, and when 
the song finishes he walks to the back of the stage, replaces the string, swigs from the 
beer bottle resting on one of the amps, and strides towards the front. He keeps bouncing 
to the corners of the stage, shredding on his guitar and returning to the microphone, and 
when he sings the low notes, his voice croaks like he’s just woken up or he’s hungover, 
and he doesn’t care if he doesn’t hit the high notes when he screams, and neither do the 
mob of people standing below him in front of the stage. They reach their hands up and 
sing the chorus to the ceiling, and they jump with the music as one racing pulse, drunk, 
shirts drenched with spilt beer and hair slick with sweat. The pulse weakens as it spreads 
outwards from the band. The people near the front are thrashing and bumping into each 
other; the people along the sides and near the sound desk at the back, where I’m standing, 
have one hand around a glass of beer, the other stuffed into their pocket, and are nodding 
their heads in time. 
My friends are sitting in the beer garden where they can hear each other. I often wonder 
if they talk about me when I’m not there. I would’ve stayed with them, but I didn’t pay 
thirty-five dollars for a gig ticket to sit around and talk shit about other people. 
I move towards the stage, my hand covering my half-empty beer to stop anything from 
coming out or going in. I push myself shoulder first through the gaps between the bodies, 
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and I can feel them scowling at me as I move forward. I reach a point near the stage where 
there’s a small, open part of the floor that I can stand on, squeezing my shoulders in to 
make myself smaller. I’m being pushed around by the dancing and thrashing bodies of 
others and all I can focus on is keeping my feet stationary, defending my tiny section of 
the floor, not falling underneath a thousand sticky soles of ragged Doc Martens and 
Converse sneakers. Here, the band members loom over us, huge like gods, only noticing 
us when they want to. So close to the speakers, the music is a deafening buzz, the bass 
coming up through our feet and into our chests. The song finishes with a grating, high-
pitched line of feedback, and everyone’s cheering and yelling, their hands clapping in the 
air above their heads.  
The lead singer mutters a shy ‘thank you’ into the microphone. In a quiet, hoarse voice, 
he says, ‘The next song is about a time I wanted to kill myself.’ Some of us laugh, some 
cheer. ‘I’m glad I didn’t,’ he says, ‘because I never would have gotten to see any of your 
beautiful faces. There are a lot of things I never would have done.’ 
With his foot placed gently against one of the pedals on his pedalboard, he plays the 
opening riff to ‘Romantic’. At first, his tender plucking of the strings is drowned out by 
the noise of the crowd, before their cheering dies down and they wait for his words. 
He sings, and everyone else sings louder. 
‘Seems funny that the week I first tasted your breath 
Was the same week I started thinking about my death.’ 
The lead singer stamps down on the pedal, and the music, the room, suddenly it all 
explodes. The guy beside me shoves me hard in the arm and my half-filled glass flies 
from my hand. Another shove and I’m scrambling, holding onto people’s shirts to stay 
standing, and now they’re pushing as well, and everyone is shoving, shoving, shoving, 
and I’m in the middle of it all. I feel shoulders and elbows in my chest, my back. 
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Everything is shifting, everyone is violent, and I’m just trying to stay on my feet. The 
mayhem has opened a wider space on the floor and everyone’s running back and forth 
across it now, carelessly colliding with everyone else. The blare of the band fills my head 
and I’m thrashing, swinging fists around, pushing everyone away from me, anyone that 
comes close enough to touch. The singer is screaming something about love, and I don’t 
care who I hurt, who hurts me. I’m shoved again and again, caught in a storm, everyone 
beating down against me like waves. 




His name is Brenton Leonard, but he hates his name so people call him ‘Lenny’. He has 
two favourite bands: The Stooges and Dead Kennedys. 
He had leapt from the stage, guitar and all. Most of the people around me had seen it 
coming and raised their hands to catch him. I was too busy fighting everyone off. His 
head crashed into mine and we both collapsed to the floor. 
‘I like the old stuff,’ he says. ‘Something about it makes you wanna jump around. Even 
if you’re alone, you wanna get up and act like a lunatic. You wanna break something, but 
you can’t. So you just dance.’ 
He wishes he was born in the 60s. The only shirts he wears are band t-shirts. He’s got 
a collection of them strewn across his bedroom floor. He picks them up and smells the 
armpits before he puts one on.  
The night our heads collided, he was wearing a Billy Bragg t-shirt. I remember being 
on the floor, looking up at him extending his hand. I took it and he brought me to my feet. 
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It felt as if all the blood in my head had been drawn to the point on my temple where he 
hit me.  
He sleeps at his friends’ houses because he can’t stand going home. His mum left when 
he was young, and he hates his dad because all he does is drink and smoke and sit alone 
on an old chair in front of the TV. Sometimes Lenny goes home to get a change of clothes 
during the day when he knows his dad is working. He hasn’t seen his dad in three weeks. 
Now, like his dad, all Lenny does is drink and smoke, and most of the time he’s able to 
fool himself into thinking it’s ok because he doesn’t do it alone. 
With everyone jumping around us, Lenny held my face between his two hands and 
said something. I couldn’t hear him but I nodded anyway. He inspected my head, as if to 
try and find a cut or bruise. He found nothing and gave me a thumbs-up. I laughed. He 
quickly kissed me on the spot where our heads collided and climbed back onto the stage 
to play the rest of the gig. 
He’s broken his hand twice. Once from a time he punched his friend when he was 
drunk, and again when he had an argument with his dad, turned, and blindly punched a 
doorframe thinking it was a wall. ‘Sometimes everything is too much for me,’ he says. 
‘What I would give for a lobotomy.’ Now he has a steel plate in the back of his hand. 
With your fingertip, you can feel the tops of the screws underneath his skin. When he 
bends his wrist a certain way, you can see them; a row of bumps crawling down to his 
wrist like a skin condition. 
When the band played their last song and the lights came on and the bouncers came to 
usher us out, I was worried that Lenny had forgotten me already. That he’d help the band 
pack their equipment, and I’d leave with my friends and never see him again. 
Stepping down off the stage, he turned to me and said, ‘Want a smoke?’ 
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Sometimes, Lenny will be mid-sentence and he’ll screw his face up, gritting his teeth, 
pressing the points of his fingers hard into the top of his forehead. It’s been happening 
ever since we clashed heads. He can feel it at the front of his brain, like the two 
hemispheres are tearing away from each other. When it happens, he can hear a strange 
murmur, like a wordless voice or the low buzz of an amp at a punk concert, constant, 
muffled, hidden within the wrinkles of his brain. 
The night of the gig, we sat in the gutter and smoked and talked for two hours. I pointed 
out a rip under the armpit of his Billy Bragg t-shirt. Cigarette between his lips, he lifted 
his arm, pulled the side of his shirt over so he could see the rip, and said, ‘Cool.’ 
‘Are you gonna fix it? Or just stop wearing it?’ 





The carpet in Lenny’s loungeroom looks like it’s never been cleaned and there are patches 
where the fabric has worn away, crushed underneath furniture or chewed by mice. I’m 
sitting on his dad’s recliner, the one that faces the TV. One of the wooden posts 
underneath the cushion is broken, and I’m sinking into the chair, my feet off the ground. 
Lenny’s sitting in a bean bag and his drunk friends are sprawled out on the couches and 
the floor. Beer bottles are huddled in tight groups all over the floor and the tables. There’s 
beer spilt on the carpet but Lenny doesn’t care. Punk music plays on a turntable; I 
recognise the songs but can’t name the band. 




Claire once had sex with someone in an alleyway for half a pizza and a cab fare home. 
She doesn’t see the big fuss about sex. Guys want it and she gives it to them. Sometimes 
she likes it, sometimes she doesn’t. 
Iggy got addicted to drugs when he was thirteen. He can’t remember what it was like 
before the drugs and he doesn’t know how to give it up. He got a few of his friends hooked 
on heroin. He once encouraged an ex-girlfriend to steal from her mum’s purse to buy her 
first hit. He blames himself for her overdose even though it happened years after they 
broke up.  
Parky just feels like he’s angry all the time. His parents want to send him to therapy, 
which makes him angrier. He feels better now that he’s off drugs and has a girlfriend, but 
he still can’t stop himself from lashing out sometimes. Iggy was the one who sold him his 
first hit of heroin, and everyone laughs.  
Lenny’s torn. He’s slept with a few girls, a few boys, but people try to make him decide 
between the two. He doesn’t know why he can’t just sleep with whoever he likes without 
feeling like someone’s going to call him a fake. His eyes flick around the room, settling 
on me for a second or two then back to the beer in his hand. ‘To me, sexuality is a scale,’ 
he says, ‘and everyone makes you feel like you’re broken if you don’t fall down one end 
or the other.’ It doesn’t matter in the end; Lenny doesn’t care much what other people 
think. 
It’s my turn and everyone looks at me. 
Instantly, my cheeks feel hot. I search for something. I could say anything. This might 
be the only room where I could tell any Truth and nothing would change. 
‘I haven’t really got anything,’ I say, and the room deflates. 
Lenny’s rubbing his hand across his forehead, his face a pained grimace.  
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‘You know the rules,’ Claire says. ‘If you don’t give us something, you have to dance 
in front of us.’ 
They’re looking, waiting.  
The spot where our heads collided, Lenny’s rubbing it over and over. 
The Truth. Nothing would change. 
Claire says, ‘You must have something’. 
‘He does’. Lenny’s squinting his eyes as if he’s looking at the centre of a light bulb. 
I think hard. I’ve heard psychologists say that when people are thinking about 
something, without realising, they look up to the left or right. Looking up to the left means 
you’re trying to remember something. Looking up to the right means you’re about to tell 
a lie. 
I look up to the left and say, weakly, ‘I can’t think of anything’. 
‘You’re a fucking liar,’ Lenny spits. He stands up, then stumbles backwards, and with 
the thud of his boot’s heel hitting the wooden foot of the couch he sits back down. 
‘Ok, ok,’ Iggy says, sitting up. ‘Lenny’s had a bit to drink.’ Lenny blinks and peers at 
the can in his hand. Iggy turns to me. ‘You don’t know us yet. It’s all good. Maybe you’ll 
tell us something when you do.’ 
Lenny won’t look at me. 




When everyone else is asleep, Lenny and I are sitting on his bed watching old music 
videos on his phone. He doesn’t apologise for what he said earlier, and I’m not sure if he 
can’t remember doing it or if he’s just not sorry.  
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Again, there’s a pained grimace fixed on his face, his fingers pressing hard into his 
forehead. 
‘You should see a doctor,’ I tell him. 
‘A doctor’s not what I need,’ he says. ‘It’s not painful. It’s something else. I can’t 
explain it.’ 
In the dark of Lenny’s bedroom, lit only by the light from the cracked screen of his 
phone, I watch him sift through his thoughts, pulling words into combinations that might 
make sense. 
‘Do you ever hear strange things? Something that you know is only in your mind?’ 
I shake my head. 
‘There’s something in my brain,’ he says, concentrated. ‘I can hear it. It used to be 
static, but it’s getting clearer all the time.’ 
‘What can you hear?’ 
In the moments when we’re alone, Lenny tells me Truths. He says that’s why he 
became a songwriter. Every time he tells the world a Truth, the weight becomes less, like 
taking off wet clothes. 
‘It’s not a voice, and it’s not words,’ he says. ‘It’s more like … thoughts. Or feelings.’ 
He’s staring down at nothing, breathing his whiskey-breath. Somehow it feels right 
that we should be the only two awake. 
Lenny says, ‘I’m feeling things that I can’t explain. Confused and frightened all the 
time. But they’re not my emotions. They’re someone else’s.’ 
He looks up at me, a drunk fog keeping him from focusing his eyes. 
He says, ‘I think they’re yours.’ 
My stomach falls and he flinches.  
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He says, ‘That’s how I know you’re a liar when you say you don’t have secrets.’ He’s 
nervously wringing his hands, interlocking his fingers and pulling them apart. ‘And that’s 
how I know that you wish you could touch me and not feel scared.’ 
At first, I don’t believe him. Suddenly my thoughts seem to fill the room like rain 
falling from the ceiling, drenching the carpet, where Lenny reads it all. My breaths are 
stumbling out. Lenny shifts his body on the bedsheets and I can’t tell if the space between 
us gets smaller or more distant.  
I manage a laugh; nervous, transparent. 
‘You’re drunk, Lenny,’ I say. 
‘So?’ 
‘So I think I’d better leave.’  
‘But you don’t want to,’ he says. 
‘It’s late.’ 
He’s not looking at me; his eyes move as if they’re searching the carpet, and something 
tells me that he’s sifting through his mind, searching his own thoughts for mine. I can 
almost feel him, like hands cradling my brain. Suddenly, I know it’s true. Something 
passed between us when our heads collided. Something of me was left in him, and now 
there’s nowhere to hide. 
‘I feel it too,’ he says. ‘Everything you’re feeling. If you leave, you’ll just wish you 
had stayed. I wish you’d stay.’ 
I stand up, aware of the space between Lenny, myself, and the exit of the room, 
knowing that if I step towards the door there’s no way I could come back. I’d be carried 
as if in a current, torn away from the shore, borne out to sea. And as if that wasn’t reason 




I forget about myself for a second, about my fears and insecurities, about how long 
I’ve hid in shadows. 
He says, ‘Everything would be better if you just stopped fighting it.’ 
The end of the mattress sags under his weight like a sinkhole and he uses his thumbnail 
to dig lines in his palm, avoiding my eyes, feeling what I’m feeling, knowing everything. 
I think about how difficult things are, how easy they could be. I think about how every 
time I’d ever wanted to tell the truth, it was outweighed by how much I needed to lie. 
‘I’m sorry, Lenny,’ I say. ‘I just don’t feel the same way.’ 
And without looking back, I let the current flow under me, away from the shore, taking 
me far from the room, out of the house and onto the street, where streetlights shine down 
on the gutters that cradle empty beer bottles and the ends of smoked cigarettes. It carries 
me into my bedroom where I lie on my bed and think about the distance between me and 
Lenny. All night, I think about walking back and opening Lenny’s bedroom door to find 
him sitting there, waiting for me, always knowing I’d come back. I wonder if we’re still 
connected across this distance, if he’s feeling everything I’m feeling, or if we detached 
somewhere along my walk home.  




It’s loud again, but the audience is calmer this time. Even the ones at the front are 
listening, dancing without violence. Some of them have yellow earplugs in to protect their 
hearing. I’m standing off to the side, pressing my ear against the speaker, letting the noise 
shake my brain. 
A security guard grips my arm and pulls me away from the speaker. 
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‘You’ll go deaf,’ his lips seem to say. 
He waits until I move away from the speaker before he retreats, and after that I still 
feel him watching me. 
It’s loud, but I can still hear my thoughts. There’s no getting rid of them.  
The mob in front of the stage is restless now; the music commands it. They’re starting 
to jump, starting to push.  
It’s getting violent. Lenny would love this. 
The speakers bleed feedback. The drummer thumps, faster faster. The front man 
presses his lips to the microphone and his fingers align along the frets of his guitar. 
Every time I try to stop thinking about something, there it is, louder and brighter than 
anything. I wonder if Lenny can hear and see it too, and if he can feel me trying to cover 
it all, trying to drag it down and drown it. In a way I hope he does, but more than that I 
hope he doesn’t. 
The room explodes again. The crowd swells and falls in on itself, a melee of bodies 
assaulting one another.  







Standing in the early afternoon light that spilled in through the classroom windows, Mrs 
McMillan – stout, bored, and thirty-five – cradled a maths textbook in one hand and used 
the other to write on the whiteboard in red cursive, watched by her twenty-three students: 
twelve boys, ten girls, and a Spanish fighting bull named Camilo. The students sat at 
tables that were arranged in what Mrs McMillan called a ‘horseshoe’, though Camilo 
thought it bore a stronger resemblance to a giant staple. Camilo’s rump rested heavy on 
the carpet at one side of the staple, his tail swishing from side to side. A skinny, 
bucktoothed, blonde boy named Samuel sat on the far side, whispering to his friends and 
falling behind in his work. Camilo concentrated on the red circles on the whiteboard, but 
Samuel’s school blazer glared in the bull’s peripheral vision. Camilo could feel them 
looking at him. He pretended not to hear their hushed murmurs about his flared nostrils, 
or the way his left horn stretched slightly higher than his right, or his sheer size, four times 
bigger than any of his classmates. His tail flicked the carpet. The rest of the students tilted 
their heads up and down, peering at the whiteboard then bowing over their own work as 
they copied Mrs McMillan’s writing into their books, never as neat.  
Samuel and his friends, one on either side, giggled quietly, and Camilo resisted the 
invisible force that pulled at his neck, urging him to glance just once. He couldn’t help 
but turn his head in a flicker of anger when he heard Samuel whisper, ‘Psst, midget’. 
‘Quiet, Samuel,’ Mrs McMillan huffed, but once her back was turned, Samuel looked 
into the searching eyes of the bull and, with a devilish smile and a bony index finger, he 
drew a line across his throat, an imaginary wound. It was moments like those that Camilo 
saw himself as a boy, smaller than his classmates, sitting on a chair at the side of a giant 
staple, hunched over a notebook with nothing written on it. He had a ruffled head of 
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straight brown hair and green eyes that were fixed on the empty space of the page. His 
feet swung, the toes of his shoes barely scraping the carpet. A tiny, quiet, human boy. 
Then reality returned to him and he remembered that he was a bull, six-hundred kilograms 
heavy, swishing his tail and stinking up the classroom. 
Camilo knew no reason for his routine torment other than the one given by Samuel 
himself: ‘Because I can’. 
Camilo had seen an opportunity once on the soccer field. After a stray kick from his 
teammate, the ball rolled and came to a rest at Camilo’s two front hooves. He stood there 
looking at it, trying to coordinate one of his front legs to boot the ball, when he felt a 
thudding in the grass, something stomping towards him. Before he could look up, Samuel 
smashed into his ribs. Camilo was knocked sidewards into the grass, curled up and 
winded, amazed that a human boy could cause such impact. ‘Learn to kick, midget,’ 
Samuel had said to him before dribbling the ball away. When Camilo returned to his feet, 
he saw that Samuel was celebrating a goal, his arms stretched in the air above him, his 
midriff unprotected. Camilo scraped grass into the air with one of his front hooves, and 
for a wild, angry moment, he considered goring Samuel through the sternum and 
galloping away from the school with the boy impaled on one of his six-inch horns. But a 
hole through the torso would likely kill Samuel, and Camilo thought better of it. He could 
never take a son away from a loving mother and father, no matter how cruel the boy was. 
Besides, Camilo would be euthanised, rendering his own father son-less. The bull’s 
strength should have been a blessing, but instead it was a burden; a treasure locked away 






After the bell had rung to signal the end of the school day and the bundle of students had 
rushed for the door like cloth sucked through the hose of a vacuum, Camilo the bull 
lingered in the classroom. He savoured the company of teachers and the safety that came 
with it, although he’d never ask one for help. There was the obvious communication 
barrier – Camilo couldn’t speak the way human beings could – but there was also 
something else that stood in his way: pride. Whatever problems faced the bull, he was 
certain that he must solve them himself. Seeking help from a teacher was an admission 
of weakness that he couldn’t afford.  
Eventually, Mrs MacMillan finished tidying the room and ushered Camilo out, his 
hooves clopping on the concrete as he left. He quickly reached his locker, pried it open 
with one of his horns, and pulled out his backpack. The courtyard, its concrete paths 
heated by the sun and flanked by gardens of cheap and downtrodden flowers, was 
emptying of students. He trotted warily along the path towards the school’s exit, his 
backpack hanging from his teeth by its strap, and halted when he saw Samuel and two of 
his friends blocking the trail that led through a narrow gap between the school toilets and 
the corner of the main building. They stood in a row facing Camilo, their backpacks on 
the ground behind them. In the heat, the two friends had removed their blazers, but 
Samuel still wore his, the sun’s glare emphasising its bloody redness. Samuel’s arms were 
by his sides, and Camilo saw that in one of his hands he was carrying a slim, grey pencil 
case. 
There was no other way out of the schoolyard. Camilo was trapped. He felt his heart 
thumping in his throat. His legs were weak. He kicked at the ground, a frightened threat, 
his hoof making a scraping noise on the hot concrete. 
One of Samuel’s friends laughed. 
‘He really does think he’s a bull,’ he said. 
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The bull clamped his teeth down hard on the strap of his backpack and charged, aiming 
for the space between Samuel and the boy on his right. They sidestepped, and just when 
Camilo thought he had broken through without a collision, he felt two pairs of hands, then 
three, wrap tightly around his horns. He was astounded by their strength, considering he 
must have been triple the weight of the three of them combined. Camilo tried to plant his 
four hooves but they slipped and stumbled along the concrete path as the boys dragged 
him towards the toilets, grunting with the effort. The door banged open and Camilo was 
hauled inside. 
The toilets reeked of urine. A small amount of light spilled in through a long, narrow 
window above the mirror. Even without the boys holding him back, Camilo couldn’t fight 
and he couldn’t run; he was far too big to gather any momentum in such a small room. 
The door to the courtyard closed behind them, and the two boys held Camilo while 
Samuel unzipped his pencil case. The bull snorted and struggled, trying to wrench his 
horns free. He was infuriated by the boys who subdued him and, in a rage, he bucked his 
head towards Samuel but couldn’t reach. 
Samuel sneered. 
‘Do you know what they do to bulls in Spain? At the bullfights?’ he asked.  
Camilo did know what they did to bulls. He’d seen it in videos. But he’d also seen 
what bulls could do to people. 
‘They bring horses out with pads protecting their ribs, and when the bull tries to gore 
the horse, the man on the horse’s back stabs the bull in the back of the neck to weaken it.’ 
Samuel’s voice wavered slightly, though he wasn’t afraid of Camilo. Samuel never took 
his eyes off the bull as he spoke, his hand rummaging in his pencil case. ‘Then the bull is 
stabbed in the back with long spikes – what are they called again, Cody?’ 
‘Banderillas,’ one of Samuel’s friends said. 
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‘Yeah. Banderillas. And the bull runs around the ring with them hanging from its 
back.’  
Camilo’s eyes widened as Samuel pulled out a drawing compass, its needle gleaming 
in the daylight that spilled through the window above the mirror. 
‘Then the matador enters the ring alone and uses his red cape to manoeuvre the bull. 
The closer the bull gets to the matador, and the more dangerous the move looks, the better. 
Then, finally, when the bull’s time is up, the matador plunges his sword down into the 
bull’s back, so far that the blade goes through the bull’s heart.’ 
Suddenly, as if obeying a secret command, the boys wrestled Camilo’s head forward 
so that he was looking at the tiled floor. Frightened, he struggled against their grip, trying 
to raise his head, but somehow they were too strong. Then, with a sharp, intense pain, the 
bull felt something stab hard between his shoulder blades. 
‘Then the bull dies,’ Samuel said. 
The boys’ grip eased and Camilo fell back into the urinal, his throat emitting a 
squealing noise like scraping metal, half from fear and half from the pain. Writhing in the 
wet urinal, he felt small again, like a human boy in school uniform, smaller than the boys 
that stood over him. In his head, he thought, why? Why would they hurt me like this?  
Samuel seemed to hear these thoughts because he shrugged his shoulders. 
‘Because we can,’ he said. ‘We find it entertaining, I guess.’ 
Camilo, now a human boy, reached around and, with one of his hands, tried to feel for 
the compass that was still stuck in his back. He closed his eyes with the effort, his arm 
bent back around, and he could feel the cold, metal device hanging from his skin. With 
two of his fingers, he managed to pluck the compass out and let it fall to the metal floor 
of the urinal. He didn’t notice the boys leave. He sat for a while, too afraid to flee, and 
felt the wet patch on his back where the blood soaked his school shirt. 
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Camilo wasn’t sure how long he sat there, but when reality returned to him, he finally 




When he arrived home, Camilo knew by the stillness of the house that his father was 
asleep. The curtains were closed, only allowing slivers of light that fell upon the paper 
bags, once filled with cheap takeaway food but now empty, crumpled, and littering the 
carpet. The television had been left on, its volume low, the speakers murmuring. The 
loungeroom was filled with the smell of stale smoke that clung to his father’s clothes and, 
to a lesser extent, his own. He could smell the faint scent of his father’s favourite drink 
in the air; he saw the bottle laying broken in half, the translucent brown liquid leaking out 
onto the tiles of the kitchen floor. The bull stepped quietly through the hallway and into 
his bedroom, climbed up onto the bed and laid on his side facing the wall. The bed’s 
wooden joints strained under more than half a tonne of weight. Camilo’s back still stung 
from the point of Samuel’s compass, and he was sure the blood was still wet but he was 
too tired to wipe it away. 
After a while, he heard the soft sound of bare feet stepping on carpet and the creak of 
his bedroom door behind him. 
‘Camilo?’ his father’s voice whispered. 
The only time Camilo liked the sound of his name was when its syllables snapped 
harshly like an elastic band off his father’s Spanish tongue. In everyone else’s mouth, his 
name sounded soft. Like caramel. He wished he had a different name, or better yet, no 
name. Names were for pets. They inspired love, not fear. 
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‘Camilo, are you awake?’ his father said. Camilo heard the words limp from his 
father’s mouth, dragging the way they did when he drank. After a moment, his father 
continued, ‘What’s this on your back?’ 
The mattress sank slightly as Camilo’s father sat behind him. He felt the light touch of 
fingers in the fur around the wound between his shoulder blades.  
‘Did somebody do this to you?’ the voice said. 
Camilo didn’t answer, but he hoped the fingers would stay, tracing trails around the 
little hole in his body. After a short silence, Camilo heard his father leave the room and 
then return. The bull flinched at the cool sensation of a wet towel against his back. It hurt 
slightly, but he let his father wipe the wound. 
After a while his father said, ‘I would let you change schools if you wanted to.’ 
Still, Camilo was silent but for his slow, rumbling breaths. 
‘I’ve been to the school before to see if you’re being bullied, but they didn’t know 
anything about it. Why won’t you talk to them? Why won’t you talk to me?’ 
Even though they weren’t facing each other, Camilo could smell the alcohol as his 
father spoke. He tried to remember its name. He remembered reading it on a label once: 
Whiskey. Camilo longed to speak to his father without smelling it on his breath. 
There was another silence. Camilo’s father kept dabbing the towel at the bull’s back, 
and in the silence he seemed to be gathering words, assorting them in the correct order 
before he spoke.  
‘Well, Camilo,’ he began, ‘if you won’t accept help then you will have to stand up for 
yourself. And that is no easy thing, especially for a small boy like you.’ 
The bull huffed in response but continued to listen. 
‘I can tell you to walk away when people are cruel, but I’m not sure it does any good. 
You just end up enduring abuse and dealing none back.  You’d be miserable. But then, 
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how can you fight them? I was a small boy too, and fighting never did me any good. It 
just got me hurt. I don’t know, Camilo. There’s just no winning.’ 
He sighed, collecting words again, arranging them into something familiar. 
Arrangements that Camilo had heard before. 
‘The only advice I have is to be strong. I’ve told you before, Camilo. Be strong like a 
bull. A bull gets hurt and keeps going. He is alone in the world and he suffers the worst 
kinds of cruelty for no reason at all, but he keeps going.’ Amidst the passion, Camilo 
heard his father’s voice quiver, drawing a shaky breath after he had finished speaking. 
‘You are a bull, Camilo. A bull.’ 
Still, Camilo didn’t turn around. He lay there, feeling the wet towel dab softly at his 
back until he drifted slowly, peacefully to sleep.  
He dreamt he was a human boy, standing across a dirt-floored arena from a matador 
twice his size, a red cape hanging from his grip. Camilo was unable to move, frozen in 
the dream. The tall matador moved closer to him, his feet light on the dirt. The crowd 
applauded as the matador swished his cape and moved behind the boy. Camilo couldn’t 
move his head, couldn’t look around to see where the matador was, couldn’t run. 
Suddenly, the audience gasped and Camilo felt a sharp sensation in his back. He looked 
down to see the red point of a blood-drenched sword protruding through his chest. The 
matador had moved to face Camilo, and he saw the blade too. The audience was silent. 
Many of the viewers held their hands to their mouths in disbelief. The matador had missed 
Camilo’s heart. Camilo could feel the blade inside him, half an inch to the right of his 
heartbeat, and slowly, with his hands out before him as if to keep Camilo at bay, the 






Camilo still felt the sting of the compass between his shoulder blades when he woke the 
next morning. More intensely, he felt the dream’s sword that impaled him while he was 
asleep. But it was painless. He simply felt the blade there as if it had been broken off 
inside him, his heart beating against it. 
When he arrived at school, his teeth biting down on the strap of his backpack, there 
was a crowd of students in red blazers standing on a wide stretch of dirt near the entrance. 
At first, it seemed as if they had gathered for no reason; they were broken up into smaller 
groups of friends, chatting or looking at their phones. But when they all looked up to see 
Camilo arriving, a hush fell over them, and it became clear that they had been waiting for 
him. 
He thought of turning around and walking home, but he remembered his father’s words 
and pressed forward, his hooves thudding in the dirt. The silent crowd parted as he 
walked, and, oddly, as they stepped back they formed a circle around him. There was a 
strange amusement among them, as if this was the first act of a game they were playing. 
The crowd ahead of the bull were pushing back to form a circle as well, and they parted 
to reveal Samuel standing before him, his top row of teeth pushed out in a nervous, impish 
grin. There was a quiet chatter among the students that had encircled Samuel and the bull, 
and Camilo could tell by the electricity in the air that Samuel had promised them a show. 
The bull looked at the crowd, confused, before returning his eyes to Samuel. As if the 
bull’s attention was a cue, Samuel pulled his red blazer off his shoulders, a buttoned white 
shirt underneath. He raised the blazer above his head, arching his back, kicking his foot 
then stamping like a matador; theatrics for the audience who laughed in return.  
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Camilo was ashamed — ashamed of his name, of his size — and now he saw himself 
from above, just a boy, smaller than all the other boys, scared, alone, with a blood stain 
on the back of his white school shirt. 
Samuel lowered his red blazer and, with both hands, held it out beside him, spreading 
it wide like a matador’s cape.  
‘Come on, midget!’ Samuel called. ‘Show us what a bull can do.’ 
As Camilo watched Samuel, his shame turned to something else. A calmness spread 
over him. 
Samuel shook the blazer, enticing Camilo, readying his feet to sidestep the inevitable 
charge. 
Camilo saw the red cape fluttering before him; he ignored it and levelled his eyes on 
Samuel. Camilo kicked at the dirt and snorted. He heard a giggle from the other students 
but he didn’t care. Clouds of dirt lifted from the ground as Camilo began to run, his head 
bowed, aiming for Samuel’s midriff. 
Samuel laughed at first, bouncing on the balls of his feet, ready to dodge at the last 
second, until a sudden dread planted his feet in the ground. A fear washed coldly through 
him and he was unable to move; at first, his eyes saw a small boy charging towards him, 
but the boy seemed to transform, and as he got closer, closer, closer, he grew bigger, 
bigger, bigger. The boy must have been six-hundred kilograms heavy, and his horns were 
aimed at Samuel. 
Some of the students described a thump when the two bodies collided – others heard 
a cracking sound, like the snap of a bone. Camilo wasn’t sure what he heard. He only felt 
it – the weight on his head as he speared his horn through Samuel’s chest and drove him 
to the ground. Camilo was shaking when he stood up and a burning sense of regret rushed 
through him when he saw Samuel lying on his back, clutching the patch of blood on the 
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front of his shirt that spread wider with each second that passed. But as Camilo stood 
there, taking in the scene, he became confused. He didn’t know how the top half of his 
father’s broken whiskey bottle came to be lying in the dirt, or how one of its long shards 
had broken off and become lodged in the left side of Samuel’s chest. No one rushed to 
remove the broken glass; they were stunned, afraid. Even Samuel did nothing. He just 
laid there in the dirt and stared at the shard that protruded from his chest, and Camilo 








In the lonely grey hue of the pre-dawn sky, where the hushed suburb of Morgan is reduced 
to lightly heaving bodies, you have to wonder if anyone else is awake, feeling that same 
sense of solitude that creeps in when late, late nights become early, early mornings.  
In these moments, I long to see a pair of dim headlights, someone in the driver’s seat, 
whose face I’ve never seen before but whose gaze crosses mine, whose features shift into 
a warm smile, a knowing nod, a palm raised just above the steering wheel in an empathic 
salute, the only two awake in the world, ships that pass. 
But on the dirt roads that split the back paddocks of Morgan like cracks on dusty 
pavement, there are never any cars, not at this hour of the morning. Only mine. 
Driving past these houses, each one separated by acres of dry grass, yellow and uncut, 
you get the feeling that nobody lives in them, like display homes designed to simulate life 
within. There are no lights in the windows. The cars in the driveways are always the same 
ones, always in the same places like they’ve never been moved, parked over the top of oil 
stains that have been there for years. 
I park the ute at the front of my home and step out into the cold. The only sounds are 
the crunch of gravel under my boots, the metallic fumble of keys dangling from my 
fingers, and the singing of two distant birds, a romantic melody entwined with their wire-
thin falsettos as they serenade each other, line by line. Every morning, the same tune 
calling from the trees across the paddocks; he listens while she sings, she listens while he 
sings. 
When the door opens, its creak is amplified by the silence, and for a secret second, I 
hope the noise wakes the girls, even just so I could hear a stir down the corridor, a tiny 
movement. But it’s dead as ever. Everything inside seems sterilised and odourless. The 
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blue-grey tinge of the morning seeps through gaps between closed curtains, lightly 
touching the white walls and a piece of paper laid on the kitchen benchtop.  
The sheet of paper rests flat, perfectly placed so that its edges run parallel to the edges 
of the benchtop. A blue pen lays next to the paper, and I imagine Natalie lining this up 
last night, a butterscotch fringe hanging past her eyes, her pale fingers moving up under 
dangling strands of hair and threading them behind her ear. 
Still, through the walls, I hear the birds.  
In soft blue trails, Natalie’s cursive loops across the page. 
 
Luke, 
It’s been months. Or has it been years? I don’t remember. 
Our children want to see their father. 
I want to see you. 
I don’t want to do this forever. 
Nat 
 
At the bottom of the page in messy, primary school handwriting, two versions of I love 
you dad. One from Charlotte, one from Holly. 
Since I began working nights at the refinery, Natalie’s notes had met me every morning 
when I arrived home and every evening when I left for work. They were once vibrant, 
trails poured from her soul, her excitement readable in her barely legible writing. In our 
only form of communication, every intricacy of her day, her mind, her love, was written 
out for me to read. Every morning, every evening, I’d switch her note for my own. We 
were like teenagers, writing love letters and sending them over the vast distance of time; 
from night to dawn, dawn to afternoon.  
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Since then, in the spaces she had once filled with the nooks of her brain, I can now 
sense the hesitations. Her words tread more carefully along the lines of the page. I can 
feel Natalie, once happily exposed, drawing a curtain over herself, leaving a gap so tiny 
I can only see a sliver of her. 
In the corner of the living room, near a window where the curtain hides the soft 
morning light, there’s a small end table that you can see when you stand on this side of 
the kitchen bench. On the table is a lamp, a colouring book, three coloured pencils, and 
two framed photographs. One depicts me and Natalie wearing heavy coats, smiling arm 
in arm, our cheeks red from the chill, our hair whipped across our faces by the wind. It 
was taken so long ago that I no longer remember the moment. Once familiar, the picture 
is distant to me now, like it’s from another world or it’s a picture of a thing that never 
happened. 
In the other photo are my two little girls, Charlotte and Holly, nine and five, sitting on 
our living room couch. Judging by their ages it must have been taken in the last year. 
They were much younger when I last saw them awake. 
I’m sure it once was better than this, before they’d been reduced to photographs and 
handwritten notes. More like a family, less like an outline of one. 
I turn Natalie’s note over and write on the back: 
 
Natalie, 
We’ve come this far. 
 
The pen hovers over the next line, stuttering, touching it softly and leaving tiny blue 
dots, and I’m sure if it continues to write, if I set it free upon the plain white paddock of 
the page, it would never stop. 
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Charlotte and Holly’s beds are across the room from each other; pink blankets, pink 
pillows, soft pink wallpaper, stark pink curtains. The room smells of strawberry shampoo 
and freshly washed pyjamas, and Charlotte, the nine-year-old, is curled up under the 
blanket, sleeping softly in her silent, graceful manner. Holly, the five-year-old, looks as 
if she was tossed, blanket and all, from the doorway to her bed, a disarray of exposed 
limbs and long, blonde hair, a gentle snore escaping from her throat. I place a kiss on the 
soft skin of their cheeks, Charlotte’s then Holly’s, and tuck Holly’s leg under the blanket. 
In the darkness of my own bedroom, I use my hands to feel my way along the walls, 
around the bed. Natalie, an adult version of the little girls in the other room, sleeps with 
her open palm separating her face from the pillow.  
When I undress and slip under the covers, I’m facing Natalie’s back. She’s wearing 
one of my old t-shirts. She used to wear it as if it defined her as mine, a mark left from a 
branding iron. Then she wore it for the nostalgic smell of my old aftershave. Now that the 
smell is gone, I presume she wears it for comfort.  
For a while I lie with my eyes open, watching Natalie’s shoulders gently moving with 
her breath. I reach out and softly drag my fingers along the little knobs of her spine 
outlined through the back of my t-shirt. Strange, like a skeleton trying to split the skin 
and leap from its shell of human flesh and organs. I wrap my arm around her and press 
myself against her back as if to keep her bones in.  
I remember when I used to come to bed with her, she’d arch her neck so I could slide 
my arm under it and wrap her up, but now she’s a row of cold bricks resting on the 
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mattress, and eventually when my shoulder has become uncomfortable, I turn over and 




When I wake, the house is empty. It’s Tuesday afternoon, so I assume the children are at 
school and Natalie is at work. There’s always this morsel of curiosity, which I sometimes 
mistake for excitement, about the notes Natalie leaves. 
I’m dressed in my work overalls when I’m walking through the corridor towards the 
kitchen, and I see the sheet of paper on the bench, not carefully arranged like the 
morning’s note, but left strewn across the middle of the kitchen bench as if discarded in 
a careless hurry. My shoulders drop when I see from a distance that the note is a short 
one, three lines, the shortest she has ever written.  
I lean over the bench and read: 
 
Natalie, 
We’ve come this far. 
Love you. 
 
And for the first time in months, maybe years, since the first time we’d ever left a note 
to reach across the distance between us and grasp at the threads of each other’s clothes, 
Natalie has not written a note.  
Before I leave the house, I look at the photographs, me and Natalie, Charlotte and 
Holly, so long ago, so far from here. 
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I’m driving to work when I realise that I don’t remember how my wife’s face moves. 
I can place the features – her nose, the curve of her lips, the distance between her 
eyebrows – but not the way she speaks, or the way she looks at things. She used to do 
something when I was being romantic, a facial expression or a movement that would melt 








Any other day. 
Look at the mirror. Repeat it. 
Any other day, any other day, any other day. 
Don’t look around the room. Don’t fidget.  
Today is just like any other day. 
As the clouds part and the sky swallows the earth, we’ll stare dead ahead and pretend 




Twelve hours before the end of the world, Abigail, in her blue school dress and ponytailed 
blonde hair, sits flat on the chair, her chest barely coming up past the top of the breakfast 
table. She tucks her legs underneath her and sits up higher. She pushes her corn flakes 
around in the milk, clanging metal against porcelain each time she accidentally taps the 
spoon against the inside of the bowl. 
‘Eat your breakfast,’ I tell her. 
‘I don’t want to go to school.’ 
‘You know the rules, Abby.’ 
Her gaze doesn’t waver from the cereal swimming around in the bowl, chased by her 
spoon. I pour the last drops of milk into my own bowl and sit down across from her. 
‘It’s stupid,’ she says, looking up at me. ‘We’re all gonna be dead tomorrow. What’s 
the point of being smart?’ 
Her pale blue eyes pierce mine. 
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‘It’s not about being smart,’ I say. ‘We have to pretend, just like everyone else is 
pretending. We have to act like everything is okay, and that today is just like any other 
day.’ 
She lets the words process before chasing the corn flakes with her spoon again. 
‘Stupid,’ she says.  
‘Just smile and eat your cereal.’ 
She pokes her tongue out at me and pushes the bowl away, crossing her arms on the 
table and resting her chin on them. 




7:58pm, September 9th, 2015. 
The animals will know first.  
There’ll be a low rumble, like an earthquake in the distance. The clouds will come 
together and form a giant grey blanket over our heads. Lightning will crack like great 
fissures in the sky, giant scars through which the universe will leak.  
This is the exact time that the sky will open up like a giant mouth and engulf the planet.  
Trying to remember when I learnt the date of the world’s end is like trying to remember 
when I learnt that the world is round, or that gravity pulls things back to the earth. It was 
a fact that had become intrinsic to the human condition; a belief that was etched into my 
brain, growing with me until any contradicting belief seemed impossible. It was all just 
part of life and knowledge: that everything we’ve ever done is in a lead-up to 7:58pm on 






Eleven hours before the end of the world, Abigail points out the driver’s side window. 
‘What are they doing, Daddy?’ 
Men in orange vests stand in a park, some holding signs. One of the men is higher than 
the rest, standing on a podium and talking into a megaphone. Below, the huddle of other 
men moves in waves, thrusting their synchronised signs and fists into the air, yelling at 
the request of the man with the megaphone. 
‘It’s a protest,’ I tell Abigail. ‘Where people get together and ask for something they 
want.’ 
‘What do they want?’ 
‘More money.’ 
I saw it on the news this morning. The newsreader said the workers went on strike for 
a pay rise, but I know the truth. I know what’s going on deep inside each of the worker’s 
minds. They know they’ll never get the money they cry out for. It’s all part of the act. It’s 
a stage play; a group of actors in a show of determined ignorance, shouting through 
invisible masks, turning today into just any other day.  
This is their protest against fear. 
Their protest against the end of the world. 
‘What will they do with the money?’ Abigail asks, screwing up her nose. ‘They won’t 
have much time to spend it.’ 
‘Maybe they’ll buy something nice for their families as a goodbye present.’ 
Abigail’s expression softens. It’s the first thing that has made sense to her today. 
I drive slowly into the school carpark, joining the herd of other cars with kids spilling 
out of them.  
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‘Now remember, Abigail,’ I say, parking the car and turning to face her, ‘the world is 
going to end tonight.’ 
And with her straightest poker face, she says, ‘I don’t know what you’re talking about.’ 
I smile and kiss her on the cheek. 




I’ve thought a lot about where I want to be when everything ends. 
I want to be lying on my back in the ocean, letting myself flow up and down with each 
wave. I want Abigail to be floating beside me, her hand in mine. I want to be facing the 
sky with my eyes open, feeling the planet spin beneath me. I want to watch the clouds 
part. I want to hear the rumble. I want to watch the sky as it slowly opens up into a giant 
black hole, pulling the water towards it. And as the waves get bigger, I want to float over 
the top of them, the water bringing me closer and closer to the sky. I want Abigail to be 
with me; not scared, not crying, but enjoying the waves, enjoying the thrill of the final 
moments. 
Instead, I’ll be sitting on my couch, watching television just like I would on any other 
Wednesday night.  
Millions of people will be sitting on their couch like me. Many will be at work. Many 
will sleep through the whole thing. It’s hard not to feel sorry for the guy who spends his 
last seconds on Earth sitting on the toilet with his pants around his ankles. We’ve all 
thought about where we want to be, but we’ll follow our usual routine, pushing the end 
of the world to the back of our minds. 
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I’ll be a statue placed in front of a television, and with a bit of luck, Abigail will be 




Two hours before the end of the world, Abigail trails behind me in the supermarket, 
running her hand along the shelves, stopping to look at certain things then running to 
catch up to me. 
We’re standing in the dairy section, staring at cartons of milk. 
‘Get one,’ Abigail says, pointing to a red and white carton with a smaller, smiling 
version of itself on the print. I pick the carton up and read the expiry date: ‘10/9/15’. 
Tomorrow. In a moment of forgetfulness, I think about putting the carton back and 
grabbing another one. 
I grab Abigail’s hand and lead her to the cash register where a smiling attendant awaits 
me. The girl wears her dark brown hair down, and her smile reveals metal braces on her 
bottom teeth.  
I read her nametag. 
Caitlin. 
As she grabs the carton on the counter, her eyes flick past the expiry date. 
‘Did you know this expires tomorrow?’ she says. ‘Do you want to grab another one?’  
I chuckle, but she doesn’t. 




I know I should leave the conversation alone, get a different carton, and let Caitlin live 
in her denial, but I look at her smile and I realise that ignoring things won’t make them 
any less real. That smile will perish with the rest of the world.  
I’ve spent my whole life acting, and I made it so close to the fall of the curtain. 
‘We won’t be around to drink it tomorrow, anyway, right?’ I tell her. 
She smiles and asks, ‘Why’s that?’ as if I’m telling a joke and I’m about to deliver the 
punch-line.  
‘Come on. We can say it now. We can stop pretending.’ 
The customers in the queue behind me pretend not to listen. Some of them are so 
desperate to avoid facing the truth that they’re moving away from me, moving into 
different queues, yet they look over to watch what I do next. 
I look down at Abigail. She’s squeezing my hand, looking back up at me with those 
pale blue eyes. Her bottom lip is trembling.  
I look back up at Caitlin. She’s still waiting for the punch line. 
‘We’re going to die tonight.’ As the words spill out of my mouth, they take my breath 
with them. I imagine this is how people feel during confession. This is the weight lifting 
off my shoulders. ‘Don’t be scared. We can say this now. We’re going to die. Say it, 
Caitlin. The world ends tonight.’ 
Caitlin’s smile has disappeared.  
In her straightest poker face, she says ‘I don’t know what you’re talking about.’ 
Abigail’s starting to cry. She’s tugging my hand, trying to pull me towards the door 
but she’s not strong enough. I stand rooted to the ground, the counter separating me from 
Caitlin. People in the supermarket stand and stare from a safe distance.  
‘It’s our last day. What are we doing here? Wouldn’t you rather be somewhere else, 
doing something worthwhile?’ I aim the question at the audience around me, their eyes 
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averting mine as I look at each one of them. ‘Wouldn’t you rather be at a beach 
somewhere or having amazing sex or, I don’t know, skydiving or something?’ 
I turn back to Caitlin. 
‘Instead, you’ll be stuck here behind a register doing one of the things you’ve hated 
most about your life up until now. You’ll die in a supermarket.’ 
A dark-haired man, a little taller than me, places his hand on my shoulder.  
I read his nametag. 
Paul. 
Under that it says, ‘Manager’. 
‘Time to go, buddy,’ he says as he puts his hand on the middle of my back, guiding 
me towards the automatic door. My feet move under me as I’m gently pushed out of the 
store. The door opens for Abigail as she wipes tears out of her eyes and drags me along 
by the hand. 
‘It’s all over soon, Paul,’ I say quietly as I reach the footpath outside. ‘Surely there are 
more important things you could be doing.’ 
‘If you say so,’ he replies. 
The door closes between us, and Paul turns to Caitlin, probably asking if she’s okay. 
She’ll go back to her job, asking customers how their days are and packing bags until the 
building gets sucked into the sky with the rest of the world. 
I should be going home to sit on the couch in my living room. I should be spending 
my last minutes watching television, following the usual routine, pretending.  
Abigail looks up at me, her eyes now puffy and wet. 
‘Dad, let’s go home,’ she says. 







My father used to test me. If he said something like ‘When’s the world going to end?’ I’d 
have to reply with something convincing like ‘How am I supposed to know?’ If he asked 
how old I thought I’d be before I die I’d say something like ninety, instead of working it 
out and saying thirty-four. He told me to stop looking around the room when I said it. He 
told me to stop fidgeting because I looked like a liar.  
I remember, once, he told me why I had to pretend. 
‘In the final moments,’ he said. ‘People will reveal their true selves, their inner 
demons. They’ll allow themselves the sick pleasures that life has denied them. There’ll 
be chaos, torture, rape, murder. People’s darkest desires will come spilling out and they 
won’t give a damn about the consequences because they won’t matter anymore. There 
will be a global riot. The peaceful people of the world won’t join hands and sing 
“Kumbaya”, because they’ll be too afraid to go outside.’ 
In the picture his words painted, dark clouds swelled overhead as the streets cracked 
and split apart. There was fire and blood, and people dropped to their knees on the 
concrete, sobbing into their hands. 
‘So, we have to pretend,’ my father said. ‘Don’t talk about it to your friends. Don’t 
talk about it outside this house. We have to ignore the end of the world, right up to the 
very end. We have to go on living our normal lives. The end of the world will be just like 






I take Abigail to get her bathing suit from home and, sixteen minutes before the end of 
the world, we arrive at the beach. Small waves wash up on the sand, bringing a cool 
breeze with it. Abigail, in her bathers, clutches her bare arms and shivers. I take her hand 
and lead her into the freezing water that slowly crawls up from our ankles to our thighs. 
I know Abigail can’t stand the cold but she doesn’t say anything. 
We lie on our backs in the ocean, feeling the water move under us. I clutch Abigail’s 
hand so we don’t drift apart. Every few seconds she splashes around, trying to get her 
legs back up to the surface and float flat on her back. 
‘Dad, I can’t do it,’ she says in frustration. 
‘Just relax,’ I tell her. ‘Hold your breath, it makes it easier.’ 
Three minutes before the end of the world, grey clouds pass over us, revealing the stars 
behind them. Specks of white paint flung across the night sky. One of the stars is brighter 
than the others, and somehow it makes me think of my mother. I only remember her face 
from the pictures in our house. Pictures of her smiling, of her with my father, of her 
holding me when I was a baby. I remember when my father and I would sit at the dinner 
table. He always made dinner for her, even after she passed. Every night, a full plate 
would be placed on the table before an empty chair. My father’s gaze would fall on a 
picture of my mother that stood on a cabinet shelf in the corner of the room. He’d sit there 
for minutes at a time, chewing his food absent-mindedly, staring through the picture. At 
the end, my father would scoop my mother’s food into the rubbish bin.  
I remember he used to circle September 9th in red marker on the calendar every year. 
He called it the ‘End Anniversary’, and he’d tell me how many years it would be before 
the end of the world. Every year, on September 9th, we visited my mother’s grave, then 
we went home and watched videos of my mother and father when they were younger. I 
was in some of the videos as a baby. My parents would be cradling me or playing with 
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me, making me laugh. Some of the videos brought tears to my father’s eyes, but he’d 
always be smiling.   
After my father died when I was seventeen, I picked up his habit of drawing a red 
circle around September 9th on the calendar. 
Abigail points at the sky. I follow the trail that leads from the end of her finger up to 
one of the stars. It shines just as bright as the first one. 
‘Is that Mum?’ she asks. 
It seems to twinkle in confirmation. 
‘Yeah, that’s her alright,’ I tell her.  
Abigail lets her hand fall back to the water with a soft splash.  
‘When is it supposed to end?’ she asks. 
‘It should have ended two minutes ago,’ I tell her. 
The ocean ebbs calmly underneath us as we drift across its surface. The sky sits still 
except for the clouds that float across it.  
‘Do you remember your grandpa?’ I ask Abigail. 
‘Sort of.’ Above the water flowing around my head, I hear her tiny voice. ‘He used to 
grab my hand really hard when he held it. And talk loud. He was crazy.’ 
 We float in the water, watching the clouds float in the sky. 
‘He was a little crazy, wasn’t he,’ I say.  









I looked like a boy wearing his father’s uniform. The shirt, brown like a fallen Autumn 
leaf, sat loose over my chest and shoulders, and my arms floated in the sleeves that ran 
slack down to my elbows where they were rolled up. The helmet tilted too far forward 
and hung a shadow over my eyes. I had to pull the sling tight over my shoulder to prevent 
the mock rifle from bouncing against the backs of my legs when I walked. God knows 
how long I stood in the reflection pulling the uniform this way and that, trying to make 
the loose bits hold tight to my body. The fucking thing just didn’t fit.  
The buckles and pouches on my uniform jangled restlessly as I walked to the wings of 
the stage. The director, Seymour, stood behind the curtain, hidden from the audience, his 
concentration on the play evident in the hunch of his back. 
Seymour was a fickle man. His expectations of his actors were elusive and ever-
changing; the only expectation that remained constant was that the actors read his mind. 
In the early stages of The Way Home, the production we were working on, Seymour fired 
one of his best actors. The cast was stunned. ‘I told him that I wanted his character to be 
talkative, social,’ he later announced to the cast at a rehearsal. ‘What I really wanted was 
for him to bring out a calmness, a reticence in the character. He didn’t understand that.’  
From then on, the rehearsals were filled with nervous air. 
Seymour must have heard me coming because he suddenly spun and walked to me. 
There was nothing distinct about his looks. He had the face of no one. Or everyone 
blended together. Same goes for his size and stature. Neither attractive nor ugly, he was 
the most average-looking man I had ever come across. We’d worked together on 
productions before this one, but if he was a member of the audience watching the play, I 
wouldn’t be able to point him out.  
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‘Remember,’ he said to me as I approached the side of the stage. He clenched his fist 
before him in a show of passion. ‘You’re hardened. War has made your skin tough. But 
there’s also a vulnerability in you. A compassion that outweighs anything else in your 
heart.’ 
The lights dimmed and the audience applauded. A thousand eyes watched as the lights 
brightened to reveal Jimmy on the stage with his back to us, stepping through the 
vegetation with his rifle by his side, pointed harmlessly at the ground. His black mop of 
hair was tucked into a military cap and his spidery body was hidden by a uniform that 
hung loose like mine, though a different colour. 
A cracking twig sounded through the speakers. Jimmy’s body went rigid. There was a 
silence, then Jimmy twirled and raised his rifle but it was too late. Some of the audience 
members cried out when they heard the gunshot. Jimmy’s shoulder rocketed back, his 
arm flailed, and his rifle fell out of reach. He clutched his shoulder as his legs crumpled 
under him. 
‘Good luck,’ Seymour whispered to me. I carefully stepped into the lights and the eyes 
of the audience with the barrel of my rifle trained on Jimmy.  
 
(Enter THE SOLDIER) 
THE SOLDIER (approaching JIMMY) Anyone else? 
JIMMY  (pained but calm) Please. 
THE SOLDIER Is there anyone else with you? 
JIMMY  I’m alone. It’s just me. 
THE SOLDIER Where are the rest? 
JIMMY   Killed, I think.  
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THE SOLDIER  Where? 
JIMMY  Tanks rolled through a village, not far west, and we separated. I 
went back and waited for a long time, but nothing. 
THE SOLDIER How long ago? 
JIMMY  A day. 
(THE SOLDIER scans his surroundings.) 
THE SOLDIER You speak good English.   
JIMMY  What about your squad? Where are they? 
(THE SOLDIER doesn’t answer. He sits heavily on the ground, his back 
resting against a rock. He lays his rifle down.)  
THE SOLDIER  (nodding to the wound on JIMMY’s shoulder) Hurt? 
(JIMMY nods and gingerly repositions his body so that he’s sitting 
upright.) 
JIMMY  What is your name? 
THE SOLDIER  No, I know that trick. We introduce each other and suddenly we’re 
friends. 
(THE SOLDIER closes his eyes and breathes deeply, as if to finally relax.) 
   I don’t wanna know your name and I don’t wanna be friends. 
JIMMY  (gesturing to his own shoulder wound) I can see that. 
THE SOLDIER  I haven’t seen another soul for days. And now that I’m seein’ one, 
I don’t wanna talk. I just wanna sit here and … share the silence. 
JIMMY  But you are still going to kill me? 
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THE SOLDIER  No choice. 
JIMMY  Of course there is a choice. (after a silence) Do you have a wife? 
THE SOLDIER  Inquisitive one, aren’t ya? 
JIMMY  Do you? 
  (Beat.) 
JIMMY   Children? 
THE SOLDIER  Enough questions. 
  (Beat.) 
JIMMY   I don’t have a wife or children. But I am only young. I am sixteen. 
  (THE SOLDIER falters. He looks at JIMMY before his gaze falls again.) 
   Lied to get in. 
THE SOLDIER I’m afraid it doesn’t help ya, kid.  
JIMMY I guess not. My mother told me even when I came of age she didn’t 
want me to enlist. She already lost a son. I may as well have 
followed him off a cliff. I would have, if he asked me to.  
THE SOLDIER How old was he? 
JIMMY   Eighteen. My poor mother. 
  (JIMMY is crying softly, but doesn’t wipe his tears.) 
I’ve seen a lot of men die in this war. Some of them were my 
friends. They were the kinds of men who only truly feel things 
when they are alone in the room, or in bed at night. The way they 
act, you would think they’ve always been men. It is difficult to 
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imagine that they could have ever been children. Like they were 
born with a rifle in their hands. But I see the child in almost every 
man I’ve seen die. Almost all of them, in their moments before 
death, cry out for their mothers. They see their own blood soaking 
their clothes, and they feel the end coming, and these men turn into 
boys. I’ve never seen anyone love anything as much as a dying 
man loves his mother. Do you ever miss your mother? 
(THE SOLDIER remains silent.) 
What I would give to have my mother’s arms around me. I want to 
go home. 
THE SOLDIER  Sorry, kid. You should never have been out here in the first place. 
JIMMY  I would never have come if I knew there was no going back. 
THE SOLDIER I’m not sure anyone would. 
JIMMY  You don’t have to kill me. 
THE SOLDIER Don’t start, kid. 
JIMMY You don’t. If you let me go, I won’t come for you. I have no reason 
to kill you. I don’t want to. And what could I do if I did come for 
you? I’m injured. You can even take my rifle if you like. 
THE SOLDIER It’s just the way it is. I have to kill you. 
JIMMY  You want to. 
THE SOLDIER  I have to. I’m sorry, kid. Maybe if I hadn’t seen you pokin’ around 
in the forest, we both coulda got out alive. But I did see you. That’s 
the way things go. Try not to get too sour about it. 
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(THE SOLDIER stands.) 
JIMMY No, I think you want to kill me. Are you a violent man? Is that why 
you’re a soldier? 
THE SOLDIER You got a letter or somethin’ you want me to deliver to your 
mother? 
JIMMY  In my left chest pocket. 
THE SOLDIER I’ll make sure to deliver it. 
  (THE SOLDIER raises his rifle and aims it at JIMMY.) 
JIMMY   Strange, isn’t it? 
THE SOLDIER (lowering his rifle slightly) What’s that? 
JIMMY   That now we’ve crossed paths, we can’t uncross them.  
THE SOLDIER Call it strange, if you like. 
JIMMY  If it were my choice, we’d both leave here alive. 
(THE SOLDIER raises his rifle once again.) 
THE SOLDIER  I can’t explain it. 
JIMMY  (calmly) I’m scared. 
(Beat.) 
Are you scared? 
(THE SOLDIER has a moment of silent hesitation before his gun goes off. 
He almost seems surprised at the sound. JIMMY’s head snaps back and 
his body goes limp. Smoke billows from the nozzle of THE SOLDIER’s 
rifle. He lowers it without taking his eyes off JIMMY, then slings it onto 
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his back. He takes the letter from JIMMY’s breast pocket, takes a moment, 
then walks away, leaving the corpse behind.)  
 
Seymour didn’t look at me as I stepped off the stage. 
‘You hesitated,’ he said. 
My hands shook. Dread swelled inside me as if I’d lost something precious in the 
darkness that slowly shrouded the stage. I was nauseous. I could barely stand. The 
audience applauded, and I looked back to see the shadows falling over Jimmy, his corpse 






When I raise my arms and flex, I barely notice the difference in my biceps. When I let 
my arms fall back by my side, my bony elbows and wrists make them look too long. My 
pale, elongated body reminds me of dough that’s been kneaded too thin. The only other 
penises I’ve ever seen are the giant, immaculate ones from porn, and mine is miniscule 
in comparison. Grouped together with the scrotum, it all hangs like rotten fruit. Nobody 
has seen it, not since I was a child.  
My older brother, Eddie, must have admired the mirror like a painting. He was built 
like an acrobat and wore T-shirts that stretched tight across his chest and accentuated the 
lines of his body. The muscles in his biceps and forearms rippled with the minimal effort 
of cutting a steak.  
When I was eight and he was fourteen, I watched him ride his dirt-bike around a 
paddock at our old house in the rural area of Morgan. He rode it fast over a small hill and 
got the bike airborne before it landed too far forward, crashing down on its front wheel 
and bouncing him off into the dirt. The way he fell, I though he must have been dead. 
But, with the dirt-bike on its side, its engine still running, Eddie eased himself onto his 
feet, removed his helmet, and pulled up his right sleeve to reveal a bloody red gash along 
the underside of his forearm.  
‘Does it hurt?’ I asked. 
‘Yeah, stings a little,’ he replied as he examined the cut, the blood dripping down to 
his elbow. And then he eased his sleeve back down over the wound, the blood soaking 
through the material. 
I pull my clothes over my body, and thirty minutes later I’m walking down the streets 
of Morgan with Oyster and his girlfriend, Cara. The sun has set and Virginia Lane is lit 
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in patches where the streetlights pour down on it. The giant trees line either side of the 
road like the walls of a corridor and the leaves of the trees meet at the top so that if you 
look up you can’t see the stars. 
Oyster’s messy brown hair is tucked behind his left ear, and he’s wearing a black 
cardigan over a button-up shirt with a strange red and blue pattern on it. His hand is locked 
in Cara’s, whose lips are painted pitch black to match her pigtailed hair, her nose ring 
glinting under the streetlights as we pass.  
I had groaned inside my head when Oyster told me he was bringing Cara. The way 
they touch each other, every bit of their affection irritates me. He kisses her on the cheek, 
spins her around as if they were dancing, and I turn invisible.  
‘I can’t say I’m feeling like going to Black Cab tonight,’ Oyster says, more to me than 
Cara. ‘There’s a new venue in the centre of town – it’s called Head Case or something. 
They serve spirits in little skull glasses,’ he holds his thumb and index finger apart to 
indicate the size of the glasses. ‘Shall we go there?’ 
‘Skull glasses?’ Cara says. ‘What’s the difference between a skull glass and a normal 
glass?’ 
‘One’s in the shape of a skull, dipshit.’ 
‘Yeah, but like, you’re getting the same drink. What difference does it make if you’re 
drinking out of a skull or a normal glass?’ 
‘Skulls are cooler. Plus I thought you might like to go somewhere new, you bore.’ He 
kisses her on the side of her head, shows her he didn’t mean the insult, it was all in jest. 
‘Yeah, whatever, let’s go to your skull bar.’ 
Front lawns are illuminated by lights that spill from houses, and we can see in through 
some of the windows, the ones with open curtains. One couple is watching a medical 
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television show, their living room glowing with the whites of the screen, and they cover 
their mouths when the scalpel slices the skin of a man’s stomach.  
In the next window we can see a girl’s bedroom decked out in pink wallpaper and 
porcelain dolls with frilly dresses. A teenage boy sits at the computer, the screen filled 
with tiny words. 
‘Weird,’ I say. 
‘What’s the story there?’ Oyster asks, peering into the room. ‘Gender-confused kid?’ 
‘Probably just using his sister’s computer,’ Cara answers as we’re passing. 
‘Maybe he just likes pink,’ I say. 
‘What dude likes pink?’ Oyster says. ‘Like I said: gender-confused.’ 
Through the glass beside the front door of another house, a man and a small boy eat 
dinner at a dining table. 
‘Paedophile?’ Oyster suggests, and I laugh. 
Cara slaps his shoulder. ‘Jesus, Oyster, it’s just a fucking father and son eating dinner. 
What’s wrong with you?’ 
‘You don’t know that. There could be some weird, sinister shit going on in these 
houses and we’d never know.’ 
We pass rows and rows of houses, some with curtains open for all to see inside, and 




Whisky and Coca-Cola fill the skull up to its eye sockets. Standing at the bar, I’m invisible 




After four more empty skulls, we’re sitting at the back end of the bar where the music 
is reduced to muffled bass. Oyster’s talking excitedly about something, leaning over Cara 
so I can hear, and I’m thinking about how alcohol turns us into different, maybe 
exaggerated, versions of ourselves. Oyster’s on the edge of the cushioned seat, setting his 
drink on the table in front of him so he can use his hands to give us visuals while he 
speaks. There’s an excited charm about the way he’s starting new sentences before 
finishing old ones, asking questions without letting us answer them. Cara looks at her 
phone with bleary disinterest, looks up and nods at Oyster when required. You can tell by 
her eyes, the way they can’t focus on anything, that she’s drunk. Half a dozen drinks is 
all it takes before she’s a million miles away from me and Oyster.  
As for me – I’m not really sure where the alcohol takes me.  
I feel a shift in the cushions as a girl sits next to me.  
‘My friends left,’ she says. ‘I wasn’t ready to go home yet. Mind if I sit here?’ 
‘Go ahead.’ 
Oyster leans into me, his shoulder pressing into mine. His lips are close to my ear. He 
says, quietly so the girl next to me can’t hear, ‘Would you fuck her?’ 
Her coat, dress, tights, and boots are all black, and her hair is such a dark brown that 
it may as well be black, too. If she stood with her back to me, I would have sworn she 
was a silhouette. She’s holding a half-empty glass of beer or cider, sipping it as she 
surveys her surroundings.  
I look at her, hoping something will stir within me but knowing that it won’t.  
‘Yeah,’ I say. ‘For sure.’ 
Oyster pulls my shoulder back so he can extend his hand towards the girl. For a 
moment, as he leans over me, his hand gripping my thigh just above my knee, Oyster’s 
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cologne overpowers the smell of beer, the girl’s perfume, everything. ‘I’m Oyster. This 
is my girlfriend, Cara, and my friend, Daniel.’ 
The girl shakes his hand. ‘Anna.’ 
‘Marvellous. Well, Cara and I were just about to get a drink.’ Oyster stands and leads 
Cara by the hand over to the bar, her eyes never leaving the glow of her phone. I’m sure 
he feels like he’s doing me a favour by leaving me alone with Anna, but I never know 
how to navigate these things.  
‘Did he say his name was Oyster?’ Anna asks. ‘Where on Earth did he get that 
nickname?’ 
‘I can’t remember. I think when he was stoned once, he said something stupid about 
people being like oysters. Or life being like an oyster. Like it’s over in a second or 
something, I don’t know. I wasn’t there when he said it.’ 
Anna gestures with her to drink to Cara. ‘That his girlfriend?’ 
‘Yeah.’ 
‘You like her?’ 
‘She’s nice, I guess. I don’t really know what he sees in her.’ 
‘You jealous?’ Anna asks. 
‘Of him?’ 
‘No, of her.’ 
I laugh. Anna sips from her glass. A thin, faded pink scar stretches from the right side 
of her mouth outwards towards her jaw and seems to separate the right side of her face 
into two halves. It’s covered with make-up, but I wonder how well you can see it when 
her face is bare.  
She sighs and leans back. 
‘Tell me something dark,’ she says. ‘I need cheering up.’  
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The scar leads to a tattoo that swirls up behind her ear, the last two letters of a word. 
‘I don’t have any dark stories,’ I tell her. ‘Sorry to disappoint you.’ 
She tips the last of her alcohol down her throat and puts the glass down on the wooden 
table.  
‘That’s a shame,’ she says, watching the froth slowly slide down along the inside of 
the glass. ‘The only interesting people in the world are the ones with dark stories. And 
the really interesting ones – the most interesting people you’ll ever meet – they have 
hundreds.’ She fidgets with her rings, spinning them round her fingers. 
‘Oh? So I’m uninteresting?’ 
‘Afraid so.’ 
‘What are your dark stories, then?’ 
She catches me eyeing her scar, then looks back down at her rings. Oyster and Cara 
are standing with another girl up near the bar, out of earshot. Oyster’s hair hangs over his 
right eye. He sweeps it back behind his ear and he looks over at me, winks and gestures 
with his eyes to Anna. I smile and realise Anna is speaking. 
‘—afraid to ask about it, even though it’s right there in their faces, so to speak. I’ll tell 
anyone who listens. I know everyone’s curious. You’d think that having an estranged 
father and a fuck-up for a mother, I would have grown up quicker.’  
I realise she’s beginning a story. She’s leaning forward, her eyes transfixed on the froth 
at the bottom of her empty glass as if that’s where she’s finding her words. Do I want to 
hear this? Do I care?  
‘But I was a little girl for so long. Maybe it’s because despite all her drugs and all her 
men, she still loved me more than anything and tried to protect me from it all. Even when 
I reached my teens, I was this little girl who held on to the cloth of her mother’s blouse. 
But she abused me. Sometimes she loved me and protected me, but other times she beat 
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me. Called me things I’ll never forget. And I was so blinded by her love, and my own 
love, that I sought shelter under her arm every time. Such a stupid little girl.’ 
Anna takes a breath, swallows. I watch her as she pictures it all in her head, talking as 
if I’m not here, as if this was a monologue she’d rehearsed for years.  
 ‘And there was never any real reason for the abuse. She would just be drunk or high 
on something, and maybe she’d just broken up with her latest boyfriend, and I’d forget to 
say “please” or “thank you”.  She’d scream about how I didn’t appreciate her, and she’d 
hit me and hit me, and the whole time I’d be terrified. Not of being punished, but of the 
intense look in her eyes, the pained growl in her voice. The drugs took her somewhere 
else, made her someone else, and then she’d hit me. 
‘About a year and a half ago, I was seeing a girl. She was one of my friends, but we 
got a little more intimate. I think I could have ended up loving her one day.’ 
Oyster’s still standing at the bar, but his cologne lingers. As Anna pauses, I 
contemplate my own drunkenness, and the fact that these things never seem to happen 
sober. Sitting with a stranger, I feel less alone than I ever remember feeling. 
‘I thought my mother would be ok with it; she’d never had a problem with anything 
like that before. But I made the mistake of telling her when she was high on meth. She 
wasn’t my mother that night.’ 
Anna goes silent. Despite the people around us, facing inwards in their circles or sitting 
nearby, I feel that no one else hears us. She’s looking at her hands. Then she continues. 
‘I couldn’t understand most of what she was screaming about, and I was crying. She 
backed me into a corner, and I wanted to leave but I just didn’t. I don’t know why. I guess 
I thought it would be cruel to leave her like that – psychotic, a danger to herself. She 
pulled a knife from the kitchen drawer and held it as if she were protecting herself. I never 
really thought she intended to use it, but she held it so close to me. I reached out to push 
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her hand away, maybe take the knife from her, calm her down. She lashed out and cut 
me.’ 
Anna ran her index finger softly, slowly along the line on her cheek. It stood out 
brighter and pinker than ever. Her finger ran all the way along the scar, then over the 
word tattooed on the skin behind her ear. 
‘I’d never seen so much blood. I was scared I was going to pass out. My mother was 
shocked, but she didn’t cry or apologise. She just stood there and watched me leave. I 
drove to my girlfriend’s house, one hand on the steering wheel, one covering the bleeding 
wound on my face. She took me to hospital. And it’s funny – my whole life I’d been a 
little girl in my mother’s needle-marked arms, and in the end it was her who cut the little 
girl right out of me.’ 
Over and over and over, Anna’s fingertip along the letters behind her ear. 
‘I haven’t seen her since. She probably misses me when she’s not on another planet,’ 
Anna says. ‘I hope she doesn’t know how much she hurt me.’ 
Anna leans back and breathes slowly, deeply. I’m sure she had always meant to tell 
someone that story, someone that wasn’t a stranger. Finally, she stands and offers to buy 
me a drink. I decline, and she tells me to have a story ready by the time she returns. A 
confession, an anecdote, just something from the dark places of my soul. She’d like to 
hear something I’ve never told anyone before. I think of something, and my heart races 
at the thought of telling her. Oyster’s leaning on the bar, ordering another drink. 
Whispering something into Cara’s ear. They kiss. Whisper. Kiss. Anna sits down beside 
me and sips at the froth along the top of her beer, and I decide to tell her something else 
instead. 
‘My brother died three weeks ago. In a nightclub, just down the road. His name was 
Eddie. He was a big guy. And I used to think he was invincible.’ 
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Anna says nothing. 
‘A guy punched him in the head, and that was that. It was all over. All that brawn, all 
the hard work and exercise he put into his body, all those years of school, his degree, the 
football training, all the advice my parents had ever given him, all brought down in a heap 
on the floor of a nightclub. 
‘Standing in his shadow, I always felt so tiny. And now it’s like he was some kind of 
huge shell that cracked and shattered into pieces and left me standing there in the middle, 
small and afraid. He was like a bull with all those muscles, and one punch was all it took 
to kill him. And I look at my bones in the mirror and think: I already know what it takes 
to make me bleed, but what would it take to kill me? 
‘And now, lately, I’m finding myself wanting to be violent. I want to start a fight, hit 
someone, maybe kill them. I’d like to fight the guy who killed Eddie, but it doesn’t matter 
who it is. I’d just like to stand over someone and know their wounds were my fault. Maybe 
someone who doesn’t deserve it so I can really feel like I’ve done something awful. I 
mean, my brother’s death was so meaningless. And if someone can destroy everything 
like that, then fuck it, I will, too.’ 
I’ve said more than I’d intended to. I shrug. 
‘It’s just the way I’ve been thinking lately,’ I say. 
Anna is nodding, taking it all in, and I feel that she’s accepting it – or pretending to.  
‘Congratulations, Daniel,’ she says. ‘You’re a real-life interesting individual.’ 
I let air out through my mouth and my shoulders drop.  
‘I think I’d like to get to know you better,’ she says, and she’s staring at my lips.  
Suddenly, I feel like I’ve woken up in a room I don’t recognise. 
She leans closer. 
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‘Uh …’ I manage to utter. I look at Oyster, his dark eyebrows set dark and heavy on 
his face, a light spread of stubble across his jaw, and I hope that, in this moment, he 
doesn’t look back. ‘I better go. I have to go. I’m sorry.’ 
Her face straightens, and I avoid her eyes as I stand. She says something as I walk 
away but it’s muffled by the music and the voices of others. I don’t look back, but I 
imagine her sitting there, the scar leading outwards from her open mouth, the ink on the 




‘A homeless man,’ Oyster says. ‘Sleeps here every night because it’s shelter from the rain 
and the wind. Comes here after midnight when the trains stop coming. Leaves in the 
morning before the trains start.’ 
‘Where is he now?’ Cara asks. 
Oyster’s chin rests on his fist. ‘Last night, when the very last train came, he got on. 
Left his life and his blanket behind. He’ll get off when the inspector asks if he has a ticket. 
Wherever he gets off, that’s where he’ll start fresh.’  
Cara asks ‘Why didn’t he just take his blanket?’ 
‘Because it represents his old life, his life here in Morgan.’ 
‘Well,’ Cara begins. ‘I think it belongs to a child. A mother and her two children, a 
boy and a girl, were fleeing from their abusive father. Mum didn’t have a car so they had 
to take a train. It was cold, so the little girl had her favourite fluffy blanket wrapped around 
her. The father showed up as the train arrived – the mother had to rush the kids onto the 
train, and in the chaos, the blanket fell and got left behind.’ 
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It’s blue, and I think about how it surely can’t belong to a child because the wool is 
old and dirty, the edges are frayed. It hadn’t been washed for many years. I don’t tell Cara 
any of this, but I do wonder, again, what Oyster sees in her. Why they’re together. Why 
I’m alone. 
In the cold pre-dawn grey, we stand in silence until I speak. 








‘No, no, this is not how I intended it at all. Not even close.’ 
‘It’s not? Looks spot on to me.’ 
‘I sent the canvases stacked in a carefully organised stack. They were to be hung in the 
exact order in which they were stacked. How could this possibly have happened?’ 
The decorator bit down on his tongue, pinning it to his bottom lip, and scanned the 
painting as if examining it for flaws. Admittedly, it seemed that there were none, but that 
didn’t erase the truth that what hung on the wall before us did not, in even the slightest of 
ways, resemble the original product. 
‘I, uh, sorry about this, but …’ he sputtered, ‘but when I stopped the trolley, right over 
here on the carpet, a bunch of the canvases slipped off onto the floor and got jumbled up. 
I took it upon myself to piece the painting back together. Like a jigsaw puzzle. Start with 
the corners.’ He looked from top to bottom at the arrangement of canvases that hung on 





About three months ago, a giant man – whose nose and hands, despite his enormity, were 
too big for the rest of his body – walked through an art gallery in Morgan’s town centre. 
He did not usually stop to admire paintings; art wasn’t something that interested him. 
However, there was a particular painting at this particular gallery that caught him, as if it 
had cast a net over him and slowly dragged him towards it. It was a painting of a yellow 
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weatherboard cottage with a white roof, a river flowing behind it, a hunch-backed old 
lady tending to something in the garden on the right hand side of the little house.  
There was no emotional reason for this painting. I don’t paint in order to convey some 
kind of deeply moving political message, or to explore the inner workings of my mind 
and soul, or to do whatever it is that a passionate artist is supposed to do. I painted the 
cottage because I’m an excellent painter and I surmised that a riverside cottage was as 
aesthetically satisfying as any other subject. 
Yet, as he gazed upon this painting, the huge man felt something swirl softly beneath 
his skin and blood and bones. There was something that lit a spark of recognition in his 
eyes, something to do with the grey hair of the old lady or the red circles amongst the 
leaves of the apple tree, and for this reason, he thought that the painting was the most 
beautiful thing he had ever seen. 
It was also for this reason that I opened my front door to find this man, stooping so 
that his head wasn’t cut off from my vision by the top of the door frame, his hand reaching 
for a handshake from mine. 
In a deep voice, he introduced himself as Grant Veridia, owner of the Veridia Theatre 
in my hometown of Morgan, and he requested that I paint something to be displayed in 
the lobby. There was a strange desperation in his voice, an insistence, as if he needed this 
painting, and he needed it painted by my hand. I agreed, more for the money than anything 
else.  
The painting he wanted was so enormous that, for ease of transport, I decided to take 
a more experimental approach. Across fifty-four smaller canvases, nine tall, six wide, I 
painted a gigantic portrait of Marlon Brando, so intricately detailed that you could see the 
pores in the skin of his nose, the individual threads on the green fabric of his t-shirt collar. 
When the canvases were placed alongside one another, the painting was roughly the size 
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of a cinema screen, and I had to clear my living room of furniture to make space for it on 
the carpet.  
‘There’s something incredibly human about it all, isn’t there,’ Veridia said, his head 
turning with his eyes as he looked across the canvases. ‘The size of it, it’s like some kind 
of monster, yet he is just a man with stubble and sweat. Art does not usually ignite these 
flames within me, but your paintings, Mr Hartwell, they really are something else.’ 
I had meant it to be nothing more than a faithful depiction of Marlon Brando’s features, 
but I suppose I was flattered by the comments.     
The next week, the decorator had hung the canvases on the lobby wall of the Veridia 
Theatre. However, when I looked up at the painting, the canvases did not bind together 
to form a giant portrait of Marlon Brando staring down at me. Instead, the canvases had 
been rearranged in a way so that, inexplicably, they resembled a towering tulip with a 
grass-green stem and open, pink petals. Marlon Brando’s nose, which had been in the 
centre of the original portrait, was now near the top, the canvas flipped on its side so that 
the nose was now the tip of one of the tulip’s petals. The miniscule beads of sweat across 
Brando’s forehead had become droplets of rain that had settled on the flower. The green 
of his shirt had become the stem. Yet somehow, not a thing looked out of place. The 
decorator had completely transformed the painting, and now gazed up and down his 
masterpiece, nine canvases tall, six canvases wide. 
‘How is this possible?’ Although I was awed by the painting’s transformation, I was 
also offended by its replacing my original artwork. ‘Take it down, put it up properly. I’ll 
give you directions if need be. Mr Veridia wanted Marlon Brando.’ 
‘Why don’t we let the big man decide for himself?’ 
Grant Veridia had arrived to meet us. He resembled a giant from the movies, stepping 
over mountains as he approached us. He came to a stop beside us, stood before the 
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painting, gestured to it with a humoured smile and said ‘Mr Hartwell, what’s this? What 
happened to Brando?’ 
‘Can’t explain it, sir,’ the decorator answered for me. ‘Picasso here said he painted 
Brando. The canvases got all mixed up, I put them back together, now we have this.’ 
The flower was bent over and seemed as if it was staring down, ridiculing me.  
‘Shall we take it down then?’ I suggested. ‘See if we can get Brando back?’ 
‘Not a chance,’ Veridia replied. His mouth hung slightly open as he admired the 
painting, from way up at the tip of the tulip’s petals, down to the blades of grass at knee 
height. ‘There’s something beautiful about it, isn’t there?’ He asked it as if it were a 
genuine question, not a rhetorical one. ‘Something delicate, yet so horribly … I’m trying 
to find the right word … erotic.’ 
‘If you’re leaving it up there like that, it won’t be under my name,’ I told Veridia. 
‘Nonsense!’ he insisted as he laid his huge hand across my shoulder blades. ‘As long 
as the strokes are from your brush, your name shall remain on the painting. And its title 
shall remain ‘Brando’.’ It was sometimes difficult to determine whether Veridia was 
persuasive because of his insistent demeanour or his intimidating size.  
So, for months, the canvases were laid out across the wall of the Veridia Theatre’s 
lobby like a misquotation. Although my name, Hartwell, was inscribed upside-down 
along the side of one of the canvases in the middle of the painting (it had originally been 
signed in the bottom right corner), I felt as if my own masterpiece had been outdone. The 
compliments I received were not for me, they were for this transfiguration, this supposed 
improvement imposed upon my own work. 
I must admit, I felt some twisted joy when I’d heard, months after the reveal of 
‘Brando’, that part of the theatre had been vandalised, and most of the canvases that 
composed the artwork had been pulled from the wall and strewn across the maroon carpet 
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of the lobby. Veridia requested that I repaint those canvases that had been damaged and 
restore the flower that loomed in Veridia Theatre. I recreated those canvases exactly, and 
when it came time to put the canvases back up, I secretly ordered them so that they would 
once again compose the portrait of Marlon Brando.  
I’m not sure what went wrong. I had replicated my original painting perfectly, 
precisely ordered the canvases, made sure they were oriented the right way, and 
supervised closely as the canvases were fastened to the wall. But as each one was put in 
its place and a picture slowly spread outwards from the top left corner, it gradually 
became clear that the painting would not depict Marlon Brandon. But neither would it 
depict a giant pink tulip. Across the top six canvases, the shades that previously formed 
Brando’s green t-shirt now formed a sickly, cloudless sky. As each of the fifty-four 
canvases were placed, more of the picture was revealed, until finally it depicted a blood-
spattered feast – three wild wolves tearing at the carcass of an indeterminable animal, its 
stomach ripped open so you could see its jagged ribcage, bits of its flesh hanging from 
the wolves’ teeth. 
‘Take it down!’ Veridia boomed. ‘We can’t have this here, Hartwell – it’ll make our 
customers sick!’ 
‘This is not what I painted.’ I almost felt myself cower. 
The decorator and I pulled the canvases from the wall, laid them across the floor of the 
theatre lobby, and tried to find the portrait or the tulip hidden within them. 
It was the strangest thing; no matter what order we arranged the canvases in, we could 
not recapture the Marlon Brando portrait, nor the tulip. Even stranger, though, is the fact 
that every single combination of the canvases revealed a new picture, almost perfect in 
its presentation: A dimly lit stage featuring a ballet performance; a hammer driving a 
chisel into stone; a bonfire; a shield and sword; and a hand lifting the chin of a crying 
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boy. The colours and lines seemed to transform as we moved the canvases. The pinks of 
flesh turned into the reds of blood, the greens of leaves into the ocean’s blues. Over the 
course of several days, Veridia invited painters, critics, owners of art galleries, and a 
collection of other experts to attempt to recreate the tulip – or if that was unachievable, 
then at least restore Marlon Brando – but with each new arrangement came a new unique 
picture. 
On top of all this, each of the pictures would only ever appear once. We would 
rearrange the canvases to find a tiger hiding among the tall grass, then move the canvases 
again to reveal a severed head. When we then tried to recapture the tiger, in its place 
within the tall grass was a toucan. Every picture that was created, we would only see it 
once before it was lost forever among the canvases. 
As the painting transformed before our eyes, I could feel my mind unhinging; the 
pictures had become a fog behind a haze, and I could no longer determine the difference 
between a human and an animal, a limb and a landscape. They had all simply become 
brush strokes – I couldn’t tell if I was simply imagining pictures where there were only 
lines and scribbles. 
Finally, I created something that satisfied Veridia. The canvases had been organised 
in such a way that they depicted a yellow cottage with a white roof, a river running behind 
it. It was almost identical to the painting I had done years ago, the one that first captured 
Mr Veridia, except the weatherboards of this cottage had aged and rotted, the garden was 
unkempt, and the old lady was no longer there. 
Veridia gazed up at the enormous painting, a gap hanging between his lips. He was 
softly clenching and unclenching his fists as if it helped whatever he was trying to 
comprehend. He looked at the cottage the way a boy might look at his wounded father; a 
wicked mixture of sorrow and admiration upon his face. Standing there in front of the 
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many canvases, he was a tiny man lost in the vines that crawled their way up the cottage, 
along the weathered roof. 
‘So, are we okay to leave it like this?’ the decorator asked. ‘I can’t look at these 
canvases much longer.’ 
‘Thank you,’ Veridia spoke so quietly that his voice hovered between a deep rasp and 
a whisper. ‘This one can stay. It’s moving, isn’t it? I can almost feel it move inside my 
body, over my face and my skin.’ 
The decorator and I glanced at each other with raised eyebrows. It was almost difficult 
to tell the difference between this picture and the countless others we had arranged over 
the past few hours. They had all blended into one painting, coming to mean the same 
thing.  
I was surprised; I preferred the original cottage – the one hanging in Morgan’s art 
gallery – but Veridia seemed immobilised by the one that hung before us. Perhaps it was 
the sheer size that captivated him, or the fact that if you looked closely, you could see the 
miniscule cracks in the weatherboards and the pattern of the lace curtains through the 
shattered window. 
The decorator and I left Veridia standing there, mesmerised. I saw him once or twice 
over the next few years. I visited the theatre sometimes, glimpsing my artwork on the way 
into a show. I never saw anyone stop to look at the painting except for Mr Veridia, and 
the cottage stayed on the lobby wall even after the theatre closed down decades later. 
I most recently saw the painting a few months after the theatre’s closure. The building 
had been abandoned and one of the windows had been smashed, leaving a jagged hole 
that led into the lobby of the theatre. Walking past one morning, curiosity captured me 
and I stepped in through the hole. I could still hear the echoes of voices in the lobby, the 
din of music humming behind the closed doors that opened to the stage. I could feel Grant 
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Veridia standing in the lobby, though I don’t know what happened to him. To my surprise, 
my painting still hung on the lobby wall, vandalised again. Several of the canvases were 
missing and the remaining ones had streaks of paint splattered across them, obscuring the 
cottage. You could no longer tell what was depicted within the painting. It was a mess of 
nothing, indecipherable. I gazed at it for a while. Still, there was Brando, a tulip, a pack 
of wolves, and innumerable other things hidden within the remaining canvases covered 
in graffiti. As I continued to look at it, feeling Mr Veridia standing there beside me, the 
painting seemed to have been destroyed, but despite all that, I’ll admit that I didn’t find 







We were boys at the peak of boyhood, our chests bare, our hands tucked under our 
armpits, our skin laced with goosebumps, trembling,  
It was not long before dusk. Clouds spat down onto our bare backs and the breeze blew 
mercilessly against the wet drops on our skin. The jagged edges of the rocky surface dug 
into the soles of our feet as we stepped uncertainly, trying to find the flat spots, stepping 
on spikes and pretending it didn’t hurt. I ached to stand with my toes in the wet, soft grass 
just metres from us.  
Behind us, far off in the distance, the hills were speckled with houses that beckoned 
warmly with lights in their windows.  
We walked right to the edge of the cliff, the most easterly point of town, where Morgan 
ended and the rest of the world began. The clifftop stretched outwards over the ocean, out 
towards the horizon where trawlers and tankers were plastered along the skyline and the 
water seemed to drop off the edge. 
The wind picked up and shook us, and we leaned unsteadily and peered over, where 
the ocean hurled itself into a large rock twenty feet below, like a clash of nature’s armies. 
The 
rock was close enough to the cliff face so that we could leap over it easily into the 
water beyond.  
I waited until you stepped away from the edge before I retreated to safety, pretending 
to lose interest. Some of the others stood at the edge for a fearless minute or more, 
asserting their places among our hierarchy of bravery. They were the same boys that 
hunched their shoulders on the football oval and charged like storm chasers into the pack, 
disappearing in the mayhem, re-emerging scraped and muddy. We, you and I, were the 
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ones who recoiled, hoping no spectator or teammate had seen our moment of hesitation, 
our backwards steps. 
The braver boys came away from the edge as a group, shivering and laughing. Their 
fear had turned itself into excitement, mine into dread. And I could tell by your eyes, 
staring pleadingly into mine, that yours had turned to dread too.  
It was then that the biggest boy, the bravest amongst us, turned to the cliff’s edge, the 
outstretching ocean. Mentally, I willed him not to do it, silently begged him to let us all 
go home, but he ran towards the edge, treading carelessly on the rocks that left pink dents 
in our soles, his hair whipping backwards with the wind. The boys whooped as he 
launched himself into the air and his pale, half-naked body dropped and disappeared down 
past the pointed edge of the cliff.  
We peered over again and watched him emerge, soaked and victorious, from the froth 
of the rabid waves. He pulled himself up onto the rock and called up to us, his voice muted 
by the wind and the ocean. 
The next boy walked back and got into position before sprinting, leaping, falling. One 
by one they disappeared; like bolts in a crossbow, they eased themselves back then 
catapulted forwards, up and over into the depths, before reappearing on the wave-washed 
podium below. 
They all leapt until only you and I were left. You were clinging to yourself, your arms 
crossed over, your hands clenched around your narrow biceps as if trying to hold yourself 
together. It was always you, your ribs visible through your skin, your soft hands and 
gentle grip, your timidness, your smarts, the tears in your eyes. The way you stood on the 
outer rim of the circle, the way you rarely spoke, the way you always laughed the least, 
the softest. Sometimes, it was me. But it was always you.  
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‘We can go home if you want,’ I told you, and you sniffed and wiped your nose against 
the back of your hand. 
The cries from the boys down below were faint, like echoes in our heads. 
‘You don’t have to do it,’ I said. ‘I won’t do it either. We can go home.’ 
There was water on your face, tears or raindrops. You looked at me, then looked out 
towards the water, and I still remember the deep, deep breath you took, in then out, before 
you turned and sprinted for the edge, and without looking back, launched off the cliff and 
left me behind.  
I thought about it for a while, about how easy it would be to jump. It would only take 
one moment of bravery. I could forget my fear and let my body take over, and it would 
walk me to the edge and I’d spring into the ocean before I’d even had a chance to stop 
myself. That’d be the way to do it. Then I’d climb up onto the rocks and we, the boys and 
I, would all tell each other about the fall and the rush and the water. We’d all have 
something to say. Even you. Even me. 
I stood back from the edge so that you and the other boys couldn’t see me, and I felt 
horribly naked in my shorts and nothing else. I stood there until the voices calling out 
from below began to wonder if I was still there. I thought about how easy it would be to 
jump. And then I ran. 
I ran far from that cliff, far from the ocean and the boys. I left my t-shirt behind and 
ran half-naked towards the hills of Morgan, my bare feet only leaving the grass to cross 
the road. I kept running through the rain, long after I felt the burn in my legs and the ache 
in my lungs. I ran past the entrances to alleyways, avoided roads I’d never seen or been 
down before. I stuck to the roads that I knew would take me home. I tried not to cry or 
wipe my eyes; I was sure there were people inside their homes, peeking through their 
curtains at my skinny frame fleeing through the streets of Morgan. I thought about the 
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boys still standing on that rock in the ocean, watching, waiting for me to leap. I thought 
about the moment you and the boys would return to the top of the cliff and find that I had 
run away. As I ran, I thought about how easy it would be to run and be alone forever, free 




Even now, I am still stuck there, frozen on the clifftop, the wind blowing rain onto my 
back, my toes inches from the brink. It’s not so much fear that keeps me here as a 
knowledge that this is my natural state, my habitat. I wish for a gust of wind strong enough 
to carry me forwards. 
I’ve grown up since then and I’ll be a father soon. My girlfriend, Elaine, lies beside 
me reading a book, her swollen belly protruding out from under her singlet and over the 
top of the blanket. My hand sweeps softly over it and I feel the kicks of a child impatient 
for a world and a father that aren’t ready. The kicks are far more certain than the touch of 
my palm on Elaine’s skin. I feel the baby’s movements, but I’m sure it can’t feel mine.  
The floorboards of my home creak with the ache of being trodden on over the years; 
first by the feet of my parents, then mine as well, now mine and Elaine’s, and soon the 
feet of a tiny boy or a tiny girl. I bought the house from my parents in preparation for a 
life with Elaine. When she fell pregnant, it was decided that our baby would be raised on 
the hills of Morgan, where we’d be among friends and could eat breakfast with a view of 
the ocean. The idea never appealed to me, but it made her happy. She takes pleasure in 
the location of our home, as if the closer we live to the ocean, the more successful and 
fulfilled we must be.  
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From the front porch, I can see where the grass meets the rocky surface, where you 
and I once stood in bare feet. Where I still stand long after you’ve leapt. 
When I remove my hand from Elaine’s belly, without looking away from her book she 
says with mock anger, ‘Put it back,’ and I place my palm back on her warm skin. We 
hadn’t planned for Elaine to be pregnant; we’d never even spoken about it. I’m twenty-
three, she’s twenty-one, and we had only just decided to focus on our careers, mine as a 
writer and hers as a high-school teacher, before Elaine’s pregnancy tore our walls apart 
and forced its way into our lives. And now, rather than going on dates and seeing movies 
together, we’re thinking of how we’ll raise the baby in a home where it’s all the wrong 
way around; Elaine, who earns more money than me, plans to stay at home and care for 
a child while I write novels that, for the moment, no one wants to read or pay for.  
The day before she took the pregnancy test, we were children. The day the baby is 
born, we’ll be adults. For now, with my hand touching Elaine’s belly, we’re playing 
grown-ups. 
If a strong wind came, it would push me forward and I would tumble over the edge. 
‘We never see our friends anymore,’ Elaine says, her eyes still scanning the pages of 
her book. 
With my finger, I’m drawing a tiny circle around her belly-button. 
‘What made you think about that?’ I ask her. 
‘This book. It’s about a high-school reunion, rekindling old friendships, and I was just 
thinking: Do we even have friends anymore? When’s the last time you saw any of your 
friends from high school?’ 
I think for a few seconds. I think of you. I don’t see the boys anymore. The years after 
high school have a funny way of disconnecting you from people you used to see every 
day. I don’t remember the last time I spoke to you or the rest of them. I’d like to know 
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the last conversation we had, the last thing we ever said to each other before drifting in 
different directions. 
‘It must have been about four years ago,’ I say, surprised by the speed of time, how 
years feel like weeks. ‘Probably around a year after we finished school.’ 
‘Exactly,’ Elaine replies. ‘I was so close to some of my friends. It’s sad. You never 
know when you’re talking to someone for the last time.’ 
We both sit in wistful silence, propped up against the bedhead like an old married 
couple. 
‘You’re right. I’m going to go see Sam,’ I decide. ‘My old friend from school, the one 
with the glasses and the buzzcut. I’m going to go see him, see what he’s up to.’ 
‘What, now?’ 
The alarm clock by the bed reads: 9:39pm. 
‘No. Tomorrow. It’s Saturday tomorrow. I’m going to go see him.’ 
‘Do you even know where he lives?’ 
‘Not exactly, but there’ll be some way of finding him. A phone number, social network 
account. I’ll find him. He moved into a flat with his uncle when he was seventeen. I could 
always start there.’ 
Elaine’s book is face down in her lap, spread open like wings, split at the page she was 
reading. She playfully slaps my shoulder with the back of her hand.  
‘It would be nice to reconnect. You should do that with all your friends. See the men 
that the boys have become.’ 
You’re leaping off the cliff, disappearing downwards into the water, leaving me 
behind. 






You’re still living at the same house; I recognise your car, the green wagon in the 
driveway, the dwindling sunlight gleaming in the paint along its side panel. The street is 
crowded with parked cars, barely enough space left on the road for traffic to pass. A tall 
white fence obscures the house from view, and it’s not until I step in through the gate that 
I can see the brown, neglected front lawn, the tattered weatherboards.  
I rap my knuckles on the wire screen of your security door. From here, over the top of 
the fence, I can only see the tops of houses across the road. 
My toes are near the edge of the cement porch. The house blocks any strong winds that 
could carry me off. 
You open the door fast, strong, like you’re expecting a fight. What Elaine said last 
night about ‘the men that the boys have become’, I can hear her saying it as I look at you, 
your arms, your stomach, your face, far meatier than they used to be. It instantly becomes 
more difficult to remember the skinny boy you were. A wispy moustache curls down 
around the edges of your mouth, some of the hairs touching the sides of your mouth where 
your bottom and top lips meet. Small dark pouches hang from your eyes, and it’s difficult 
to tell if you’re tired, high, or if you’ve been crying. Your hair looks wet with oil or sweat, 
covering your forehead almost down to your eyebrows. You’re wearing a shirt I 
recognise: an ugly patterned yellow one your father used to wear. Your feet are bare, your 
old jeans ripped at the knees. Your mouth hangs open and your eyes are rapid, up and 
down, figuring me out.  
You’ve leapt off the edge, and I can see your ribs through the skin on your back as you 
plummet. 
‘Want something?’ You ask without a glimmer of recognition.  
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‘Don’t tell me you don’t recognise me,’ I say warmly, playfully. Your eyes flick across 
my face impatiently. I say, ‘It’s Cameron, your friend from school.’ 
The name softens your posture, brightens your expression. Still, you look far too old, 
too run-down to be considered a young man. You’ve got this tensed look about you, like 
there’s a heart attack inside of you waiting for its moment. Are you twenty-three? Are 
you truly my age? 
‘Cameron, right,’ you say. ‘Yeah.’ 
There’s a moment of pause where I can feel the question brewing inside you: what are 
you doing here? Honestly, I’m not sure why I came; I had thought I simply wanted to 
reconnect, but now, standing before you, that simple reason could never have been 
enough to bring me here. There is something else, something nestled deep in the period 
of time between now and the moment you leapt from the cliff, something I need to dig 
up. 
Finally, you stand aside and say, ‘Come in,’ allowing me access to the house.  
Seeing inside your house after so many years is like quenching a thirst I didn’t know I 
had. For a long time, without really realising it, I had wanted to know the intricacies of 
how your life had turned out and how it compared to mine.  
As I enter, I’m stepping past boxes marked ‘CLOTHES’ and ‘BOOKS’, lining the 
walls, pushed aside to create a carpet path from the front door to the living room. 
‘Moving in or out?’ I ask. 
‘Neither. They’ve been there for years.’ 
I understand; at home I have boxes, still packed, pressed up against the walls. Things 
I brought with me when I moved from my old house to the new, stuck, packed up in a 
perpetual period of transition. Beneath some of your boxes, I can see where they had once 
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been situated for a long time before they were moved slightly to reveal brighter, cleaner 
patches of carpet underneath.  
‘Apologies for the mess,’ you gesture to the cluttered piles of clothes on the sofa and 
the living room floor. ‘Just sweep some of that stuff aside and find a seat. Want a beer?’ 
‘Yeah, I’ll have a beer.’ 
You make your way to the kitchen, and then you’re hunching over, peering inside the 
fridge with your back to me. 
I’m watching you in slow motion, mid-flight, your shoulders hunched as you peer 
down at the ocean that rushes up to you. The rocks are hurting my feet. 
As I’m left standing watching you drop from the cliff, and as I’m sitting, watching you 
walk towards me holding two bottles, I find myself embarrassed; in your descent from 
the clifftop, you gained something I didn’t. You cast a shadow over me when you hand 
me my beer. 
You sit on the couch across from me and we begin to talk, and the conversation cycles 
through reports of our post-school lives – where I find that you’re single, and you still see 
some of the boys from school – before it somehow finds itself stranded on that lonely 
clifftop a decade ago. 
You smile. ‘I never thought I’d be the kind of kid who would take a risk like that. Like, 
I wasn’t that kind of kid. And neither were you, really. It was a one-off thing, for sure. If 
I’d ever told my mother what we did, she would’ve killed me.’ 
You lean forward with your elbows on your knees, staring at the carpet ahead of you, 
caught in reminiscence. 
‘That rushing feeling of excitement and fear in my gut,’ you continue, ‘and the water 
swallowing me. And the boys cheering as I climbed out. I mean, all that together, I don’t 
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think I’ve felt anything like that since.’ There is a pause where you seem to forget I’m in 
the room. Then you look at me. ‘Would you do it again?’ 
My heart skips; you don’t remember leaving me behind. Suddenly, I wish the 
conversation hadn’t arrived here. 
‘Sam,’ I say. ‘I didn’t jump.’ 
You’re thrown back by this comment, your face contorting into a look of surprise and 
disagreement. 
‘Yes you did,’ you laugh. ‘You did. You jumped after me. We all jumped.’ 
‘No. I ran away. I ran half-naked all the way home. I was scared what you and the boys 
would think.’ 
I remember it vividly, as vividly as I imagine you and the boys staring up at the field 
of sky past the edge of the cliff, the space where I should appear, the space where I’m 
not. 
‘No no no no. You jumped. I remember, I left you there on the clifftop. When I came 
out of the water, we all watched and then you came falling. I remember it, man. Like it 
was yesterday. I bet if you asked the other guys, they’d say you jumped, too.’ 
‘Sam, I think I’d remember if I jumped off a cliff.’ 
You’re frowning now, doubting your own memory. 
‘Well,’ you say, shaking your head, ‘it doesn’t matter anyway. It was a long time ago. 
Let’s talk about now. Do you have a girl? Kids? Do they treat you well?’ 
I tell you about Elaine, and I try not to sound uncertain or fearful when I mention our 
child on the way. When I ask you the same question, your features fall into a look of 
remorse as if I’ve caught you lying and pushed you towards confession. 
‘I do have a child,’ you say. ‘A little boy, two years old. I don’t see him though. I never 
wanted that kind of thing.’ 
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I ask you what happened, and as you tell me, the events unfold in my imagination: 
You’re dancing in the drunken fog of a teenage party, and there’s a particular girl that 
you’ve seen looking at you once or twice.  
She sidles over and you dance together. You’ve slept with a few girls before. You 
understand the game, how it unfolds. Some of the boys see you dancing with her and 
make gestures, a thumbs up or a wink. 
Eventually, you’re outside, walking quietly on a footpath, past houses with their lights 
off. You’re leading her to your car, which is parked a few blocks over from the party. 
You pull her inside, into the cramped darkness, onto the back seat, and you kiss her. Your 
mouths are wet, and the car grows hot from your breath. And every time you pull away 
from a kiss, she pulls you back into her. And every time your hand moves towards the zip 
on the back of her dress, she positions herself so that you can’t get to it. And she’s not 
really concentrating on kissing anymore, you can tell by the way her tongue has stopped 
moving. She might even be a little frightened. But it doesn’t matter; you can lead the way. 
The way she’s sitting – pressed into the corner so that one shoulder blade is against 
the car seat, with the other against the inside of the door – makes it difficult to get to the 
zip on the back of her dress, but you manage to get a hold of it and pull it down. And then 
you’re easing the strap off her shoulders, and she resists. 
She says, ‘I don’t think I want to do this. We could just take it slow or something.’ 
You say, ‘Come on’. And that’s all you have to say. 
‘You know how it is sometimes, man,’ you’re telling me, your hands clasped together 
to stop them from shaking. ‘When you haven’t had it in a while, and you’ve got a girl in 
your arms and you’re all worked up. When you’re in that moment, nothing can really stop 
you. And nothing else is going to satisfy you. It’s like a drug, man; you don’t know what 
you’re doing.’ You’re crying now, embarrassed by your tears. ‘And the other boys knew 
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I was out there with her. I couldn’t go back there without – without …’ You trail off and 
bury your face in your hands.  
I’m reminded of the boy you were on the clifftop, at the peak of boyhood, wiping your 
nose with the back of your hand. 
When you’re ready, you begin again, your face red and blotchy like it’s diseased. 
‘Her mother made her call me a couple of months later. She cried and told me she was 
pregnant and that it was mine. I was terrified. She was terrified too, but I wouldn’t allow 
us to be terrified together. I didn’t know her. I wanted her to stay where she was, away 
from me, or move further away. She ended up moving away. I’ve never seen the kid.’ 
You stand up and wander around the room, looking aimlessly at its walls, pacing like 
an animal in a cage. You examine the walls as if within them you’ll find an answer to 
some shameful question that has hounded you for years. Not once since you began your 
story have you made eye contact with me.  
Finally, you sink back onto the couch. 
‘I’m ashamed,’ you say, your face back in your hands. ‘Say something.’ 
I think, for a few moments, about the boys we are and the men we’ve become. 
‘I forgive you,’ I say. 
You look up at me, your hands still cupped where they had held your face. For years, 
these must have been the words you’d wanted to hear. 
‘I forgive you,’ I repeat, ‘for leaving me behind like that. I didn’t think you’d jump. I 
thought you’d stay behind with me, and whatever we suffered, we’d suffer together. At 
times, I hated you for leaping.’ 
You shift in your seat. The words settle on the air. 
‘Cameron,’ you say. ‘You jumped.’ 
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‘I’d remember. In any case, I’m glad I came to see you,’ I say. ‘But I’d like to leave 
now.’ 
I’d spent years on the cliff watching you leap, watching you pull yourself up onto that 
rock with the boys, feeling bigger and stronger than before you had leapt. Now, you seem 
smaller than ever. 
When I emerge from your house into the breezy suburban night, trickles of rain make 
little puddles in your driveway and on the wooden floor of your porch. The ocean calls 
wistfully from somewhere unseen, pushed along gently by the breeze. I can feel your eyes 
on my back as I leave your house and walk out into Morgan’s darkness.  
I drive down to the cliff, positioning the car so that the headlights illuminate a path, 
and walk out past the grass, onto the rocks that once left dents in the soles of our feet. I 
strip down to my briefs, naked as the day you leapt. Out on the edge, I can see down 
where the water caresses that solitary rock upon which you all stood and watched the sky, 
waiting for me to appear, falling. 
I’ve spent a decade on this cliff with my toes inches from the brink; I’ve been only a 
step away from the ocean, my hands tucked into my armpits, my skin laced with 
goosebumps, trembling. 
We were boys at the peak of boyhood. 
I take a breath and remember the boy you were when you leapt and the man you were 
when you emerged. 
I think about how easy it would be to gather up my clothes and go home, leaving the 
cliff and all of this behind. 
And then I leap.  
Just like you did. 
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There is a rush, short and fast, exhilarating and almost intolerable, and it feels as if 
everything inside your body is trying to move upwards and break free, but it’s held back 
by the boundaries of your body. You’re submerged and disoriented, caught in a wet, blue 
storm, struggling upwards to the surface, exploding from the water and catching your 
breath. And then there is the calm, the stars, the moon, and the smooth ebb of the tide, 
where you could float and watch the thin wisps of clouds pass by slowly forever.  
I think of Elaine, and the baby curled up inside her body. Soon, I’ll leave the water and 
the cliff behind and I’ll drive up the hill of Morgan towards the houses that beckon 
warmly with their lights. I’ll crawl into bed with Elaine and my unborn child and pull 
them in close, and Elaine will wake, but only for a second, so that she can inch further 
into the space between my arms, and I will lie and wait for fatherhood to hit me like a 





The House is Silent  
 
In a dream last night, I stood on a road carved into the side of a mountain. On one side, 
the mountain stretched upwards into the night sky, a rock wall topped by forestation. On 
the other side, a sheer drop where water lapped at the sharp-edged rocks below like a wolf 
licking its fangs.  
There was something down there, where the rocks met the water.  
A dog stood in the centre of the road. Startled me. She hadn’t been there at the start of 
the dream, but now there she was, whimpering, chin low to the ground, ears pressed to 
the sides of her head, tail between her legs. She sniffed the air and looked at me. 
There was something familiar about the dog, and somehow in my dreamtime mind, I 
loved her. But she also filled me with an inescapable dread.  
I turned and began to walk. I walked along the broken white lines that ran down the 
centre of the road. I could hear two things. First, the breaking of the ocean against the 
bottom of the cliff, the monstrous sound of the water trying to swallow the rock 
formations that stood tall, deathly, resolute. Second, the tick-tack-tick-tack of the dog’s 
claws on the bitumen behind me. 
I tried to keep my distance from the dog, speeding up to a half-jog when she got too 
close. 
The road curved with the mountain, hugging its side. Nature had decided how the road 
would bend. And we followed it for – I don’t know how long. Dreams defy the rules of 
time. Can’t be translated to minutes, hours, days. It felt like forever but might only have 
been a minute of real time. Funny, how things that pass in a flash can feel infinite. I only 
knew that we walked long enough to wear the soles of my shoes thin. When I turned to 
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see the dog, she was limping. Her body lurched with every step, using momentum to 
propel herself forwards. The white fur around her paws was stained red, and she left two 
thin, glistening trails of prints on the road behind her. 
We came to a curve in the road. Something felt familiar, as if I’d been there before.  
A metal barrier gleamed in the moonlight, separating the road from the edge of the 
cliff. There was a wide gap where the metal had snapped and its broken edges curled 
away from the road, stretching out towards the horizon. Starting at my feet, two black 
marks snaked along the bitumen then left trails in the dirt, ending at the cliff’s edge, 
beyond the breach in the barrier. Tiny wisps of smoke twirled up from the road. 
I turned to see the dog had stopped a little way behind me. The air around her was lit 
strangely. More fiercely than the moonlight could manage. Suddenly, I felt a desperate, 
dark fear crawling inside me. I stepped off the road and called to the dog, but she didn’t 
move. Just stood there looking at me. It was as if she knew there was no saving herself. 
The light around the dog intensified. The insects in the air around her lit up like fireflies. 
But I called, yelled, screamed. Desperately, desperately, I screamed. 
Hope faded as the source of the light revealed itself from behind a bend in the rock 
wall; two headlights coming quickly, too quickly, illuminating the road and air before it. 
I wake to the sound of my voice screaming her name. In bed beside me, I see Claire’s 




Sophie’s living room is plagued by empty spaces. In spots throughout the room, things 
have been removed. A table in the corner by the window is bare save for two framed 
photos: one of Sophie’s son in school uniform; and one of them together, clad in hats and 
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sunglasses, sand stretched out behind them. The two photos stand side-by-side upon a 
dirty lace cloth, spaced out to take up more room. 
Empty hooks dot the walls. By the television, a stack of books rests within a light-grey 
rectangle on the dark-grey carpet where a bookshelf has refused the dirt, dust, and sun. 
The entire house smells of bleach and cleaning products.  
An absence lingers in the empty spaces like a spirit. 
‘Where’s your boy?’ I ask to halt a silence. 
Sophie sits next to me, her knee touching mine. The TV’s off. The boy is absent. 
Nothing to distract us from each other. She’s looking at me. My eyes travel around the 
room. 
‘He went to a friend’s place after school,’ Sophie says. ‘And call him Victor. That’s 
his name.’ 
I get the feeling that she sent the boy off to a friend’s house so that we could be alone. 
I don’t like the boy much but I wish he was here. Even just to give Sophie something else 
to look at. 
Her hand reaches over to rest against my wrist. Her fingertips slip up the cuff of my 
jacket. I go rigid. 
‘He’s been a little lost since his father left,’ she says. ‘Boys need fathers. You should 
spend time with him. Play catch. Whatever boys do.’ 
‘Do you think that’s appropriate?’ 
‘Appropriate?’ 
Her eyebrows push two long creases in her forehead. Something strange in this man, 
she must think. 
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I’ve hardly told her a thing about myself, and I barely talk when she’s around. There’s 
a sense of hopelessness or desperation about her, if only for the fact that she’s falling in 
love with a man she doesn’t know. 
‘Yes,’ she says. ‘Spending quality time with my son is appropriate.’ 
There’s a siege that burns slowly, constantly on Sophie’s face. Thin lines invade the 
spaces around her mouth and eyes. In the few photos around the house, the same spaces 
are smooth. In the cupboard under the bathroom sink, there are countless creams and 
moisturisers. Bottles with kinks in their middles where the life had been squeezed from 
them. 
Her fingers are heavy on my wrist, forbidding escape. 
‘We’ve been spending a lot of time here lately,’ Shalissa says, breaking another 




It’s after midnight when I arrive home. The house is silent. I close the door softly behind 
me and tread lightly on the tiles. Eyes glint at me from behind framed glass in the hallway. 
I stop for a while to look at the pictures. 
Through the doorway at the end of the hall, the kitchen and lounge room look empty. 
As I get closer, the opening reveals more of the room, and I see William sitting on the 
carpet on the right, patting the dog, and Claire on the left. She’s pulled a chair out from 
the dining table and faced it towards William, watching him. They’ve been waiting for 
me. 
For a panicked moment, looking at the hair on the back of William’s head, my memory 
stumbles and I forget what his face looks like. He’s too young in the pictures; it’s not the 
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same. I walk over to him. Place a kiss on the top of his head. His head stays bowed. I put 
my finger under his chin, try to lift his face so I can see it. He bats my hand away. 
‘Don’t!’ he grunts, his voice hollow like an echo.  
Claire watches. Her hair’s tied up in a ginger bun. Her straight back and clasped hands 
give some image of composure but fail to distract from her pink nose and swollen eyes. 
‘Hi,’ I say. 
She says nothing. The house is silent. 
I leave them behind and go to bed, where I’m alone. Keep my eyes open. Listen for 
movement from the kitchen. Nothing.  
I panic when I feel sleep creeping in. Fearful of what it might bring. What it’s already 
brought. Every now and then I hear cars on the road outside. Their headlights spill into 
the room through the windows, between the gaps around the curtains. I get out of bed. 
They’re still there when I re-emerge. Claire’s face is in her hands. William’s still 
patting the dog. I lean down behind Claire’s chair and embrace her gently around her 
neck. Her shoulder digs into my bicep. I can feel it. And on my nose, I can feel the wisps 
of ginger hair that tumble from her bun. I move them to the side with my fingers. I can 
smell her. That implacable smell that nestled in the fibres of our bedsheets, the smell of 
waking up. The smell of being with her. The smell of being alone. I can hear the breath 
escape her throat. More than anything, I want to hear her voice. 
‘I’m sorry,’ I say softly. I kiss her on the neck, behind her ear. 
William’s no longer patting the dog. His hands are resting on his knees. The dog is 
looking at his eyes, raising her paw and letting it drop, hoping William will catch it. 
‘I’m sorry,’ I say again. ‘I love you. I love you both very much.’ 
The words are weightless, floating in the vast emptiness of the house, falling nowhere. 
‘But I need you out of the house tomorrow night. Just for the night.’ 
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Another dream. Upside-down. Cracked windscreen. Smoke hisses and sits heavy in the 
car, too thick to see the passenger seat. Something wet on my face drips upwards from 
my nose to my eye. I suck fractured breaths into my mouth and my hands are shaking. 
Can’t hear my voice. Water washes into the car. A calm, quiet flame crackles somewhere 
in the night. I’m alive, suddenly alone for miles. 
I push the driver-side door open. It floats like dust from my fingers. My body weight 
falls on the back of my neck when I unbuckle the seatbelt and fall to the ceiling. I step 
out of the car, right-way up, onto rocks. A wave crashes into the rocks and I fall. The 
water sweeps me up onto the sand. On its roof, the car rests on the rocks like the upended 
carcass of an animal hunted for sport. It veils itself with smoke. A harsh, rocky slope 
looms next to me, fifty-metres high. 
She’s standing there with her feet in the water. Claire. The water laps at the bottom of 
her pink dress, drenching it. And William is beside her. She holds her hand out in front 
of her, open for mine. Her eyes are softer than they’ve ever been, her lips parted to show 
a glimmer of her front teeth. I walk to her, my hand reaching for hers – but before our 
fingertips touch, I blink, and everything is gone. Instead, I’m standing in a living room. 
In Claire and William’s places, I see Sophie and Victor, their hands stretched towards me. 
I hear a high-pitched whine like the squeal of a car’s tyres. My hand lowers – what do I 
see, standing behind me, the source of the noise? Whimpering, bruised, bloodied, and 






Rain pelts the house. The lamps throw hard shadows on the walls. Framed pictures of us 
are laid in a pile, closed away in the cobwebbed darkness of a linen cupboard’s top shelf, 
leaving the walls and tabletops shamefully naked.  
When Sophie and her boy arrive, they walk in with a ‘hey’. She slips her arms in 
through the opening of my jacket. Wraps them around my waist. Puts her head against 
my chest. She and her boy leave puddles on the tiles in the shapes of boot prints. Under 
my feet, I feel the cold, wet trails they leave on the living room carpet, kitchen to couch. 
Sophie’s coat drips from the hook on the front door. 
We sit facing each other on the couch for as long as I can bear before I turn the 
television on. Now there are multiple voices in the room, intertwined with one another, 
the way I like it. I nod when required, enough to keep her content. 
The boy stands in front of me, draws me from my stupor. 
‘Do you have any toys?’ he asks. 
My mind flicks to a box in one of the bedrooms. I remember a trainset. Some figurines 
of famous wrestlers. A tennis ball, maybe. A toy car, crumpled by multiple collisions. 
The box is filled with things once loved. Things that I’m ashamed I don’t remember.  
‘No,’ I say.  
Sophie says, ‘Nothing? There must be something. A ball? Pencils?’ 
I find a pen and an old notebook for the boy. He’s not bold enough to complain, so he 
sits at the dining table and scribbles black messes onto the paper. 
I return to the couch and Sophie starts again.  
And just as I’m submerging, falling into the multiplicity of voices that fill the empty 
corners of the house, Sophie screams. Her hands cover her mouth, then drop to press on 
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her chest. Her eyes are wide, the pupils floating in the middle, pointed towards the back 
door. 
Her words come quickly. 
‘There’s a dog at the door.’ 
Rain streams in rivulets towards the bottom of the glass door, obscuring a pair of black 
eyes and a snout breathing a circle of fog onto the glass. The dog’s ears droop at the side 
of her face. Her head’s bowed as her eyes peer upwards at us. 
Sophie’s voice hovers in the background. 
‘You’re not thinking about letting it in, are you?’ 
The dog and I, we’re staring at each other. Her nose presses a black circle against the 
glass. The rain leaves trails around it.  
‘Don’t you dare let that dog in.’ 









Every smart man knows that sometimes kindness is kind, but most of the time it’s just 
weakness. My wife, Elizabeth, is yet to learn this; she still leaves bread and money for 
the bums in town. Not because it’ll make them a handful of bread and money richer, but 
so that she’ll appear kinder in their eyes. That’s why anybody does it, so they can feel 
better about the way they live their lives. Everybody’s afraid to offend and eager to please 
and they’re emptying their pockets for bums they don’t know. Meanwhile, we’re a 
handful of bread and money poorer and we’ve nothing to show for it.  
I’ve been trying to teach this to my seven-year-old son, Grant. The world’s a business. 
That’s what I always say to him. The world’s a business, son, and you don’t give anything 
away for free, but then I see him giving extra hay to the horses. As long as he’s watching 
his mother give away our money in the village, he’s not gonna learn a thing. It was damn 
unlucky he was there the day that bum came to our front gate. 
Grant and I were pulling vegetables at the front of the farm when the bum was trekking 
along the dirt road that runs the length of the acreage and into the town centre. In town, 
you smell a hobo before you see him. But out here where the road is long and the land is 
flat, there isn’t much coming you don’t see first. We get the homeless on our road 
sometimes. I paid this one no mind but, of course, Grant straightened up and caught eyes 
with the man. I was gonna tell him to get back to work but before I could say the first 
word, the boy was waving at the bum and the bum was waving back. 
‘Put your damn head down!’ I shouted. ‘You know better than that, Grant.’ 




‘And what’s your name, young man?’ the man asked, standing too close to the farm 
for my liking. 
Before Grant could answer, I put myself between the two and said ‘Is there something 
I can help you with there? Or you just passing through?’ 
His grey pony tail was tied down under a green cap, and he had short grey stubble that 
sounded like sandpaper when his hand moved over it. He smiled with his mouth closed, 
but when he spoke you could see the gaps between his teeth. He carried a hiking bag and 
I could tell that underneath his ragged clothes was a body chiselled by a life of walking 
up and down these backroads with that heavy bag on his shoulders. 
He took off his cap and, holding it with both hands, he looked both ways along the 
street, first where he came from, then where he was going. Sweat had glued long strands 
of hair across his forehead. 
‘Are you a hobo?’ Grant asked. I told him to quiet himself. 
‘Well, I prefer the term “vagrant”,’ the bum smiled. ‘“Vagabond”, even better. But my 
name is Henry, and that’s my favourite thing to be called. And your name, young sir?’ 
I told the man that an exchange of names wouldn’t be necessary. I asked if there was 
anything else before he kept moving. Again he paused, looking up and down the road as 
if it would provide the courage to ask the question he wanted to ask. 
‘I don’t like to ask things of kind people like yourself,’ he said. 
I heard the word ‘kind’ like a blade hitting flint, a spark flying. I did not take it as a 
compliment. 
‘Then don’t,’ I replied.  
He continued, as if I hadn’t spoken. ‘But the war has left me in hard times, and finding 
a meal isn’t so easy no more.’ 
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My ears must have pricked up when he mentioned the war, because he started telling 
me about how he was a World War vet. He’d been wounded in Hamel, France, and 
showed us one healed bullet hole in his hip, the messy and hurried stitching still evident 
by the scars in his skin. The other wound is best not to show, he said. Especially in front 
of the boy. He told us of how, when his squadron’s line moved forward, and they had had 
to step over a small hill to get any further, he had straightened a little too much, his head 
a little too close to the sky, and two stray bullets had caught him. He was lucky there 
weren’t more bullets, and one hadn’t caught him in the head or the heart. 
‘You fight?’ he asked me. 
Trained, I told him, but never deployed. 
‘Your father?’ he asked. 
‘He was there,’ I said. ‘Died soon after he returned. Captain Harold Veridia. Ever cross 
paths?’ 
‘Where was he stationed?’ 
I couldn’t say; my father never revealed the details of his service.  
‘Never heard his name, son. But I’m sure he was a good man and a good soldier.’ 
There was a long silence during which I should have moved the homeless man on. 
Like I said, I’m not usually a man predisposed to the acts of weakness so often mistaken 
as kindness, but in this case I admit, for a starving and wounded war veteran, I let my 
guard down just this once and offered him dinner. One meal, and then he’d be on the road 
again. He was thankful, but no more than his pride allowed him, and I felt a great 
discomfort as I opened the gate and watched his boot step onto the narrow dirt track that 






Despite my private protests, Elizabeth gave the man clean clothes and a shower. I told her 
it wouldn’t be necessary, but in her usual manner, she insisted to the point of ignoring 
me. 
By the time he was clean and clothed, any stink that lingered on the man was nullified 
by the scent of meatloaf coming from the kitchen. We all sat at the dining table – myself 
at the head of the table, the stranger next to Grant, and Elizabeth next to our four-year-
old daughter, Mary. 
Whether by nature or conscious effort, the man ate in a civil manner and he ignored 
the eyes of my children, which were unashamedly fixed on him. 
‘Are you a hobo?’ Mary asked the man. 
‘Mary!’ Grant snapped and pulled his sister into line. ‘He’s not a hobo, he’s a 
“vagabond”.’ 
The man laughed. He swallowed his food and placed his knife and fork down on his 
plate before speaking. 
‘Yes, a vagabond. But you don’t have to call me that – you can call me Henry.’ 
War vet or not, I grew uncomfortable with the decreasing distance between the stranger 
and my family. I felt as if the longer he stayed, the more difficult to make him leave, like 
roots were growing from the soles of his shoes and burying themselves beneath our 
floorboards. I suddenly, desperately wanted him out of my house. I couldn’t stand the 
sight of him next to my son, but the only solution I could muster was to move the stranger 
to the head of the table, which somehow irked me even more. 
‘It must be a difficult life on the road, Henry,’ Elizabeth addressed the stranger. I 
almost objected to her calling him by his first name – it was a little too friendly. But what 
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was the alternative? I’d feel like I was talking up to him if I called him Mr Whatever-His-
Last-Name-Is, and I certainly wasn’t going to call him ‘sir’. 
Again, he cleared his mouth and set his cutlery down. 
‘Yes, there are hard days, but I get by. You just have to make it any way you can. And 
it’s sometimes made easier by folks like yourself and Mr Veridia.’ 
‘Oh, please, call him Frank—’  
‘Mr Veridia will do fine,’ I said.  
The stranger silently smiled and continued. ‘You just make it any way you can. 
Tonight, I’ll likely find somewhere away from the cold down in the town centre. I’ve got 
a spot—’ 
‘Obviously you’ll be staying here the night,’ Elizabeth interrupted, looking at me but 
addressing the stranger. He tried to decline, but Elizabeth continued. ‘Of course you are! 
No sense feeding you then pushing you off into the night!’ 
‘Elizabeth,’ I said. 
‘Nonsense! Absolute nonsense, Frank! Or should I say, “Mr Veridia”.’ She stood up. 
‘I hope you don’t mind sleeping on our couch, Henry, but that’s all we have to offer. You 
agree that the kind man should stay, don’t you, children?’ 
Grant and Mary nodded, amused by the whole situation. 
‘There you have it. And Henry, even if you disagree, I’m afraid it’s three against two. 
You’ll be staying the night and I won’t hear a word against it.’ 
And that was that – my own act of weakness followed by Elizabeth’s.  






I felt a strange sensation when I woke, as if I had sensed something moving in the room 
while I slept. Perhaps, without waking, I heard the rattling of jewellery or faint, sneaking 
footsteps on the floorboards. Or perhaps I could still smell him, or his shadow swept over 
me while my eyes were closed. 
When I opened my eyes, the first thing I noticed was that there was no glimmer behind 
the glass of Elizabeth’s jewellery cabinet atop our chest of drawers. There was nothing 
inside. I rose from the bed and stepped out into the living room, which seemed empty, as 
if the soul had been sucked out of it. The small, expensive antiques that had adorned 
shelves and tabletops were gone.  
The stranger had also taken cash from two of our four hidden money stashes – one 
from a cut-out in the wall behind a picture frame, and another from under a loose 
floorboard. Our savings, for which we’d spent our lives working, gone in the night. I 
cursed myself for not hiding it better. I imagine he must have spent hours, perhaps the 
entire night, searching through the house, lifting things and feeling loose spots where our 
money and valuables might have been hidden. Even on our bedside table, where Elizabeth 
and I left our wedding rings while we slept, we found in the morning that there was 
nothing but dust. 
Although I knew it was futile, I ran out onto the dirt road and looked for him. I peered 
into the darkness, down the road in the direction from which he first came, and then the 
direction in which he was headed. Nothing, not a sound, not a shadow. 
I do remember his face, and I hope one day I find him again, but he likely used our 
money to find himself somewhere far away from our town of Morgan. I appealed to the 
police, but they gave up hope not long after beginning their search. 
I often think now about the night the stranger had stolen from us. Afterwards, I perhaps 
became colder, my temper shorter.  
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As much as I hate the stranger, I almost admire him for what he did; he took care of 
himself. But never again will I commit those acts of weakness that are so often mistaken 
for kindness. That man is out somewhere using our money to wash the stink off him while 
we work to make it all back. The acts of kindness like the one I committed at the front 





My hands were hurting from pulling vegetables because my palms are too soft. My dad 
makes me do things outside like carry hay bales and pull weeds so that the skin on my 
hands will become tougher. He says one day I’ll work out on the farm for a whole day 
and my hands won’t hurt. There are still boys at school with tougher hands than mine. I 
am taller than all of them and probably stronger than most of them but my dad says that’s 
not enough. My hands should be tougher too. 
Our vegetable garden is near the front of the farm, right near the road, so that when 
we’re out pulling vegetables and the wind picks up, it lifts the dirt and dust up off the road 
and blows it towards us, and my dad and I have to cover our faces. I used to face the other 
way so that the dirt blew against my back. The manliest way to do it is to hold your hand 
out in front of your face with the palm facing outwards as if you’re shielding your eyes 
from the sun. That’s how my dad does it.  
That’s what I was doing when the man came, but he must have thought I was waving 
because he waved back and my dad shouted at me to get back to work. He came up and 
started talking to my dad, and he was dirty and covered in sweat and had a big bag on his 
back, so big I probably could have fitted inside. He looked like a hobo and I wanted to 
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ask him if he was one so I did. He said his name was Henry the Vagabond. I didn’t know 
what a vagabond was but I whispered the word over and over to myself so I wouldn’t 
forget it.  
Henry called my dad kind, which was strange because I’d never thought of him that 
way before. And it was also strange because my dad was being sort of mean to him. Even 
though he wasn’t telling Henry to go away, I could tell that he wanted him to. 
But then they started talking about the war, and I think my dad was starting to like 
Henry a little because he was asking questions. Henry said that he got shot, and he showed 
us a scar on his hip that was pink and bumpy. Maybe that’s what made my dad like him, 
and maybe that’s what made him let Henry in through the front gate. 
Henry held out his hand and I shook it, and I felt his palms on mine. They were rough, 
like the brown leather of my dad’s old jacket. His hands were probably even rougher than 
my dad’s. I was still thinking about the feeling of Henry’s hand on mine when I noticed 




Henry the Vagabond sat next to me at the dinner table and I kept looking at his hands. 
They looked like the bottoms of shoes, like he could stick a pin in his hand and it wouldn’t 
break the skin. He must have carried a lot of hay bales and pulled a lot of weeds in his 
life. Or maybe he used to be naughty at school and was always getting whacked on the 
hands with the teacher’s cane. While I waited for my mum to bring dinner, I rubbed my 
hands hard on the wooden table to try and make them rough. My dad told me to stop 
because I was shaking the table. 
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Henry was washed now and was wearing some of my dad’s old clothes. Mary asked if 
he was a hobo, and I had to pull her into line. I’d made the same mistake earlier that day, 
but I’d learned since then. 
My mother said to Henry that he’d probably had a hard life, and Henry sat there for a 
few seconds before saying anything. I think he was swallowing the food in his mouth, 
which surprised me because I thought he’d be the sort of man who spoke with his mouth 
full. He said that yes, he had hard days but ‘You just have to make it any way you can’.  
He said that my parents made it easier, and he called my dad Mr Veridia. My mum 
said to call him Frank, but my dad said that Mr Veridia will do. My mum made a face. 
‘Such formality at the dinner table?’ she said. She held her necklace to her chest so that 
it wouldn’t touch her food, and leaned over the table to talk to Henry, as if my dad couldn’t 
hear. ‘Don’t worry about my husband. He’s a little uptight. The kids will tell you that.’ 
Mary and I giggled, but not because I thought what she said was funny. I didn’t even 
really understand it. I giggled because I felt like it was meant to be funny. My dad was 
too serious to say anything – he just sat there and didn’t smile. 
Henry and my parents went on talking about Henry’s hard life, and then they started 
talking about where Henry was going to stay and if he could stay at our house. Mary and 
I said that Henry should stay, mostly out of kindness, but my dad started getting angry in 
his quiet way of getting angry, and he said they’d talk about it later. 
When they did talk, they didn’t so much talk as shout. They were in another room, 
leaving us at the dinner table with Henry. We were supposed to talk to him, but we had 
nothing to say. We just listened to our parents yell. I felt sorry for Henry. He only wanted 




When they’d finished yelling, my mum came into the room and said that Henry could 
stay the night, but could he kindly leave early in the morning. Henry was thankful and 





Mary and I sleep in beds across the room from each other. There was a loud noise and 
when I woke up Mary’s eyes were already open wide. The noise was like two dogs 
growling, ferocious, not like they were play fighting or protecting their territory, but like 
they were trying to kill each other. Barking and ripping and screaming. Then we heard 
something fall and shatter and we leapt from the bed and into the hallway. 
The barking dogs, they were my dad and Henry the Vagabond. First, I saw Henry 
coming backwards out of my parents’ room, his arm outstretched holding something at 
bay, and then my dad following, trying to push Henry’s arm away so that he could get a 
clean punch at his face. My mum was yelling in a high-pitched voice and sometimes 
trying to pull them off each other but they were too strong and she looked like a rabbit 
trying to pull apart a pack of lions. I wanted to help her but I had to keep Mary away. My 
dad had Henry pressed up against the wall of the hallway, and I’ve never ever seen anyone 
stronger than my dad but it looked like Henry was stronger because he pushed my dad 
back into the other wall and held him there. Dad got a good shove in and Henry stumbled 
and fell backwards over a small, black sack on the ground. Dad went over and quickly 
picked up the sack which sounded like it had coins or jewellery in it and he said in a low, 
gravelly voice, ‘Get out of my house’. I had only just realised that my mum had stopped 
screaming and was now on our telephone, probably to the police. Henry stood back up 
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and everything had calmed down a bit, but then he rushed at my dad and my dad tried to 
swing the sack at him. Henry was too quick. He tackled my dad and they both fell to the 
floor. Henry stood up and tried to pull the sack out of my dad’s hands, but he was holding 
on too tight. 
‘Don’t make me do this in front of your kids,’ Henry said. 
My dad said nothing. He lay on the floor and stared at Henry. Just hung on to the sack 
and stared. Henry stooped down with one hand still clutching the other side of the sack, 
and with his other hand, he punched my dad in the eye. It scared me to see how hard 
Henry could punch. It scared me more to see blood drip from my father’s eyebrow. Henry 
punched my dad again, and again, and each time my dad’s head was crushed between 
Henry’s fist and the wooden floor. My dad wasn’t holding his hands up to stop the 
punches. He just held onto the sack as tightly as he could. Henry’s fist kept coming, and 
it sounded like he was punching a raw chicken or a steak. My father’s face was getting 
bloodier, making a puddle on the floor, wetting his hair with red. Henry threw one last 
exhausted punch. Dad’s head rested in the blood on the floor, and even though he was 
still awake and his hands still clutched the bag, Henry slowly pulled it slowly from his 
fingers. 
I realised then that I’d been crying the whole time, and I’d been holding Mary really 
tight and I hoped that I hadn’t hurt her. My mum was still holding the telephone but wasn’t 
talking into it, she was just crying and staring at my dad. Henry turned to me and Mary, 
and I thought he was going to hurt us but he just said ‘Sorry kiddo,’ and he turned and 






I still dream about my father lying on the floor there, bleeding. And sometimes I dream 
about his face all puffed up and bruised like it was for a while after that night. Sometimes 
I’m the one beating my father. Sometimes he’s beating me, his blood splattering all over 
my face. Sometimes his hands are soft like mine. 
The sack was full of my mother’s jewellery and most of the money from the house. 
We only had a little bit left. But still I don’t know why my dad fought so hard for that. It 
was my mum who loved the money and the jewellery, not my dad, and I understand why 
he didn’t want to lose it but the way he was so desperate to keep it, I can’t help feeling 
that Henry the Vagabond was tearing something else from my father’s hands. He stripped 
us poor, but my father became the poorest of us all. 
My dad was quiet for a long time after that night. He still is. He works on the farm all 
day and them comes inside and eats dinner and sleeps and doesn’t really say anything, 
and we just live our lives around him. For a while I was scared that he would leave us for 
some reason, like he was one of those dogs that leave their house and their family to go 
away somewhere and die. 
I still wave to people that pass by the house, and if they ever approached I would be 
kind. But I don’t think my dad could ever let another person in the house again, even 
though I think we just got a bad one in Henry the Vagabond. I don’t hate Henry for what 
he did. I only wish we could get our money and my mum’s jewellery back. Especially her 
wedding ring, that’s what she misses the most. If I ever did meet Henry again, I wouldn’t 
beat him or anything, even if I were bigger than him. I’d just ask for the money back and 
hope he was kind enough to give it. In the meantime, I’ll keep lifting hay bales and pulling 





The One I Love 
 
1 
Her naked limbs are like tentacles and she coils around me. I don’t push her off my lap – 
she’ll get upset. She’ll find it unromantic. She looks at my eyes, and my gaze sweeps 
uncomfortably across hers, making momentary eye-contact before I elect to kiss parts of 
her neck and chest so that she doesn’t see my mind wander. She has me wrapped in her 
arms and legs like some kind of body-length bear trap, bobbing up and down in the centre 
of the bed. 
Afterwards, when we’ve spent ourselves on each other, I admire my body in the ensuite 
mirror. I twist and watch the muscles move and ripple up my side, tense and carved, the 
skin tautening over my veins when I flex. I see her in the reflection; she lies on the bed, 
the covers bunched at her feet, and she watches me with a drowsy and satisfied grin, the 
lamplight gliding along the arches and curves of her naked body.  
There’s another mirror that hangs on the wall on the other side of the bed, stretching 
from the floor to a few inches from the roof, and when you look into the mirror in the 
ensuite at the right angle, it creates an endless hallway of reflections. In the mirror, I see 
many bodies belonging to both her and me. 
Her eyes close and her smile slowly fades as she drifts off. Now the face in the 
reflection, deadened by sleep, is entirely unimpressed when I flex and my bulging 
muscles, domesticated by the skin, threaten to burst free.  
She is small and warm in my arms when I lay next to her, and from here I can see the 
effect of the endless reflections; a thousand versions of me holding on to a thousand 
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versions of her. I clutch her as if, should I let go, I would slide backwards out of the bed 
and into a dark and terrible void, an infinite hall of mirrors. 
 
2 
Wisps of smoke curl up towards the roof, emitting from a cigarette holstered between two 
of her fingers. Her hair is splayed out on the bed around her head like some extravagant 
headdress. There is a different quality to her when she lets her hair down; it’s like a form 
of undressing, the way she pulls her hairtie out and her hair springs out of its ponytail and 
tumbles down around her. Like she’s never truly naked until her hair is untied. 
The blankets cover her up past her breasts, pulled tight around her chest. I’m lying on 
top of the blanket beside her, my legs spread out to make a V-shape, my naked penis lying 
unashamed against my thigh. Her body is sleek and hard like a golden trophy, but when 
I attempt to pull the blanket down so that I can see my accomplishment, she firmly grabs 
my wrist and tosses it back over my stomach. 
Taking another huff of smoke, she says, ‘Have you heard about the man from Morgan 
who raises the sun?’ 
‘No,’ I say. ‘Enlighten me.’ 
‘Well, supposedly,’ she says, ‘there’s an old man who lives in an abandoned house on 
the other side of the hill in Morgan. Every single morning, before dawn, he treks all the 
way up to the very top of the hill, and using his magical, telekinetic powers, he lifts the 
sun up past the horizon and sets it into motion. Then he goes home as the sun makes its 
way across the sky.’ 
Her arms are stretched towards the ceiling, conjuring an imaginary sun, the cigarette 
still dangling between her fingers. 
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‘And then at dusk,’ she says, lowering her hands, ‘he treks all the way back up the hill, 
faces the other way, and brings the sun back down on the other side.’ 
‘Cute story,’ I tell her, more interested in the body she hides from me than in any story 
she could tell. 
‘Can you imagine,’ she continues, ‘a man with all that incredible power, able to control 
the sun and the sky? Can you imagine what other kinds of amazing things he could do? 
Can you imagine what he could do to a woman?’ 
My manhood rests limp between my legs. 
Instead of saying anything, I walk to the switch for the ceiling light and flick it off. 
 
3 
I can feel her eyes following my body as I walk around the room, searching the floor. 
From the bed, her gaze is trailing all the way up and down, taking in my chest, my abs, 
my obliques, my shoulders, my ass. Finally, I find some pants and pull them on. 
‘I could look at your body all day long,’ she says with a wry smile. 
In the hall of mirrors, a thousand versions of me lie next to a thousand versions of her. 
I tell her, ‘You’re exactly the type of thing I’ve been looking for my entire life.’ 
She squeals, delighted, and wraps me in her arms. Over her shoulder, in a reflection of 
a reflection, I can see her face, and in a reflection of a reflection, she can see mine. In the 
endless corridor, it becomes difficult to determine where it all begins, or which bodies 
belong to which reflection. 
Her perfume is strong, and the familiar smells of the bedroom are interrupted. 






She made me come to a café for lunch. She knows I hate this kind of shit. I wouldn’t mind 
so much if we’d gone somewhere out of Morgan, an expensive place where celebrities 
wouldn’t mind being photographed.  
The name of the café is something juvenile, like ‘Sweets ‘n’ Treats’. It’s a watering 
hole for families and old people. It’s cramped to the point where I can’t push my seat 
back without bumping the one behind me. There are family vans parked outside. There’s 
a kid screaming, its mothers ignoring it. There are fathers dragged along by their wives 
and kids, the embers that once burned behind their eyes flattened into nothing. This place 
is so horrifically mundane, so nonviolent, yet it threatens to imprison me among the tame 
and the dead for the remainder of my life. It is the quintessential pocket of wretched 
suburbia; the daytime boulevard of broken dreams. 
She sips her caramel latte and smiles at me. 
I send her a smile back. 
Is it guilt that brings me here to torture myself? 
The bedroom is where I fall in love with her. But places like this, this is where love 
comes to die. 
Always falling in love, always falling out again. 
 
4 
I have a drunken dream about a hall of mirrors. I’m walking down the corridor of 
reflections, searching for something, searching for her. In the mirrors I see a thousand 
faceless bodies with naked breasts. In the reflections of myself, there is a deep, dark hole 
in my chest, a black void, and I know that among the mirrors and the faceless bodies I 
will find something I need, a cure for the void. I venture deep into the hall of mirrors, and 
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after a while it becomes dark, and there is an ice-cold cracking sound. There are ruptures 
appearing in the mirrors, my face reflected back at me through cracked glass. I try to turn 
back, but my feet aren’t touching the ground anymore. I’m being swept down the corridor, 
as if sucked in by a vacuum, past the thousands of faceless bodies, faster, deeper, falling 
into the infinite blackness of the hall of mirrors. 
I wake, startled and breathless. She trails her fingertips along the hard curves of my 
body, tracing new paths that make me shiver.  
‘You were dreaming,’ she says. 
‘Was I making noise?’ I say between breaths.  
‘You sounded like you were crying. What were you dreaming about?’ 
‘Nothing.’ 
She draws paths of cold glass along on my chest. I move to push her hand away, but, 
with a metallic rattle, I’m reminded that my right wrist has been handcuffed to the bedpost 
since the night before. 
‘You can unlock these now,’ I tell her. 
She stands and picks the key up from the bedside table, holding it in her fingers and 
dangling it like a hypnotist with a watch on a chain. 
‘I’m not playing. Unlock them,’ I say. 
She smiles. Brat. 
‘Now.’ 
‘I don’t think so.’ 
‘Get these fucking things off me!’ I growl. I pull hard against the metal like a tethered 
dog.  
I know I’ve scared her by the way her smile disappears. 
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‘Alright, Jesus. Calm down,’ she says. Not brave enough to climb across me, she keeps 
her distance and walks around to my side of the bed to unlock the handcuffs. My arm is 
released and there’s a stiff pain in my shoulder when I lower my arm back to my side.  
‘It was your idea, anyway,’ she murmurs. 
I can picture her, last night, both of us drunk. She’s suggesting the handcuffs, locking 
my wrist inside one of the cuffs while she straddles me. 
‘Bullshit,’ I spit back at her. ‘You’d take any opportunity to tie me up.’ 
‘You’re deluded. You were a drunken mess, no wonder you don’t remember.’ 
I’m up now, and she’s hugging her knees on the bed, watching me get dressed. 
‘Are you leaving?’ she asks. 
‘Yeah.’ 
I charge out of the bedroom. As I pass, a certain angle reveals her reflection in the 
bathroom mirror. She’s trying not to cry, and she holds her wrist near her heart as if hers 
was the one locked in cuffs. 
 
2 
Why is it that the colour of choice for lipstick and fingernails, the one that’s popular 
among women almost to the point of default, is red, the colour of blood and anger? I guess 
it looks good, like the slink of a red dress on a woman’s body. But why do a woman’s 
lips look best with a blood-coloured streak smeared across them. And anyway, what’s the 
alternative? There is another shade that springs to mind, the only other shade I’ve seen 
spread across her lips or painted on her nails, the same one that lines the boundaries of 
her eyes: black, the colour of void. Death.  
I am watching her from the bed, her eyes in the mirror ignoring my reflection. Her 
eyelashes are black, her lips and nails are red. 
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The smells of this room are becoming familiar. 
‘I don’t know why I keep coming back to you,’ I tell her. 
Her reflection says, ‘Neither do I.’ 
 
1 
Three hundred and twenty-five breaths. 
I’ve watched her take three hundred and twenty-five breaths, three hundred and 
twenty-six now, since she turned away from me. Two hundred and ninety-eight breaths 
ago, I asked her what was wrong, and seven breaths later I conceded that she wasn’t going 
to reply. Two hundred and forty-four breaths ago, I thought I could hear her crying, too 
softly to be sure. I could have leaned over and seen her reflection in the mirror over her 
shoulder, but I was afraid of the possibility of her truly crying, and how I would have to 
comfort her or let her push me away. I don’t reach across the gap between us to touch her. 
Instead I watch her in silence as she takes her three hundred and thirty-eight breath, her 
three hundred and thirty-ninth. 
These are the times when I love her the most, when she’s hurt and I’m ashamed. 
After her four hundred and seventy-sixth breath, she surrenders. She turns to face me 
and clings to me, desperately. She cries and presses her wet face into my chest. I ask her 
why she cries. I am afraid of the answer and she is too afraid to say. Instead we lie, and I 
listen to her convulsive breaths, her gasps for air. 
Eventually her arms begin to feel like a trap. One arm is around my waist, her hand 
clutching my back, and her other arm is hooked over my shoulder, in the nook between 
my neck and the bed. I squirm uncomfortably. I’m watching our reflection, and I try my 





She’s ushering me through the house, pushing me towards the door, saying ‘Out, out, out, 
out, out.’ 
She opens the door and makes a motion with her arm as if to sweep the dust and dirt 
outside. 
‘You need to leave,’ she says. ‘Now.’ 
‘Can’t I spend a while longer?’ I ask, aware of how pathetic I sound. 
‘You know exactly why you can’t do that. Out.’ 
‘I don’t have my car here.’ 
‘Not my problem,’ she says, and she shoves me out onto the doorstep, slamming the 
door behind me. 
From here, at her house on top of the hill, you can look down and see most of Morgan, 
all the way down to the cliffs that jut out over the edge of the ocean. I walk a few doors 
down, sit on the gutter, call a taxi, and look out at Morgan, and I can’t help but feel that 
I’m far bigger than all of this. Morgan, with its rows of happy houses full of people 
content with their lives of mundanity and insignificance, it’s all so fucking humble. 
Dragging their feet behind their spouses, tending to their gardens until they die. If the 
kings and warriors of old passed through, they’d gaze on this shithole with indifference. 
Then they’d trounce it to the ground and nothing would be lost.  
I’ll leave it all one day. No one with ambition could surrender themselves to this place. 








Wisps of smoke curl up towards the roof, emitting from a cigarette holstered between two 
of her fingers. Her hair is splayed out on the bed around her head, like some extravagant 
headdress. 
She flicks ash onto the bedside table. 
‘You’re beginning to love me, aren’t you?’ she asks without looking at me. 
‘I wouldn’t dream of it,’ I tell her. 
‘You are. And I advise you to stop.’ 
‘Don’t flatter yourself,’ I laugh. ‘We both know exactly what this is.’ 
‘Good, I’m glad we’re on the same page. Besides …’ she hesitates, holding her 
cigarette an inch from her mouth. I’m sure that in this moment, she was deciding whether 
to say what she was about to say. Then, before thrusting the cigarette between her lips, 
she says, ‘… your wife paid me a visit.’ 
I sit up. My stomach lurches. For a moment, I’m not in the room. I’m nowhere. I’m 
picturing my wife. I’m in the hall of mirrors. 
‘What do you mean,’ I say slowly, ‘she paid you a visit?’ 
‘Well, clearly she’s been following you because she came right up and knocked on my 
door,’ she says as if she’s discarding a piece of rubbish, letting it flutter in the air between 
us. ‘You need to start checking for tails when you come here. I don’t know how you ever 
thought you could get away with all this, anyway. In any case, we had a little talk.’ 
I’m standing at the foot of the bed. 
‘What did you tell her?’ 
Again, the cigarette teeters an inch from her lips. 




I charge to her side of the bed and grab her face with one hand, just under her mouth. 
She slides from the bed into a standing position, looking up at me, gripping my wrist. 
‘You had no right do that,’ I say with a fierce and frightening calm. 
She scoffs, her voice muffled. 
‘You want to talk about rights?’ she manages to say. 
I clench her face in my hand. Her red, red lips are disfigured by my thumb and index 
finger, her mouth squished in my hand. She breathes heavily through her nose. The first 
noise she makes is a grunt, a sound of annoyance, impatience. The second noise is more 
of a squeal. I’m hurting her. I clench harder.  
And while I clench I stare intently into her eyes, so close I can see my reflection in 
them, and I don’t feel her move or see the object that approaches in my peripheral vision. 
Something hard shatters against my temple. After I’ve fallen to the floor, I look up to see 
her dropping shards of what appears to be her bedside lamp from her bloody hand. 
Something drips onto my collarbone, the colour of lipstick. 
‘Get up,’ she says, her voice trembling. ‘And leave.’ 
Without a word, I get up from the blood-stained carpet and walk out of the room, out 
of the house, out into Morgan. 
 
6 
They’re all younger than me. I could almost call them kids. Still, I do my best to blend 
into the strobe-lit darkness, a drink in my hand, my head and body moved by the beats of 
the music. 
I rest my hand on this girl’s waist and lean in to hear her voice above the music. She 
pulls strands of hair away from her mouth to speak into my ear. 
‘You have a boyfriend?’ I reply. ‘Where is he?’ 
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Her head swivels and looks around the room among the many, many faces. She shrugs.  
‘You want to get out of here?’ I ask her.  
She shakes her head apologetically.  
I take a deep, desperate breath. ‘Please?’ 
This must be her boyfriend, the plain white t-shirt approaching from behind her. He’s 
smaller than me but he probably has friends. 
There’s something dark and raging that has been pent up inside of me, swirling just 
beneath the surface of my skin, and all it takes is a sharp shove in my chest from a 
stranger’s hand to release it. 
The next minute is a blur of moments: He stumbles backwards and I fall with him; 
something in his face cracks under the force of my fist; his fingers find their way inside 
my mouth and tear at the inside of my cheek; an arm reefs at my neck and I fall backwards, 
thinking my neck might be broken; a boot catches me in the ribs, and I realise there are 
two more people in the fight, both kicking me; all three of them disappear into the crowd.  
When I rise to my feet, the room is chaos. Men everywhere are throwing punches. The 
thumping music somehow acts as a soundtrack to their hate. The bouncers are in the midst 
of it all, pulling people out of the fight. 
When I find the guy in the plain white t-shirt, he’s sitting on a chair near the bar, his 
head tilted backwards, two steady trickles of blood pouring from his nostrils, down past 
his mouth and splattering on his chest like a river flowing out to sea. His friend leans over 
him, the one who nearly broke my neck and kicked me in the ribs. And with all the rage 
and power in me, I punch him in the back of his head. Pain shoots through my hand and 
wrist when my fist collides, and he falls sideways. I had expected him to fall, but not the 
way he does. He doesn’t brace himself. He doesn’t protect his head when it thumps into 
the side of the bar, landing at a sickening angle. He doesn’t wake up. Someone is checking 
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his pulse. I’m looking at my hands. They’re covered in someone’s blood. My knuckles 
are bruised. 
And when I look back at his body and the panic surrounding him, I see my reflection 
in a steel pole that runs horizontally along the length of the bar, just above the floor. I’m 
distorted, stretched beyond recognition. 
 
1 
There’s a spot on the bed that’s mapped out by wrinkles in the bed sheet. It was made by 
the bag she must have rested on the bed while she loaded it with all the things that are 
now missing from this room. Not all of the absences are immediately noticeable; most of 
them give me the sensation of knowing something is missing from certain spots, but not 
knowing what it is that’s missing, only that there was once something there. I know, 
without inspecting, that some of the drawers and part of the wardrobe are empty. The 
room has an incredible lightness to it, as if I could, from the outside, lift it at the corner, 
tear it away from the rest of the house, and throw it a great distance. 
In the mirror on the wall, I see the reflections of one thousand beds with sheets stained 
by the blood of one thousand hands. For a few mad minutes, I consider the possibility of 
stepping into the mirror and walking through the layers of reflections, like a hallway, and 
finding that it comes to an end. 
Instead, I place my hands on its frame and attempt to pull it from the wall so that I can 
move it somewhere else or lay it face-down on the floor. It’s bolted to the wall, 
immovable. After a few moments of trying to wrench it from the wall, I surrender and let 
myself fall amongst the blood-encrusted bed sheets, from which I watch one thousand 








Our first fire of the year crackles beside me. I lit it as a surprise for you; I know how 
you love a warm house in winter. You’ll be home from work in an hour, and I hope you 
find comfort when you step in from the chill. I’ll have finished writing this letter by then.  
You’ve asked me many times to express myself, to make my thoughts and feelings 
known. You don’t ask me so often anymore, perhaps because to some extent you’ve 
surrendered to my silence. But again, last night when you asked me how I’d felt when my 
mother died and I didn’t speak, you said you wished I would tell you more. The truth, 
which I’m sure you already know, is that there are things I keep buried. But now, like a 
dog with a dead rat, I’m digging them up and bringing them to you. 
I hope that what I write won’t hurt you too much. 
I’ve mentioned this to you before, but never in great depth: that the seed of my 
reticence was planted in my childhood along with my mother’s hazelnut tree.  
The tree was the centrepiece of our backyard. It stole the sunlight for itself, soaking its 
leaves in the sun’s rays and shrouding most of our backyard in shadow. It dominated the 
view from the window above the kitchen sink. On the windowsill, like a monument to the 
tree from which they fell, a jar of hazelnuts stood proudly, light refracting through the 
space between the hazelnuts and the top of the jar. I still remember the sound of the silver 
lid twisting open, the smell of the hazelnuts breathing out through the jar’s mouth. I 
remember the feeling of Lena’s bare foot pressing down into my hands as she pushed 
herself onto the rim of the sink and balanced there on her knees. She’d unscrew the lid, 
pass a hazelnut down to me, and take one for herself – only ever taking two, lest our 
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parents notice the jar’s sudden emptiness. The jar became part of the house, like my 
father’s cluttered bookshelf and the grotesque green and yellow wallpaper in the 
bathroom. Things that I think of when I think of home. 
Though the jar never stayed full for long, my mother never let it empty. When the 
hazelnuts fell in autumn, my father, in his quiet manner, gathered them and stored them 
in a freezer in his shed, then, throughout the year, he moved them fraction by fraction into 
a bag in the pantry from which the jar was filled. Slowly, throughout the day, more and 
more sunlight refracted through the glass as the hazelnuts became fewer, but they would 
never reach the bottom before my mother refilled it from the bag. 
I remember, vividly, as it happened every night, my mother in her bed, reading a book 
under the yellow lamplight, the jar beside her as she absent-mindedly plucked hazelnuts 
one by one from the jar and planted them in her mouth. I remember the soft crunching 
sound just as I remember the turning of her pages and the swift slide of a bookmark before 
the thud of the book on her bedside table. The sound of the light switch, the sudden 
darkness. 
It was a cold evening in winter, after the season’s hazelnuts had been harvested, that 
my father received the phone call. I was in another room. He said hello, then nothing. 
Even as a child I felt the atmosphere change, as if his silence rotted the air around us. 
When I went to see him, to find out who was calling, the phone was pressed to his ear, 
his hand to his forehead, and there was a frantic confusion on his face.  
My mother had been killed in a hit-and-run. She was walking home when she was 
struck by a car and left on the road. 
She’d filled the hazelnut jar that afternoon. It stood on the windowsill, full to the lid. 
In the wake of her death, I never saw my father weep, though I know he must have 
done it in other rooms. He must have. I often put my ear against his closed bedroom door 
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but heard nothing. Lena was quiet, perhaps too young to feel the gravity of it all. She 
followed my father’s shadow, dumbfounded and lost. She looked up at our faces, maybe 
trying to figure out why nobody played with her anymore. Why nobody smiled. Where 
her mum had gone. She must have felt like there was nobody left in the world who loved 
her. 
I kept my grief hidden. I spent most of the daytime in my bedroom. Every night, my 
eyes were wet and sore as I drifted into sleep. I tried to look strong for my father and for 
Lena, but when I was alone I felt it all. The memory of my mother bubbled steadily at the 
surface of my mind, and for weeks after her death I feared that I could burst open at the 
mention of her name. At her funeral, I kept my head bowed and thought about my toys 
and reading and things that kept my mind in another place, away from the words our 
family said, away from the music, the photos, the coffin. When my grandmother hugged 
me, her chest stifled my cries and I didn’t pull away until I was done. When we separated, 
she saw my wet, blotchy face and felt the sodden patch on the breast of her jacket. 
Signs of weakness, even if I was just a boy. 
At home, on the windowsill, the hazelnut jar remained full and untouched, no space 
for the sunlight to creep in. I saw it every day. Through the window behind it, the hazelnut 
tree stood sadly. I couldn’t help but think that the tree was my mother, catching glimpses 
of us through the kitchen window. 
Lena sometimes sat by the tree, not knowing what it meant. Lost in the world, she still 
asked if I wanted to boost her up onto the sink so that she could reach the jar, and I 
declined without giving reason. We were bigger by then, anyway, and I could just about 
reach it myself if I wanted to. 
Still, it loomed there above the kitchen sink like a gravestone, and eventually the sight 
of the thing became too much. I’d seen my father staring at it while he washed the dishes 
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in silence, his mind trapped in that jar. I thought we’d all feel better if I got rid of it, put 
it outside with the tree, at least, where we could visit it.  
One brave morning, I reached up past the kitchen sink and, with the very tips of my 
fingers, grazed the bottom of the jar. Its outer edge spun off the sill and wavered on my 
fingertips, and as I reached my other hand up to catch it, it fell, bounced off my fumbling 
hands, missing the sink altogether and shattering on the tiles. Frantically, I gathered all 
the hazelnuts and shards that I could and hurried them outside where I dropped the whole 
mess in the grass at the base of the tree. The broken glass had pricked my fingers and 
blood trickled along the lines in my hands. When I looked back at the house, I saw the 
faint figure of my father standing at the kitchen window, looking out. The reflections on 
the window obscured his face; I could only see his outline. He stood there, looking, like 
a ghost trapped behind a window to the spirit world. My face and my fingers burned with 
shame and it was only then that I’d realised I’d been crying. After a minute, the silhouette 
moved away from the window. I stayed and cried until I was numb, until I felt like 
everything inside of me – my grief, my shame, my sorrow – was emptied out at the base 
of the hazelnut tree. All that was left was flesh and bone; I’d scooped everything else out 
and left it amongst the blood, glass, and hazelnuts. I’m not sure how long I was there. It 
could have been a day. 
For the next few months, the three of us each kept to our own pockets of the house. 
Lena and I lived off the snacks that our father bought and stashed in the cupboard next to 
the neglected hazelnut bag. We each wore our own silent paths through the house, trapped 
in a fever dream, feeling nothing. 
Eventually, Lena came to understand the loss of her mother. She cried every now and 






I grew older, left the hazelnut tree behind, and found you wandering into my twenties. 
You, who calls me when I leave without saying I love you. You, who insisted we write 
our own vows. You, naked and asleep in my bed, and the intense pride I felt knowing you 
were mine and I was yours. 
We used to face each other in bed and watch our hands tangle and intertwine, losing 
track of which fingers were mine and which were yours. You used to ask how much I 
loved you. 
When I was quiet, you asked what was wrong. Had you done something? 
I’d say, nothing’s wrong. And sometimes nothing was. 
Then came Daniel, the little bundle of teary eyes and tantrums. Tennis lessons. Those 
tidbits of knowledge he’d read us from his books. The way he bit down on his tongue 
when he focused, just like you. When he learned to speak, he spoke freely. Couldn’t shut 
him up. Finally, someone for you to talk to. 
But he got older. 
I still remember that day in his first year of high school. We were in the kitchen. The 
door swung open and we’d barely said hello before he was down the corridor and in his 
bedroom. But we both saw it. The split lip and the dry crust of blood on the rims of his 
nostrils. The stained maps of red on the front of his school uniform. You knocked on his 
bedroom door and asked, honey, what happened? 
His voice came through the door as if from a dream or somewhere we couldn’t reach. 
I don’t want to talk about it, he said. 
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And you closed your eyes and let your forehead fall forlorn against the wood of the 
door, as if the words were a premonition, a sign of things to come. Or as if you’d heard 
those words too many times before. 
I don’t want to talk about it. 
Did he get that from me? 
A decade later came our struggle – yours fierce, mine silent – through the ordeal. No, 
ordeal is not the word. Trauma. No, there is no word to summarise all of its ache so 
concisely, none that I know. 
I had felt it before. The long, sharp sting of dread when the phone rings at a moment 
you don’t expect, and the feeling of yourself lifting away from reality as if to protect 
yourself from the impending blow. You searched my face while you listened, your face 
crumpling and quivering, until you and the phone both dropped and cracked on the tiles. 
Our only son. 
Everything he’d been, everything we’d built together, scrunched like rubbish under 
the wheels of a train. 
No drugs or drink in his system. The train driver said Daniel was just lying there. 
Didn’t see him in time. 
He seemed okay, we told anyone who asked. He didn’t seem unhappy. He was just 
quiet. Didn’t like to complain. 
I’ve never loved you more than in the moment we never talk about, the one that hangs 
both loudly and silently above our heads; in that white room, when your anguish was 
defeated by your affection, your head on his chest, his cold hand in yours. Everything 
would have been alright if he had squeezed back. Everything might have felt a little better 
if you hadn’t felt alone in our bedroom for the years that followed.  
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During those years, I tried to picture myself from your perspective. In your eyes, I am 
concrete; unmoving, unmoved.  
Over casseroles and steaks and stir-fries and baked potatoes, we listened to metal 
scrape against porcelain. I thought of many things I could have said, but they were too 
bold or too romantic, or I simply wasn’t in the mood for speaking. There were even things 
that I thought could have saved our marriage, back when it wasn’t too late.  
For weeks, I watched you cry and barely spoke a word. My ass had worn a divot into 
the edge of the bed, and you asked, Are you sad that our boy is gone? Do you even care? 
And I said, Of course I am. Of course. 
Then why won’t you say something? You asked me, Do you feel anything? 
I should’ve gone to you. Slipped under the blanket and held you. Instead, I slept on the 
couch. 
In my silences, there are many things I’ve wanted to say. There are even things I keep 
myself from writing here, for the fear that to write my thoughts is to let them escape. To 
unscrew the lid. 
And from all this, I’ve learned a lesson that I’ve never been wise enough to apply: the 
heart is a jar, and it fills. 
It’s taken me longer to write this than I’d wished. I don’t have long before you’ll be 
home; I’m sorry if my writing becomes untidy. 
The truth is, I am unhappy, my love. You know that, though I’ve never told you until 
now. It has nothing to do with Daniel, though it has everything to do with him; his death 
burned a hole in us. But perhaps I could have mended us if I’d opened myself to you, if I 
foraged for the parts of me that I left in the grass at the base of the hazelnut tree. 
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You’ll be home any minute now, so I need to finish this letter. I know you worry that 
you’ll come home one day and my car won’t be in the driveway, and when you step down 
our hallways no one will answer. I could never do that to you. 
Part of me wishes I could hand this letter to you and watch your face while you read 
it. But I couldn’t. I can’t. I don’t know why. Instead, I’m taking these pages, covered with 
the words that should have filled my silences over the years, and I’m throwing them into 
the fire where they’ll shrivel and burn and never make it to you. They’ll mean nothing to 
anyone. Except for me. 
I can hear your car now, the croak of your handbrake. I can hear your footsteps on the 
patio outside. 
 








Lyla must have been sitting here for at least an hour, watching the rain fall and crash into 
the glass of the sliding door, her little hand smudging the glass. She gazes up at the dark 
clouds above, where the rain begins its rapid descent and plummets earthwards before 
splattering against the pane. The rain drops crawl down past her handprint as if they’re 
racing to their death, leaving trails like veins and forming tiny pools of water when they 
reach the bottom. 
Her eyes are on the clouds. Mine are on the puddles. 
Little girl Lyla, with her un-brushed black hair and her pink pyjamas. In her hand, she 
clutches her beloved pirate penguin toy complete with pirate hat and eye patch. He once 
had a wooden leg but it has since fallen off, and the eye patch hangs from his ear, revealing 
nothing but white fur underneath. His stomach has been torn open, bits of cotton stuffing 
falling out and leaving a trail wherever Lyla goes. 
I say to her, ‘Sweetheart, do you think it’s time to throw the penguin out?’ 
She tears her attention away from the clouds. 
I tell her we can get a new one, and we’ll throw the broken one away. ‘Look how dirty 
he is. Look at his belly, Lyla. He’s getting fluff everywhere.’ 
‘I don’t want a new one,’ she says.  
‘Yes, you do. Where’s his wooden leg? We’ll get a new one with a new leg. Give him 
here.’ 
Lyla clutches the penguin to her chest as if to shield him from me and trudges out of 







The dining room is lit by the skylight. Elle is sitting at the table with a bowl of fruit and 
a book with the cover torn off. She has her back to me, her blonde hair falling to almost 
touch her shoulders. 
She has a way of sensing when you enter a room. Without turning her head, in that soft 
and mellow voice of hers, she says ‘Darling, would you please stop telling Lyla to get rid 
of Petey?’ 
I say, ‘Who?’ 
‘Petey, her penguin. She loves that thing, you know that. And now you’ve upset her 
again, telling her to throw it out.’ 
‘Petey’s getting old,’ I say. ‘He’s sick. He stinks for God’s sake.’ 
When I say this last sentence, the air escapes me too quickly and I cough.  
 ‘Then let him stink,’ she says through half a mouthful of strawberries, but she stops 
when she realises my cough, which began as a spluttering effort to regain my breath, has 
now evolved into a full-scale fit. ‘Are you ok?’ 
I nod. I’m silent for a while, avoiding any movement until I’m sure the cough is gone. 
When I’ve recovered, I pull my notebook from my pocket and sit opposite her. 
‘Lyla loves him, James.’ 
‘He’s just a toy though, isn’t he? Does the same things all the other stuffed animals do. 
I don’t know, I just thought she’d appreciate a brand new one.’ 
I shrug.  
She squints for a moment, pensive, her jaw working on one strawberry while she points 
another one at me. 




‘Shrug your shoulders. You always do it when people feel something you don’t 
understand. Like people are trying to reach you from the outside, and you just stand there 
and shrug. It’s just a little thing you do.’ 
I flip my notebook open and write in it: I always shrug my shoulders. 
‘What are you writing in there?’ Elle asks, nodding her head at my book. 
‘Poems’, I mumble without looking up. Then, realising my tone, I smile an apologetic 
smile and say, ‘Just poetry, darling’. 
Again, she squints. 
‘Poetry, huh?’ 
I write another dot point: I’m a bad liar. 
‘You’re always doing that too: writing in your little book.’ 




I rent a tiny studio in the city just outside of Morgan. It’s underground, hidden at the 
bottom of a dingy set of stairs. There, I take some of my photographs and develop them. 
This is where I meet Neil, and, like always, he is waiting inside when I arrive. 
The studio is mostly occupied by remnants of the last shoot; the black velvet backdrop 
still hangs on its support, and the lights and reflectors are transfixed on a lone white stool. 
Neil sits on a sofa next to the setup. There are photos on the walls of antiques and 
mementos of time past: a rotary dial telephone; an M1917 Enfield rifle used in the first 
world war; the ruins of a library that was demolished in 1922 to pave the way for a fast 
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food restaurant; an Australian one-cent coin; a pair of boots I owned as a child. I shot 
most of the photos. Some of them are Neil’s.  
It also serves as our meeting place. Neil and I look identical. He’s wearing an old 
brown suit – a replica of the one I’m wearing – and spectacles with circular lenses, the 
same as mine. His thin brown hair is combed over to the left, and if you were to pull it 
back you would find his hairline resembles the V-formation that birds form when they 
fly, except retreating rather than advancing. Even the folds in his face respond to 
expression in the same way as mine. 
Two years ago, on an overcast winter night in the city of Perth, I found Neil lying out 
the front of a vacant shopping building on a busy street. He was wrapped in a sleeping 
bag behind a sign that said, ‘Homeless and Hungry’. His skin was clean but his clothes 
were dirty. He looked like me, except for the layer of stubble that covered his jaw. I hadn’t 
believed in doppelgängers until I saw him that night. 
Earlier that night, a doctor had told me that I had cancer. Inoperable. Terminal. I had 
a proposition for Neil that would whisk him out of his dirty clothes and sleeping bag. 
Reluctant at first, he eventually agreed, because anything was better than ‘Homeless and 
Hungry’.  
As I enter, I toss my notebook towards Neil and he catches it against his chest. He 
opens it and reads, before saying ‘Shrug your shoulders, how? How exactly do you do 
it?’ 
I shrug, and he shrugs back. He practices a few time, then he is satisfied, he continues 
reading. 
‘What gives you away when you lie?’ 
‘I don’t really know. I think I stammer, or look guilty. That one’s not important; you 
could probably get away without it’. 
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He holds up the notebook. 
‘And is this your “little book”? Is this what you’re always writing in?’ 
Yes, but I’ve only started that since I met you. 
Watching Neil read is like watching footage of myself. He sits how I sit, with one 
ankle resting on the other knee, and he has perfected all my little habits, like squinting 
and moving the notebook further from his face, and then closer, finding the point where 
his eyes, my eyes, can focus on the words. I know he doesn’t need to do this. He can read 
the words fine. He does it because I do it. His voice even has the same deep timbre as 
mine. If a stranger heard us talking, they’d think I’m talking to myself. 
He tears the page out and throws the notebook back to me. 
‘Anything else?’ 
I say, ‘I tried to throw Lyla’s toy penguin out.’ 
Neil smiles as if he knows something that everyone in the world knows except for me. 
‘She wouldn’t have it,’ I say. ‘And neither would Elle. Both of them told me off, more 
or less.’ 
‘I’m not surprised. From what you’ve told me, she loves the thing.’ 
‘No, you are surprised. You are. I was surprised. I think she would prefer a new toy, 
which means you think she would prefer a new toy. My thoughts are yours now. Make 
sure you keep up.’ 
He nods, keeps smiling. 
I say, ‘Good. And we’re going to need to initiate all this sooner than I expected. Elle 
saw me coughing. I think our next meeting should be our last.’ 
Neil is nodding, and suddenly, I feel as if I can’t be in this room any longer. I turn and 
leave, and as I ascend the stairs, I feel as if I’m leaving some dark room within my mind, 






Petey the Penguin Pirate, all brand new. Eye patch and wooden leg still attached. No hole 
in its chest, all the stuffing still enclosed within. There’s a glow in its eye, where it reflects 
the kitchen light like a spark of youth, and I can’t help but look upon it with envy; this 
brand new Petey has the entire world to look forward to. 
Lyla is asleep with her arm hanging loosely over the old Petey. I softly sneak into her 
bedroom and lift her arm, taking the old Petey so that I can slip the new one in. Lyla stirs 
but doesn’t wake. There’s a handful of cotton from old Petey’s chest resting on the 
bedsheet near Lyla’s head, and I take it, removing every trace of the old Petey’s existence 
from the room. 
In the morning, Lyla comes out of her bedroom with the new Petey. She doesn’t hold 
the new one like she did the old one, cuddling him against her chest. The new one dangles 
from her fist by its foot, before it drops unceremoniously onto the tiled floor of the 
kitchen. 
With a sleepy and cheerless expression, she says ‘Where’s Petey?’ 
‘Darling, he’s right there on the floor where you dropped him.’  
‘That’s not him,’ she says without looking down. 
‘Of course it is, honey. I just fixed him. Look, he’s all –’ 
I stop when I see water gather in her eyes, the features of her face falling like a 
landslide. 
Here is pretty little Lyla – spark of my life, born under the protective shade of my wing 
– fearful of what I’ve done to her beloved Petey.  
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And it’s in this moment that, between Lyla’s short, erratic breaths, I hear the slaps of 
Elle’s bare feet against the tiles, and when she arrives at the door of our kitchen, I observe 
the scene through her eyes: Lyla wiping tears from her face, an unrecognisable new 
penguin toy in place of her beloved Petey, and me with my bottom jaw fluttering 
wordlessly, thinking I am right when, once again, I am wrong. 
 She says, ‘Lyla, go and look for Petey in your room. We’ll look out here.’ 
When Lyla has left the room, Elle turns on me. 
‘My god,’ she says. ‘Have you not one morsel of sentimentality inside you?’ 
I say, ‘What does sentimentality have to do with this? Her toy was broken; I got her a 
new one. That is what a father does.’ 
‘She told you she didn’t want a new one. If she loves the old one, then why would you 
take it away from her?’ 
‘Because the thing is broken’, I say. ‘She walks around with him and leaves cotton 
everywhere. And he stinks. It’s only a matter of time before she’s walking around with 
his tattered remains in her hand. And what use will that be to her?’ 
‘Then just let her love him until then. James, why do you feel you must control 
everything? You try so hard to make everything perfect, but not everyone has the same 
idea of perfection as you.’ 
We reach a silence. 
‘Okay, fine.’ 
I walk to our bedroom and pull out my bedside drawer. Petey gazes wistfully up at me 
with his one eye, his stomach sunken in where the cotton has fallen out over the years. 
Avoiding his eye, I take him to Lyla’s bedroom. When I enter, she’s searching under her 
bed. 
Honey, I say. We found Petey. 
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She softens into a smile and stretches her arm out for her beloved Petey. 
As I turn to leave the room, Lyla says, ‘Don’t ever leave me,’ and for a moment, I 
think she’s talking to me, until I see that her eyes are transfixed on Petey. 
When I enter the kitchen, Elle watches while I pick the brand new Petey up off the 




In the underground studio where there are photos of old things, I straighten Neil’s collar 
and wipe lint from the shoulder of his coat like a best man preparing a groom. He clears 
his throat; a sign to stop preening him. 
‘I’m nervous’, I say. 
‘You’re nervous?’ 
I step back and shudder. We look so similar, from our faces to our clothes, that I feel 
like I’ve lost something of myself to this man. Perhaps that something is part of my sanity. 
I feel that if I were to be told that this man standing across from me were truly me, and I 
was truly Neil, I could be fooled. 
‘It might be too late for this,’ he says, ‘but why are you doing this? Why not spend the 
time you have left with your family?’ 
I tell Neil that in my mind it’s simple. It’s only when I try to explain it that it becomes 
difficult. I say, ‘I’ve seen it too many times, where a man, a husband, a father, dies and 
leaves his family shattered. Like a finished jigsaw puzzle being pulled apart. I’ve spent a 
lot of years on this puzzle, the best and most profitable years of my life. By doing this, 
I’m making sure there won’t be a single piece missing. Lyla will have a father at her 
basketball games. Elle will have someone there for her on her worst days. There’ll be no 
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vacant seat at the dinner table. No empty space on the bed next to my wife. My family 
won’t have to mourn me.’ 
I look at a nearby mirror and see me standing next to myself. 
‘I used to think about my funeral all the time,’ I say. ‘I think I’d prefer it if nobody 
knew I was gone.’ 
‘Where will you go?’ 
‘It’s a big world,’ I say. ‘I’ll find somewhere to die.’ 
He says, ‘Shall we go, then?’ 
‘Yes’, I say. I tell him that he’ll drive my car and leave me a block away from home. 
I’ll walk from there and watch him from across the street, ensuring that it all goes 
smoothly. 
In my own voice, he says, ‘Alright. But please, keep your distance. I don’t want you 




From across the street, in the darkness and soaking rain, I watch myself coming home 
from work. I watch myself exiting the car, walking to the house, and fumbling inside my 
coat pocket for my keys. From behind a telephone pole, I watch the rain soak my hat and 
drip down onto my face, and I watch myself wipe the water away with my sleeve. 
Standing here in the rain, I am shaking uncontrollably, but I am not cold. Without 
realising, I hold my breath as I watch myself entering the house, every movement I’m 
making so deliberate, not yet a routine but a debut performance. Through the window, I 
see myself leaving my coat on a hook by the door, and then entering the living room. Lyla 
is crossing the room, that old penguin toy in her hand, and now her arms are around me, 
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and I look as if I’m holding her with real feeling. Real love. I have never noticed before 
how tiny she is in my arms. And I’ve felt her nuzzle her face into my chest before, but 
never seen it. 
And now Elle is entering the room, and she’s using a towel to dry her hands. I’ve only 
ever seen Elle looking at me while I’m looking at her, and it’s true, many times I’ve seen 
a special kind of love for me in those eyes. But now I see her from the outside, while she 
doesn’t know that I’m watching, and I’ve never seen this look before. 
In my head, a hundred times, through the window, I’ve seen her come close to me and 
touch my cheek. In my head, there is a terrible, stricken expression that passes across her 
face when she looks into my eyes – she does not recognise me. This is not the man she 
loves; this is a different man. 
But from across the road, through the rain-splattered window, I see the way she looks 
at me now, the same way she looks at little Lyla when she’s asleep. Her gaze is filled with 
a pride and love that could only happen when no one is watching. I’m embracing her, and 
this is the embrace that I will cherish the most: the last one, the one I don’t feel. 
But maybe I’m romanticising; it’s different watching it all from the outside. The 
embrace is the same as any other; a short hug and a kiss on the cheek before we separate 
again. 
I watch for a while longer as we’re eating dinner at the table. Then later, Lyla is in bed 
and Elle is leaning over my shoulder while I’m editing photographs on a laptop. 
Eventually, Elle and I decide to go to bed, because I’m coming to the window and closing 
the curtain. I don’t look out at the stranger watching from across the street, though I know 
he’s there. 
When the curtain is closed, I turn and walk. The rain is falling heavier than ever and 
leaving puddles around my feet. Streams of water cover the street and flow down into the 
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drains. I hunch my shoulders and bury my chin into the collar of my coat. As I walk 
through the rain, drenched to my skin, my boots leave prints in the mud, but the water is 



























At exactly midnight Henry was born. Curled and warm in a dark balloon, he didn’t want 
to leave so the obstetrician used a vacuum to pull him out headfirst. He was pink, slimy, 
swollen, wretched, and he cried until he was placed in the nook of his mother’s arm. She 
traced a gentle finger around the raised red ring that the vacuum left on the top of her only 
child’s head. He stretched his little arms and toes, closed his fingers around things that 
touched his palms, wrinkled his nose and opened his mouth in a misshapen ‘O’ when he 
yawned, unaware that after so little time he was already adored. Everything was perfect; 
nothing was out of place. He slotted nicely between his mother and father, filling a once 




At five he had read every book he owned and, because they had no others, he began to 
read his mother’s recipe books. His mother and father proudly told their friends about 
how much Henry read, about how rather than reading books out loud to him, Henry would 
read to them. 
‘Four sprigs of fresh …’ he paused, unfamiliar with the next word. He pronounced it 
with the hissing ‘th’ sound at the beginning. ‘Thime?’ 
‘T-yme,’ his mother corrected, the tip of her tongue tapping the roof of her mouth 
behind her teeth to make a ‘t’ sound. ‘Thyme.’ 
‘Thyme.’ The sound entered the vastness of his mind, where all the things he learned 






At nine, his reports showed that he excelled in reading and writing, but he displayed a 
particular flair for mathematics. During the tests, he took his time. While other students 
rose and handed their papers to the teacher, he checked and re-checked his answers, 
keeping his eye on the clock, ensuring that he used every minute. 
At a parent-teacher interview, his teacher smiled across the table at his mother and 
father who sat on either side of Henry. 
‘You have a genius on your hands,’ she said. 
‘I thought we might,’ his mother replied. 
‘If you keep this up,’ the teacher continued, looking at Henry now, ‘you might become 
a world-renowned mathematician.’ 
The word ‘mathematician’, longer than some entire sentences, took shape in his brain, 
the letters falling into place next to one another, the familiar ‘th’ hissing sound eventually 
followed by the ever-deceptive letter ‘c’ in place of a ‘sh’, a lesson on the English 
language’s refusal to follow any set of unbreakable rules. When he arrived home, he wrote 




At seventeen, it was time to choose. His numerical brain had surpassed those of his 
teachers, and he had received letters inviting him to study maths at several universities. 
When he read their invitations, the words rearranged themselves on the page, each 
sentence flowing more naturally, more beautifully into the next. 
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When he told his parents that he’d chosen to study writing, not maths, at university, he 
detected a tinge of consternation, a moment of surprised hesitation in their expressions. 
But perhaps he was projecting the thoughts of his worried mind onto their faces. 
‘I’m glad. Do what you love,’ his father said, his mouth hidden by a beard. 
‘It’s wonderful that you’re following your heart, darling,’ his mother said, her smile 
lifting the bags beneath her eyes. 
Their words danced in circles on his brain. 
His money ran low so he took a job working three days a week as a clerk at a clock 
store. Clocks covered every wall’s surface, and as he stood behind the desk waiting for 
customers that rarely came, hundreds of clocks tick, tick, ticked, all out of time with each 
other. His days passed slowly because he could never forget the time; there was always a 
clock nearby to remind him. 
He came to know the faces of clocks better than his own. Over time, he developed two 
astounding skills: he could tell you the exact time down to the minute at any point in the 
day; and in his mind, assisted by his prodigious maths skills, he could instantaneously 
convert any period of time into hours, minutes, and seconds. Nine hours became thirty-
two thousand, four hundred seconds. One hundred years became eight hundred and 
seventy-six thousand hours, plus leap days. 
I’ve been working for five hours, twenty-six minutes, and four seconds, he thought, 
which means there are three hours, thirty-three minutes, and fifty-four seconds before I 
finish my shift.  
He counted each second as it passed. When he closed his eyes at night, he saw the 






At twenty-one, the year he started writing a PhD thesis on the theme of time in 
literature, he met Hannah, a first-year nursing student. With a plastic-wrapped sandwich 
in his hand, he stood in the university cafeteria looking for an empty table. There came a 
girl’s voice that said, ‘You can sit here’, and he turned to find Hannah, whose name he 
didn’t know yet. Stupidly, he almost declined, not wanting to be a burden. 
Upon meeting Hannah, he saw she wore her blonde hair long so that it fell on her 
shoulders, a thin hair tie around her wrist. She had brown eyes, and the sun had sprinkled 
a few soft freckles across her nose. She wore a white t-shirt with the sleeves rolled up to 
her shoulders. She had lived in London after school and returned a year ago to study 
nursing. She worked part-time pouring wine at a French restaurant. She was bold and 
showed no sign of the shyness that students often did in their first year of university. 
When she spoke, she cast her eyes down as if deciding between two answers to a question. 
When she listened, she tilted her head in a way that made him weak.  
By the time he loved her, he knew that she read gothic horror novels under the morning 
sun. When she was cold, she preferred to turn the heater on than to wear a jumper. She 
never liked a song until she knew what it was about. She liked to be alone during the 
daytime, but once night came, she needed him near. She was filled with love, loved to 
love, to be loved, and was easily hurt by acts of unloving. She arched her back when his 
fingers brushed the skin that covered her spine. She brought lunch to beggars and spent 
nights at soup kitchens. She gave everything of herself for the joy of others.  
They were both twenty-one, born on the same day of the same year. When they met, 
they thought it was some colossal coincidence. By the time they were in love, they thought 
it must have meant something, like the world had entwined them, tangled vines slowly 






At twenty-three, he and Hannah moved into a two-bedroom unit next to the clock store. 
The house stood rigid, bearing no expression, feeling nothing for the two standing before 
it. It wasn’t where they wanted to be, but it was a stepping stone while Henry completed 
his thesis. Time would bring something better. 
The little garden at the front of the house was already dying when they moved in. It 
was a shamble of sickly dark-green leaves and red petals that drooped, roused lazily by 
the breeze. Plastic bags and food wrappings blown in from the street seemed to choke the 
garden at its roots. 
Inside the house, there were dents and scratches on the walls from previous owners. 
The rooms had looked spacious when Henry and Hannah had inspected the house, but 
once they’d moved their furniture in, the rooms seemed smaller, as if the walls had closed 
in around their things to take a closer look. The study was cluttered with piles of Henry’s 
books and would be where he spent most of his time.  
One more year of study, then he’d get a proper job and they could move somewhere 
else. 
At night, through the closed bedroom window, he could hear the ticking of the clocks 
next door. 
Hannah quit her studies and worked full time pouring wine at the restaurant to keep 
money in their bank account. Like him, her job gave rise to certain talents. Her knowledge 
of alcohols seemed boundless, and she could pour the perfect glass of wine even with her 
eyes closed. As wine passed through the bottle’s neck, it was as if she could feel, deep 
within herself, the filling of the glass, the vanishing of the empty space. 
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She worked nights, but when she was at home, she knew better than to disturb Henry 
while he wrote. Ten, twenty, thirty times a day she walked past the closed study door. 
Occasionally she stopped and quietly pressed her ear against it, listening for the absence 
of movement inside. 
He knew she was there. He could hear her silence and see the shadows of her feet 
under the door. He knew exactly how many times per day she passed the door and how 
many times she stopped; he’d been watching, listening, counting. It was a pleasant 





At thirty-three, it was time to choose. Hannah had grown sombre during her years of 
pouring wine, quietly resentful of Henry’s endless thesis. Every year was the year he’d 
finish. Every year, another year of living alone with Henry in the study, closed off from 
her. She no longer read gothic horror novels under the morning sun. No longer stopped 
at the study door. She still brought lunch to beggars and volunteered at soup kitchens, but 
a life so far of giving herself to others had left her hollow. 
They had spoken about children before but the conversations made Henry impatient.  
‘Let’s not talk about that now,’ he’d said. ‘I’ll finish my thesis, get a proper job, and 
then we can talk about kids.’ He’d learned to shape the tone of his voice into a full stop. 
But at thirty-three, it was time to choose. She startled him when she opened the study 
door. By the time she left the study, they’d agreed: instead of having children, they’d 
focus on their careers—his then hers. She loved Henry too much to give him up, and she 
could come to terms with their childlessness if it meant spending her life with him. He 
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was all she needed. But as she walked down the corridor away from the study, she felt 




At forty-one, he spent an entire year lying on the floor. His thesis stopped still and he 
needed time to think, so he asked for a year off from the clock store and laid his body on 
the carpet in the study, his arms and legs spread like a starfish, and listened to the ticking 
of the clocks next door. Three times a day, Hannah brought him food. At night, he 
wouldn’t come to bed. He remained on the floor of the study where he slept. He refused 









At fifty, he felt that over the twenty-eight years, four months, two weeks, and four days 
he’d been writing his thesis, the more he researched and wrote about time, the more his 
thesis felt like a dark corridor, an open doorway with the light shining through like a star 
at the end. The corridor was so long and so dark that he could never tell if he was getting 
closer to the door; it was entirely possible that he was getting further away.  He was 
weary. It seemed he had spent most of his life looking out at a garden that was perpetually 
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dying. He felt he owed half a lifetime to Hannah. At all times during the twenty-nine 
years they had known each other, his mind had been in front of the computer screen, 
thinking of the next word. Hannah had forfeited any hope for conversation with him. She 
could see in his vacant eyes that he heard the sounds her words made, but his mind made 
no meaning of them. Now, if she spoke to him, it was to hear her own words. 
He tried to hide his disdain for her voice, which interrupted his thoughts. He waited 
until she finished speaking, politely nodded his head, then moved to the study and closed 
the door, where his thoughts filled the room and swarmed around him.  
If I write ten words a day, he thought, I’ll be finished in thirteen years. I’ll finish by 
the time I’m sixty-four.  









At sixty-seven, his parents died on the same day, laying in the same bed, both of natural 
causes. It wasn’t clear who had died first, but when she heard, Hannah imagined that one 
couldn’t go on living without the other. Love had entwined their fates, and it was a 
beautiful way to leave the world, together. 
To Henry, it was a coincidence. 
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While emptying his parents’ house of its possessions, he found an old notebook of his, 
and on a page near the beginning, alone, in neat, looping cursive, the word 
‘mathematician’. He whispered it to himself, admired its syllables, the way that none of 
its thirteen letters dipped below the line.  
He imagined another lifetime where he had chosen to become a mathematician, a 
prodigy at a young age. In his mind, his life rewound itself. The clocks in the clock store 
ticked backwards, their arms moving counter-clockwise. The wrinkles on his face 
smoothed out. He walked backwards from the study and sat at the dinner table across 
from Hannah, who spoke backwards. At a French restaurant, wine leapt out of glasses 
and back through the neck of the bottle in Hannah’s hand. She started reading gothic 
horror again, beginning at the back of the book and finishing at the front, lying under a 
morning sun that moved from west to east. They took all their things from every room, 
put them back in the car, and reversed away from the house. After they left, the garden 
slowly came back to life. He lived at his parents’ house, she lived at hers. They fell 
backwards into youth. 
He deleted words from the computer screen. His mind cast back in time, as far as it 
could go, but it couldn’t bring itself to rewind past the moment he had met Hannah. Over 
and over again, in his mind, she said ‘You can sit here’, backwards then forwards, 
backwards then forwards, like a needle retracing the same spot on a record. 
He tried to rewind to the time when he had made his choice, when he began writing a 
thesis on time and literature. But to get there, he had to go back past the moment he had 
met Hannah. And if he did, if he went back to the point in time before he began to write 
his thesis, before his choice between words and mathematics, would he find Hannah 
again? Or would he arrive at the university cafeteria to find that she’s nowhere to be seen, 
their paths uncrossed forever? 
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He read it over and over again, ‘mathematician’, the infinite possibilities that lay there 
within the word. He thought of burning the notebook, but instead he closed it and put it 




At eighty, he was an old car that never started, covered in dust. There was an engine inside 
him that was built for a specific purpose, never realised. Having lain dormant for a 
lifetime, he feared something in him had corroded. He was unusable; he had missed his 
chance. 
Each day, he sat at the computer and a word would come to him once, maybe twice 
per day. On the rare occasion that he spoke, the words came to him slowly and he placed 
them carefully like dominoes, one at a time. 
The clocks at work had changed; the numbers and hands on their faces were replaced 
with another language, something foreign that he couldn’t grasp. The clocks no longer 
ticked, and the store was now filled with silence. But Henry felt every second as it passed. 
He still knew how far he was into his shift and how long left. His boss, Sylvia – who was 
his original boss’s granddaughter, inheriting the business after her grandfather and father 
retired – longed to fire him. He was a slow worker who rarely got anything done, and he 
was driving away customers that grew impatient with his slow, laboured manner of 
speech. Instead, she gently prodded him towards retirement. 
‘What age do you think you’ll retire, Henry?’ she once said. ‘Do you think it’s time?’ 
He inhaled deeply like he always did before he spoke, as if he was about to dive 
underwater. 
‘As … time … passes … me … by …’ 
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She nodded along with his words, wishing she hadn’t spoken. 
‘I … find … that …’ He seemed to have forgotten he was speaking to her, instead 
speaking to the clocks now, his eyes searching them as if he found the words on their 
faces. ‘Were … it … not … for … this … job …’ 
‘It’s alright,’ Sylvia said, but he didn’t seem to hear her. 
‘And … these …’ 
‘It’s fine, Henry,’ she said. ‘You have a job here as long as you’re willing.’ 
‘Clocks …’ 




At one hundred, Hannah died with Henry at her side. Though her passing devastated him, 
he was glad that it wasn’t amongst the wired machines and whiteness of a hospital, but in 
their home, quickly, painlessly, with a last loving word to each other. A last loving look. 
But at the very instant that the final breath slipped from her lungs, and he was left 
sitting beside her, he realised that there was an expanse that separated him from Hannah, 
even now. He felt the empty space in the room, its form imperceptible, and knew that 
now that she was gone the space couldn’t be filled. 
The wound of Hannah’s death remained; Henry ran his finger along it every day, 
refusing to let it heal. Even worse was the empty space, which before he only felt in 
Hannah’s presence, or when she lingered outside the study door, but now lingered at the 
front of his mind like a tumour behind his eyes. 
My … whole … life … he thought. My … whole … life.  
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Though the words came slowly, they did come. He could feel the end now, coming 
closer every day. 
He began to put the finishing touches on his thesis. He looked out past the computer 
screen, out the study window. The garden stooped towards the ground, and Henry 








In violet, maroon, emerald. In aqua. In magenta, azure, jade. I live in black and die in 
white. I’m cloaked in purple. I escape the blue, breathe in grey, scream in red. I’m lost 
and sad in brown, drowning in orange. In cyan, indigo. I’m swimming, struggling, 
sinking. I sleep in yellow. I speak in pink. I love in green, in crimson, in navy. I drift off, 




Billy moved the curtain to the side and squinted, holding his hand up to shield his eyes 
from the light. He saw a blue sky past the four-storey building next door and judged that 
it must have been late morning, maybe early afternoon.  
The kitchen was barely lit by slivers of sunshine that slipped through the gaps between 
the curtains and the walls. Bright patches flared outwards from the window onto the wall 
and faded at the edges. He sniffed. His nose felt stuffed with cotton and his arms weighed 
his shoulders down. Still in a singlet and boxers, he poured himself a coffee and leaned 
against the sink, sweeping his hair behind his ears and scratching at his beard, using his 
skinny fingers like a brush to tease out the tangled hairs. 
He closed his eyes. Something that had remained comatose within him for many years 
had finally stirred, bubbling inside of him. He contemplated this feeling, induced by the 
colours of a dream that veered dangerously close to a memory.  
He was startled by a knock on the door; loud knuckles on wood, four times, just as 
they had been before. He leaned against the sink, his index finger wrapped around the 
handle of a coffee cup. He waited for the next lot of four knocks, and they came.  
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He waited, waited, and after he heard the visitor leave, he tipped the remains of his 
coffee into the sink and went to his bedroom. He put on pants and boots and slipped into 
a dark-brown trench coat that he hadn’t worn in a very long time. 
He descended the stairs of his apartment building, past the doors belonging to others, 
and walked towards the central part of the city. He only left his apartment when it was 
absolutely necessary, and when he did he found himself uncomfortable in the sunshine 
that spilled through gaps between city buildings. He pulled his coat tight around his chest. 
A bell jingled as he entered the store. An orchestra played softly through speakers in 
the ceiling, and art tools were packed tight on their shelves, barely arranged. The store 
was small but filled with so many items that it was hard to imagine being able to find 
what you were looking for. Billy perused the cramped aisles, sometimes having to turn 
side-on so that he could manoeuvre around an easel or a long brush handle. Although he 
seemed to be only looking, not picking anything up from the shelves, there were things 
that seemed to mysteriously disappear as he passed them. Brushes, tins, tubes, palettes. 
There would be fourteen tubes of green paint – then, after he had passed, there would be 
twelve. The store clerk didn’t notice. She only saw the way Billy curled his long fingers 
around his beard and slid his hand downwards, grouping the hairs into something like a 
tail, as if he were a wizard or an old martial arts master.  
Billy left the store without buying anything, but with his pockets full. The buildings 
leaned over him again. On his journey he saw two or three people, high up in buildings, 
standing at the window with their hands behind their backs, looking down on him. 
When he got to his apartment, he pulled his jacket off and emptied his pockets onto 
the bedroom floor. Brushes, tins, tubes, palettes. Quickly, he emptied some of the colours 
onto the palettes, dipped a brush in white, and slid it across the bedroom wall, beside the 
door. Then in black, then in green, then in red. He painted the entire wall, one half black 
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and white, the other an eruption of colour, a lungful of fresh air. The two halves blended 
into each other so that it became difficult to determine where one ended and the other 
began. In the centre of the wall, Billy painted a tiny silhouette of a woman, so small it 





The chill stings my cheeks where flecks of snow land, gentle. My gloves are covered 
in them, a crushed stiffness as I clench my fist. 
She’s lying on her back in the snow, fallen. Her arms outspread, waving up and down, 
making wings. 
I try to focus on her face.  
You don’t need to do that, I tell her.  
She lies still. The blurred blotches of her face arrange into something that resembles a 
smile. 
You’re already an angel. 
Her voice is muffled, like speaking through layers and layers of cloth, or with her face 
buried in snow. She says, Th t’s the corni st th ng I’v  ver h  rd. 
I lean down next to her, accidentally pinning her right wing with my knee. I take my 
gloves off and hold my palms against her cheeks. Her warmth flows through me and I 
shiver. Her face is becoming clearer. If I look at it long enough, I can almost remember 
its features when I look away. 
I don’t know why, but I ask, where are you? 
She closes her eyes and braces herself. 
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Right now, where are you? 
Her body is suddenly sucked through the snow and disappears from sight, as if 
someone below the earth had tugged hard on a rope that had been tied around her waist. 
She leaves behind the angel in white.  
I scoop piles of snow out of the angel’s body. I use both hands to dig a hole. I dig until 
I am in over my head, deeper and deeper. But no closer. I dig until there is only darkness 




He tried to remember the important things. On the wall above his bed, he used white for 
the angel and surrounded her with grey. The wings were wide, the robe spread delicately 
beneath her. In a separate picture, he painted her face. He tried desperately to remember 
what it looked like but it escaped him. The face was an array of pink and grey blotches, 
like someone had used a cloth to smudge it. Two hazel spots where the eyes should have 
been. 
When he held his hand against her face, he could feel a deep and distant warmth in her 
cheek. 
He painted over the spot where his hand had touched and resisted the temptation to 
touch it again. He wiped his hand on his hip, leaving a cream-coloured mark on his white 
singlet.  
His brush and palette fell to the floor, leaving blotches of paint on the carpet. The walls 
of the room were beginning to resemble a series of bad tattoos: seemingly unrelated, each 
of them meaning something to the owner but nothing to anyone else. He felt comfortable 
in the refuge of this bedroom. He felt that he had control over the walls, the furniture. 
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Shut away from the rest of the city, the world, nothing could get too big for him. This was 
the only place where he felt that his grip was firm, that nothing would escape it. From his 
bedroom, he couldn’t hear someone knocking at the door of his apartment.  
It was as if, outside the tiny room, nothing existed. A couple of steps, and he could be 
on the other side of the world. 
How long had he been standing here, staring at his angel? He examined every inch of 
her, every brushstroke, as if to watch for the slightest movement; a twitch in her finger, 





I hold my hand in front of my face and I can’t see it. I can’t even tell if my eyes are 
open or shut. The darkness is a blanket, thick and heavy. 
I use my hands to feel for obstacles, but there is nothing to touch. Slowly I realise there 
is nothing else here. 
No light. 
No colour. 
In this vast infinity, it is just me and darkness. 
But then I step my bare foot onto dirt and gravel. I can feel her nearby, and it feels like 
home. 
I ask, where are you? 
I yell it into the darkness. 
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The skin on her arms, her feet, her shoulders, her neck, her face, it shines like a flesh-
coloured pearl. An emerald dress starts at her collar and adorns her body down to her 
ankles. She splits the darkness, a glowing figure in the distance.  
She extends her hand towards me and smiles. 
She draws me to her and I walk, run, sprint, desperate to get to her, to cling to her and 
trap us in this moment together. Her smile falters. 
She grows bigger as I get closer, as distant things do. But now she is too big; she is as 
tall as a two-storey house. Now a city building. Now a skyscraper. She looms high over 
me and I lose my sense of distance. There is no way to tell how far she is from me; she 
only grows bigger as I get closer. Soon she becomes the sky over my head, casting an 
unbearable glow, and I am running towards the giant threads of her emerald dress. The 
gaps between the threads open wider until, deep in the caverns, I can see the skin on her 
waist. The space all around me is lit bright green and I’m sprinting towards the jungle, 




Billy was wrenched into consciousness by four knocks on the door, sharp and determined. 
His chest heaved and there was a dull weariness in his arms and legs, as if all night he 
had been swimming through the sheets. The blanket had been tossed around and half of 
it now hung off the bed, the other half wrapped around his left leg. 
The knocks came again, more forceful this time. 
Billy was sitting propped up, leaning back with his hands behind him. The morning or 
afternoon light that seeped out from behind the curtain illuminated the wall across from 
him, spilling outwards across the colours of the rainbow.  
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A voice called from the door to the apartment. ‘You’ve been in there for four weeks. 
Sooner or later we’re going to have to address this situation’. 
Billy tried to focus on the woman on his wall and not the feeling of something always 
getting over the top of him, someone always kicking in his door. 
‘You told me you could pay me. Four weeks. Open up.’ 
He spent his days wishing: wishing things away, wishing things into existence. And 
there, sitting on his bed, silently, he wished the voice away. He looked at the moments 
where the colours fell into each other, where the green caressed the blue, where the white 
locked fingers with the black. And in the middle of it all: her. 
Outside the door to the apartment, keys chimed. 
‘No!’ Billy cried. The chime stopped and there was a hesitation. Billy leapt from the 
bed and stumbled to the door, shaking the blanket from his leg. ‘Tomorrow –,’ his voice 
was hoarse, and he cleared his throat with a cough into his fist. He realised that he hadn’t 
spoken in days, maybe weeks, except for in dreams. He began again, ‘Tomorrow I’ll have 
the money, I’ll give it to you then.’ 
‘Why don’t you want me to open this door? What are you hiding in there?’ 
‘Tomorrow, Glenn, tomorrow, come back tomorrow.’ 
Billy breathed lightly, his ear against the door, straining to hear or feel something. 
Through the timber, he thought he could feel a weight shifting, like a shoulder leaning 
against the door. He heard a sigh, not of exasperation but of sympathy, ambivalence.  
‘Tomorrow,’ Glenn said decisively, and the door shifted, re-centring in its frame, as 
his shoulder was pulled away and the sound of his footsteps diminished. 
Billy wouldn’t have the money tomorrow. He wouldn’t have it the next day, either. He 
had been living in this apartment on borrowed pity from Glenn, knowing that Glenn, in 
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his eagerness to please, wouldn’t evict him. But he had heard it there in Glenn’s voice on 
the other side of the door: this time he meant it. 
Billy slunk back into the tattooed bedroom, turned, and let himself fall backwards onto 
the bed. The splotches of paint on his arms and singlet reminded him that he hadn’t 
showered for three days, maybe four. Lying on his back, he held his arms upward so that 
the backs of his hands hovered above his face. There was a white spot of paint on his 
wrist, and he scratched at it. Bits of it flaked off. He used his fingernails to pull at the 
dried fragments that had caked themselves along the fine hairs on his wrist. Then he 
stopped. He didn’t want to shower; he preferred the paint where it was, as dried-up 
patches on his skin. 
In a stupor, he pulled himself from the mattress and squeezed fresh paint, mostly green, 
onto the palettes scattered on the carpet. On the curtains that covered the window, he 
painted her in her emerald dress, too small and distant to make out the details of her face. 
He erased her by painting another green dress over her, bigger this time, her face closer, 
more detailed. He painted her again, the previous girl swallowed up by green paint, the 
new one bigger than the curtain itself. Green spilt onto the carpet as he painted the dress 
bigger, standing on the bed and making wide, green brushstrokes along the ceiling. He 
was frightened as she loomed over him in her beautiful green dress, the details of her face 
now too close, too large to translate into anything beyond blurs and blotches and strokes. 
The paint dripped down, leaving green streaks on his face, his chest. 








My breath carries upwards like smoke to the moon. 
This is how it happens; I remember it clearly. 
The breeze rustles the grass and the trees, yet everything seems immovable. I step in 
the dirt without leaving a footprint. 
The colour of the weatherboards is indeterminable in the moonlight; they could be 
blue, or they could be white, turned blue by the night.  
The lights are on in the windows. There’s a dainty silhouette standing still inside the 
house, her head bowed. 
I step along the gravel driveway soundlessly, the stones unmoving under my feet, as if 
glued to the ground. As I come closer, the door to the house swings open as if to beckon 
me inside, and I oblige. A hand has swept across each of the photos on the walls, leaving 
them smudged and disfigured beyond recognition.  
Where are you? 
There is a smell in the air that reminds me of the past, but I can’t place it. It’s a vague 
aroma of perfume, or of something baking in an oven, or the musty smell of a suit jacket 
closed away in a closet for many years. But now, whatever the smell signifies, it has been 
burnt.  
She is in the kitchen, her back to me, her head still bowed.  
I stand close to her, and the skin on her hand is hot to touch. She stares at the tiles on 
the floor, reminding me of a wax statue; so close to real. 
I try to say something like ‘wake up’ but the words don’t come out. My lips move 
silently. I grab her wrist and try to pull her with me, but she is impossible to move. I try 
to scream, try to shove her, anything. 
She stands still as the black smoke wafts towards the roof. 
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It begins at the edges, down where the walls meet the floor, where the paint begins to 
bubble and melt. With each breath, I’m drawing more smoke through my mouth into my 
lungs. It fills me up, and I begin to feel the smoke swirl underneath my skin. 
I watch her stand still as flames crawl up the walls. They swirl and rage, overcoming 
the room. A layer of smoke covers the ceiling. The wooden cupboards burn quickly, and 
it seems like mere seconds before the walls, the floor, the doorways, they are all ablaze, 
and the fire moves inwards to the centre of the room. She stands there in the middle, 
gazing at the floor. 
She looks up. 
She sees in red, orange, yellow. 
She sees me. 
By the time she has realised, it’s too late. I watch the fire burn, the room collapsing 
around her. I watch as she’s sucked inside the fireball. 




He sat up with a start, his chest heaving, the taste of smoke still lingering in his mouth. 
His fists were clenched around the cloth of the blanket.  
In his mind, she had slipped away many times, but to see her die was torture. He had 
felt so close. 
He threw his blanket on the floor. He tore at his singlet, his hair. He fell to his knees 
and pounded the floor with his fists, each time unsatisfied with the feebleness of the 
previous attempt, each time pounding it harder. He snapped his paintbrushes in half and 
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threw the remains aside. He emptied the tubes, pulled the lids off the buckets and whipped 
the paint around the room.  
In brown, in black, in yellow, in grey, he destroyed everything he had worked for. The 
paint splashed across the angel and covered her in red. The figure caught between the 
halves of rainbow and greyscale was now obscured by a puddle of green that streaked its 
way downwards to the floor. The blue blanket was turning black by the paint that soaked 
into the fabric. 
The walls were defaced, along with the images that swam in his brain. He slammed 
his paint-covered arms against them. The paint slithered through his veins, and the energy 
he had left was used to tear the room down with his hands. He scratched at the paintings 
and at his own skin, he scratched at everything.  
It could have been hours before he stopped. It was night time; he could tell by the lack 
of light coming through the window behind the curtain. It was night time now, and it had 
been night time when he woke. Or had he awoken on the previous night? 
He collapsed onto his bed, empty. His arms and legs were spread out wide as if to 
make a snow angel. Breathless and tired, he looked at the place on the wall where the 
colours had met the black and white, where she used to be. He waited for a movement. 
There was none.  
He could barely see the skin on his arms through the paint that covered them. His bed 
was coated in a mix of browns and blacks and greys, and his blanket lay in a dripping 
heap on the carpet.  
He remembered her skin burning his hands when he touched her. If only he could have 
moved her, he could have pulled her back into reality. 
He finally closed his eyes and surrendered. 






In flickering black and white, the body moves. In the blinding, deafening static, it stands 
and begins to walk. It wades through the grey, swept up and obscured. 
With an outstretched hand, the body touches the dark, defined line that separates the 
black and white from the colour. For a moment, everything is still. Then the line quivers 
and begins to shake. In black and white, the body waits, and the line blurs until it 
eventually fades. 
The body is met by a sudden explosion of colour. In mahogany, in turquoise, in gold, 
the black and white disappears. The body swims through sapphire, runs through amber, 
crawls through maize. 




It is not sudden. It is peaceful, the way the limbs of sleep, having enveloped me like a 
cocoon, unfurl and release me, as I emerge back into consciousness. I open my eyes and 
see my mess: paint of all colours strewn across the wall, the window. 
Something is different. I feel a presence in the room with me. Not see, like you would 
the edge of a shadow. Not hear, like you would a gentle breath or the stirring of carpet 
beneath bare feet. Feel. 
I use my hands to ease myself up into a sitting position, the paint pooling where my 
weight is pressed into the bedsheets. 
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She is there, standing at the foot of the bed, infinitely more perfect, more beautiful than 
I ever could have imagined or re-imagined within the confines of my own mind. Her face 
is framed by her brown hair, the ends grazing along her shoulders when she turns her 
head. It’s pushed back and held down by a white headband, the one she wore the first 
time I saw her. The sundress as well, the one with the horizontal green-and-white stripes 
that I’d seen many times before. She smiles with closed lips, a smile that tells me she had 
been waiting for me, had expected this all along. The smile pushes her cheeks upwards, 
turning her eyes into little crescents, the green sparkle of her irises peeking out at me.  
I leap from the bed and approach her as if she were some foreign object that might 
burn or break at the touch of a fingertip. She is as I remember, not from dreams but from 
reality. In dreams, the detail was never so fine; you could pinch the skin, but you’d only 
feel a dull fuzz on your fingertips, and inspection would only ever reveal a generality, a 
fleshy pinkness. Here, now, on her cheek, I see the smoothed-over battlefield of acne 
defeated long ago, and above the corner of her right eyebrow, near her temple, I see a 
small freckle that I curse myself for forgetting.  
But I tremble and the details of her skin fall away when she touches me. The muscles 
in my shoulder tense as her dainty fingers slide across them, and it reminds me of a feeling 
I had long ago.  
She is smaller than I am, and I can wrap my arms around her with ease, lift her so that 
her feet dangle inches from the carpet. I hold my hand to her cheek and feel her warmth, 
and it somehow restores me, as if to add flesh to my bones, blood to my veins, a feeling 
that colour and paint could never convey, not truthfully. And, of course, we kiss. And in 
that kiss I find memories of decades ago, the entirety of my twenties, what I now realise 
was the happiest time of my life; a certain magic that has been missing ever since. 
I hold her face in my paint-stained hands. They don’t leave a mark. 
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‘Say something,’ I tell her. ‘I need to hear your voice.’ 
She smiles, showing her teeth this time. She opens her lips, then closes them, searching 
for the perfect sentence to begin with, but nothing comes. 
‘It’s ok,’ I say.  
We stand for a while in each other’s arms, and eventually, when we seem to have been 
standing there forever, or only a few seconds, she is gone. 
As quickly as she had been pulled into reality, she slips out of it once again. Just as I 
felt the presence in my room before, I now feel her absence. 
This time, I don’t mourn. I still feel where her skin was pressed against my arms, my 
hands, my chest, my face, my lips. I pick up the empty paint buckets strewn around the 
room, colour still dripping from their insides, and place them in the corner of the room. I 
find one of the brushes that hasn’t been destroyed and run it along the inside of one of the 
buckets. 
I have never remembered her face as vividly as I do now. 




He ran the brush over the multi-coloured mayhem on the walls, tracing her lines and 
painting her details from memory. She now lingered in the foreground of his memory, 
easily retrieved. Splashes of different colours from the previous coats shone through 
where he painted over with white, but it didn’t matter. It looked like her, and by dawn, he 
was finished. He had painted the freckles, the creases that separated her mouth from her 
cheeks, the bruise on the inside of her left knee – he had painted all of the details that he 
had forgotten, but which had now returned. He admired the painting for a while, 
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remembering her, and he watched for the slightest movement: a twitch in her finger, or a 
short breath given away by her chest. 
Later there would be a knock on the door, and then the sound of keys inserted into a 
lock. Glenn would find an empty apartment and a destroyed bedroom, and he would never 
get his money.  
Billy stepped out of the bedroom. He lugged a gym bag full of his belongings to the 
door of the apartment and stepped outside, mentally planning his journey back to the town 






















                                                 






Narrative reliability is one of the most important considerations in the reading of any 
piece of fiction. As Tamar Yacobi writes:  
 
It arises with respect to every speaking and reflecting participant in the literary act 
of communication […] and its resolution determines not our view of the speaker 
alone, but also of the reality evoked and the norms implied in and through his 
message (1981, p. 113).  
 
The determination of reliability is particularly relevant in first-person narration, 
where the narrator’s personality is constructed by the author to include beliefs, 
biases, mental processes, and other factors that are represented to affect the 
narrator’s perception, interpretation, and depiction of the textual world. In any 
narrative told from the perspective of a male narrator, masculinity is an important 
and prevalent issue. It not only governs many male narrators’ behaviours within 
their narratives, but also influences how they narrate their stories and communicate 
their identities to the reader. This thesis contends that male narrators’ endeavours 
to reach societal expectations of masculinity often affects their ability or willingness 
to narrate their stories reliably. I aim to contribute to understandings of both 
unreliable narration and literary masculinities by exploring and analysing unreliable 
projections of masculine identity by male narrators. By highlighting the largely 
unexamined link between unreliable narration and masculinity, this thesis will 
investigate how and why narratives that involve a narrator who struggles to live up 
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to societal expectations of masculinity often require the reader’s navigation of 
narrative unreliability.  
This introduction provides a literature review of unreliable narration, examining 
author-centred and reader-centred approaches – that is, rhetorical and cognitive theories, 
respectively – before discussing how unreliable narration is an inevitable phenomenon 
that arises in every reading experience. This section then introduces a ‘dual reality’ model 
that resolves issues of unreliable narration by comparing the hypothetical textual world 
developed by the exact words of the narration to the interpretation developed by the 
reader. The following chapters then apply the lens of masculinity to our already 
established approach to unreliable narration, firstly by exploring how typically masculine 
constructs operate in the real world and in fiction, then by applying these findings to an 
analysis of Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club, James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room, as well as 
some of my own stories that compose the creative component of this thesis. The aim of 
this analysis is to not only examine the interactions between the text, the reader, and the 
narrator that result in the reader’s recognition of narrative unreliability, but also how 
society’s traditional ideas of normative masculinity can often lead to narrators’ creation 
of inauthentic, hypermasculine identities for themselves, thereby compromising the 
reliability of their narratives.  
This thesis is written with two primary intentions: firstly, to propose a model of 
unreliable narration that uses the terms ‘narrative account’ and ‘interpretive reality’ to 
contrast the narrative world created by the words of the narrator against the reality evoked 
within the reading experience; and secondly, to highlight how narrators’ self-perceived 
failures of masculinity often lead to discrepancies between the narrative world that is 
presented by the narrator and the one that is evoked by the reader. 
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To begin an effective discussion of narrative unreliability, it is necessary to first turn 
to Wayne C. Booth and the publication of The Rhetoric of Fiction in 1961. Booth’s 
research led to an expansion in critical studies of the unreliable narrator, which has 
become a widely debated topic and a concept that has been notoriously difficult to define 
despite the significant contributions of many theorists from a wide variety of disciplines. 
Ansgar Nünning, Tamar Yacobi, James Phelan, Mary Patricia Martin, Greta Olson, P. K. 
Hansen, Bruno Zerweck, Kathleen Wall, Dorrit Cohn, William Riggan, and Vera 
Nünning are among the leading theorists who have contributed to the understanding of 
the unreliable narrator, but who have arrived at different and often conflicting definitions 
regarding the level of involvement of the author and the reader, and whether and to what 
extent all narrators are unreliable. 
In The Rhetoric of Fiction (1961), Booth coined the term ‘unreliable narration’ with a 
quote that has become the most influential and widely cited quote in the analysis of 
narrative unreliability: ‘I have called a narrator reliable when he speaks or acts in 
accordance with the norms of the work (which is to say, the implied author’s norms), 
unreliable when he does not’ (pp. 158-159). Booth’s definition relies on the concept of 
narrative irony, which presupposes a distance between the actions and words of the 
narrator, and the views of the implied author, including the meanings that he/she intends 
to impart. According to Booth, this distance between the narrator and the implied author 
can vary ‘from identification to complete opposition, on any axis of value, moral, 
intellectual, aesthetic, and even physical’ (1961, p. 155). Literary scholars James Phelan 
and Mary Patricia Martin support Booth’s author-centred rationale with a simple 
definition: A narrator is “unreliable” ‘when he or she offers an account of some event, 
person, thought, thing, or other object in the narrative world that deviates from the account 
the implied author would offer’ (1999, p. 94).  
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Gregory Currie’s studies also align with the author-centred approach to narrative 
unreliability, also known as the rhetorical approach. He argues that the reader’s 
comprehension of narrative requires the reader to look beneath the narrative to infer 
meanings that may have been intended by the author. He claims that authorial intention 
is ‘the key to unreliability’ (1995, p. 20), and to comprehend narrative, the ‘reader or 
viewer has to infer, based on his or her reading or viewing, the complex and sometimes 
covert intentions that seem to lie behind the words and images the work presents’ (1995, 
p. 19). Currie argues that delving behind the narrator’s words and seeking the author’s 
intended meaning is the most effective way to diagnose unreliability, thereby constructing 
the textual reality and exposing the meaning of the narrative. 
By seeking meaning beyond the words of the narrator, Booth claims that the reader 
forms a collusive alliance with the author behind the narrator’s back, in which the author 
conveys secret signals and meanings to the reader, seemingly without the narrator’s 
knowledge: 
 
We travel with the silent author, observing as from a rear seat the humorous or 
disgraceful or ridiculous or vicious driving behaviour of the narrator seated in front. 
The author may wink and nudge, but he may not speak. The reader may sympathise 
or deplore, but he never accepts the narrator as a reliable guide. (Booth 1961, p. 300) 
 
Using the narrator’s own words, the author conveys signals to the reader, offering the 
reader clues to piece together the textual reality and determine the distance between the 
author and the narrator, and by extension, the unreliability of the narrative. 
Although Booth’s contribution to the study of unreliable narration is important, his 
examinations focus too narrowly on the distance between the norms of the implied author 
and the narrator. In his essay ‘The Death of the Author’ (1967), Roland Barthes famously 
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repudiates the notion that to obtain meaning from a text, the reader must consider the 
author and his/her intentions. He argues that ‘to give an Author to a text is to impose upon 
that text a stop clause’, a single, undisputed answer to the question of the text’s meaning. 
For the sake of the multiplicity of readers’ individual realisations, he writes ‘the birth of 
the reader must be ransomed by the death of the author’. According to Barthes, the 
author’s intention should no longer be considered in the construction of a text’s meaning; 
rather, meaning is constructed solely according to the reader’s unique interpretation of 
the text itself.  
Following this line of thinking, some theorists have examined the possibility of 
unreliable narration as a function of the reader’s response rather than the author – an 
approach which is also known as the ‘cognitive approach’ to unreliable narration. Ansgar 
Nünning and Greta Olson acknowledge that Booth’s regarding of unreliability as a ‘text-
immanent issue’ that rests solely on the distance between the implied author and the 
narrator, both ‘intra-textual entities’, results in a failure to attribute enough importance to 
the role of the reader (Olson 2003, p. 96). Nünning argues that the attribution of 
unreliability is a function of reader reception that involves various frames of reference, 
including: ‘the reader’s empirical experience and criteria of verisimilitude’; 
‘psychological theories of personality and implicit models of human behaviour’; ‘moral 
and ethical standards’; and literary frames of reference such as ‘literary conventions. […] 
literary genres, and stereotyped models of characters’ (1997, pp. 100-101). In this way, 
narrative unreliability is to be arrived at through the analysis of textual signals and data, 
and understood from ‘the viewpoint of frame theory, pragmatics, and “naturalisation”, 
which is to bring something into relation with a type of discourse or model which is 
already natural and legible’ (Hansen 2007, p. 235). As a result, the focus should be shifted 
from the author to the reader. Practitioners of reader-reception theory, like Nünning, 
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propose that ‘rather than simply reading, readers reshape the text in the process of reading 
it’, and that ‘literary texts do not have meaning independently from the readers’ 
interpretations’ (Demir 2014, p. 84). Readers bring their own individual experiences, 
knowledge, views, and understandings to the reading process, and as a result of their 
differing constructions of the narrative, they often arrive at different conclusions 
regarding meanings, subtext, and the unreliability of the narrator. 
To focus primarily on the role of the implied author in unreliable narration, as Booth 
does, is to assume universality of the author’s viewpoint and ignore the individuality of 
the reader’s experience. When addressing Booth’s understanding of the distance between 
the moral viewpoints of the author and the narrator, Nünning highlights that ‘the trouble 
with seemingly self-explanatory yardsticks like “normal moral standards” and “common 
sense” is that no generally accepted standard of normality exists which could serve as the 
basis for impartial judgements’ (1997, p. 101). Narratives, especially popular ones, are 
often subject to cultural divergences and historical changes within their readerships; thus, 
the standards by which the reliability of the narrator is determined can vary drastically 
from reader to reader, and especially between readers from different cultures and 
historical periods. Since the recognition of an unreliable narrator ‘entails a [judgement] 
as to what is considered “normal” [according to] what the reader’s world view and his or 
her ethical convictions are based on’ (V. Nünning 2004, p. 237), judgements of unreliable 
narratives can differ significantly across cultures and historical periods. This is supported 
by narratologist Bruno Zerweck, who argues that unreliable narration ‘cannot be 
understood as a purely textual feature but is the effect of interpretive strategies based on 
textual signals’ (2001, p. 155), and as a result, it is ‘culturally and historically variable’ 
(2001, p. 151). Thus, narratives like The Vicar of Wakefield (1766), which was considered 
reliable by earlier readers, may be considered unreliable by more recent readers. The 
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variation of individual backgrounds, experiences, personalities, and frames of reference 
among any narrative’s readership often results in a vast array of divergent and contrasting 
interpretations of the narrator and her/his account, and, therefore, of her/his unreliability. 
While Ansgar Nünning’s focus on the reader’s response to unreliability is convincing, 
he has been criticised for going too far in the opposite direction to Booth, concentrating 
exclusively on the reader’s role and not enough on the text itself.  Literary scholar Elke 
D’hoker writes that Nünning exaggerates his difference with Booth’s author-centred 
approach, since ‘the norms of the implied author are also arrived at through an 
interpretation of textual data’ (2007, p. 465). Furthermore, Dorrit Cohn writes that 
unreliable narration – or ‘discordant narration’, Cohn’s term for an ideological kind of 
narration that is biased or confused – ‘suggests the reader’s sense that the author intends 
his or her work to be understood differently from the way the narrator understands it: in 
a way that can only be discovered by reading against the grain of the narrator’s discourse’ 
(2000, p. 307). Revisiting his earlier research, even Nünning himself recognises that a 
reader-centred approach to unreliable narration should consider ‘the insight that the 
narrator’s unintentional self-incrimination in turn presupposes an intentional act by some 
sort of higher-level authorial agency’ (2005, p. 100). 
A now widely accepted view of unreliable narration, and one I will adopt in this 
exegesis, sits somewhere between the two extremes of Booth’s author-centred and 
Nünning’s reader-centred definitions. It is one that echoes Patricia Harkin’s interpretation 
of reader-response critics Wolfgang Iser’s and Louise Rosenblatt’s ‘emphasis on the 
transactional character of reading’. It combines the notions that: readers ‘tend to behave 
as though they were recipients of a message that they should do their best to understand’; 
and that readers’ ‘constructed meanings are disparate and contextualised’ (Harkin 2005, 
pp. 412-413). It also follows the notion that meaning in narrative emerges from the 
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interactions between the text and the reader, whom are both equally important and 
mutually dependent in the construction of narrative. As Iser writes: ‘In considering a 
literary work, one must take into account not only the actual text but also, and in equal 
measure, the actions involved in response to that text’ (1972, p. 279). William Riggan 
recognises that unreliable narration requires the analysis of the meeting point between the 
text and the reader when he writes: 
 
The archetypal first-person narrative situation thus involves two sets of subjective 
and therefore humanly fallible elements: the narrator’s memory, selective processes, 
and attitudes in the telling of his story; and the auditor’s assimilation, 
comprehension, and retention of what he hears, in conjunction with his own human 
reactions to the storyteller as an individual (1981, p. 20-21). 
 
In an effort to harmonise the author-centred and reader-centred approaches, Elke 
D’hoker proposes to define unreliability as ‘the distance between the norms and 
knowledge of the narrator and those of the whole text, as shaped by the implied author 
and meant to be recognised by the authorial audience or implied reader’ (2007, p. 465). 
However, even this definition perhaps undermines the importance of the reader’s role in 
the text, as he/she not only recognises narrative unreliability, but is an integral component 
in the shaping of the text itself, therefore the shaping of the narration’s unreliability. In 
my examination of narrative unreliability, I will seek to accurately account for the 
importance of the roles of the text, the narrator, and the reader in the construction of the 
textual worlds that arise from interactions between the narrator’s words and the reader’s 





The Inevitability of Unreliable Narration 
Before establishing my ‘dual reality’ model of unreliable narration, it is important that I 
first acknowledge that all narrative is, in some way, unreliable. This thesis discusses 
narrative unreliability not as opposed to any kind of absolute reliability, but as opposed 
to more reliable narrative. Thus, the reader’s application of my ‘dual reality’ model of 
unreliability should not result in the diagnosis of narration as either reliable or unreliable; 
rather, it should result in the placement of the narration on a hypothetical scale that ranges 
from ‘more reliable’ to ‘more unreliable’. This section highlights that there is an 
important distinction between ordinarily unreliable narration that is linked to inevitable 
processes of the narrator’s simulated biases, judgements, and limitations of knowledge, 
and more extreme cases of unreliability, such as narrators who deliberately deceive the 
reader or whose perceptions are affected by mental illness. 
As literary theorist Franz Stanzel writes, personalised narrators demonstrate to us ‘the 
biased nature of our experience of reality’ (1984, p. 11). They are responsible for not only 
perceiving and internalising the world that they inhabit, but also of relaying its details to 
the reader. They illustrate the flawed and varied ways in which we, as humans, interpret 
the world and describe it to others. Writer and narratologist Kathleen Wall notes what she 
calls the ‘ordinarily unreliable narrator’, whose perceptions and interpretations are 
determined by his/her ‘worldview, predispositions, ignorance, or absent-mindedness’ 
(1994, p. 22). She claims that this ordinary unreliability is a category that ‘all narrators, 
like all human beings, fall into’ (1994, p. 22). Further reinforcing this point, William 
Riggan writes: 
 
Precisely because of these narrators’ simulated humanness and because of the 
realism inherent in the situation of a character’s speaking to us directly, the natural 
limitations of human knowledge and judgement and memory come into play […] 
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Thereby any possibility of absolute reliability with regard to all facts and facets of 
the events and characters within such a narrative is cancelled (1981, p. 19). 
 
In the process of telling her/his story, the narrator’s perspective is always coloured, in 
some way, by her/his biases, predispositions, and flaws. Racist narrators may describe a 
person of a different race in a way in which the reader does not agree; or a child narrator 
may concentrate on a seemingly superfluous detail, while the reader perceives in the 
narration, as if in the child’s peripheral vision, a more important detail that the child 
narrator never considered. Every first-person narrative is somehow distorted by the 
subjectivity of the narrator and the biased nature of storytelling. Furthermore, narrators 
who inhabit the world from which they narrate cannot know nor express all there is to 
know about a story. There is always more information that can contribute, always details 
that are left out, and in every story ‘there is bound to be some blockage, if only for the 
fact that no tale can ever be told in its entirety’ (Iser 1972, p. 284). In fact, as Iser goes on 
to argue, it is through these gaps, left by the narrator for the reader to fill, that ‘a story 
will gain its dynamism’ (1972, p. 284), as each reader fills these narrative gaps differently. 
The individual reader makes connections that the narrator never explicitly announces – 
such as intricacies of relationships between characters, and motives for characters’ 
actions. The reader is always able to infer more than the narrator has said. Even if the 
reader takes on board all of the narrator’s descriptions and treats them as truth, he/she 
also supplements the narrative account with more information, assumptions, and 
inferences of her/his own. Every narrative, for every reader, involves some lack of 
reliability, some discrepancy between the narrator’s words and the reader’s interpretation 
of the account. A reader may deem a narrative to be ‘reliable’, but that can only be in 
comparison to other, more unreliable, narratives; no narrative can be absolutely reliable. 
Thus, it is not so much a question of whether a narrative is reliable or unreliable – instead, 
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as readers, we must question the extent of a narrative’s unreliability. In order to help 
achieve this, specifically in the following chapters’ analysis of narrative unreliability in 
Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club (1996), James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room (1954), and 
my own short stories, I have chosen to examine, as the locus of unreliability, the distance 
between two contradicting realities that occur in the reader’s mind, guided by the words 
of the narrator: the ‘narrative account’ and the ‘interpretive reality’. 
 
The ‘Narrative Account’ and the ‘Interpretive Reality’  
The final section of this introduction will establish a ‘dual reality’ model of narrative 
unreliability that contrasts the words of the narrator with the interpretation attained by the 
reader. This model is an attempt to better comprehend the reading processes associated 
with unreliable narration; it may provide an accessible method of not only measuring the 
unreliability of any given narrative, but also better evaluate the portrayal of the narrator’s 
motives or affected mental processes that lead to narrative unreliability.  
Within every narrative, there are two planes that exist alongside one another: the actual 
text itself, as in the exact words and phrases uttered by the narrator; and what the reader 
understands, or is supposed to understand, from those words. There are many 
interpretations of these two planes that critics have arrived at throughout literary theory. 
In the broadest sense, Wolfgang Iser claims that each literary work has two poles that he 
terms the ‘artistic’ and the ‘aesthetic’. The ‘artistic’ refers to ‘the text created by the 
author’, and the ‘aesthetic’ refers to ‘the [realisation] accomplished by the reader’; Iser 
claims that the literary work exists ‘halfway between the two’ (1972, p. 279). Film and 
literary critic Seymour Chatman interprets these two levels of narrative as the ‘explicit’ 
narrative discourse – what the narrator describes as happening – and the ‘implicit’ – what 
the reader gathers from the narration and the reactions of other characters. Chatman 
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claims that when the reader recognises a conflict between the explicit and the implicit, 
the implicit must win (1978, p. 233). Furthermore, in his studies on narrative unreliability, 
Ansgar Nünning argues: 
 
The reader interprets what the narrator and/or the text says in two quite different 
contexts. On the one hand, the reader is exposed to what the narrator wants and 
means to say. On the other hand, however, the statements of the narrator take on an 
additional meaning for the reader, meaning the narrator is not conscious of and does 
not intend to convey (1997, p. 87). 
 
Each of these theories recognise two planes within the literary work: the words of the 
narrator, and the inferences gathered by the reader. Drawing from these scholars, I have 
developed my own terms for these two planes. These terms complement Iser’s idea of the 
literary work as a joint construction between the text and the reader, and also adapt 
Chatman’s concepts of the ‘explicit’ and ‘implicit’ to recognise the different ways in 
which different readers interpret texts and the rich detail in which they construct the 
textual world. For the sake of clear terminology, these two planes will be referred to as 
the ‘narrative account’ and the ‘interpretive reality’. The ‘narrative account’ refers to the 
literal descriptions that are put forth by the narrator’s words, without any implications 
made on behalf of the reader outside of those explicitly outlined by the words of the 
narrator. The ‘interpretive reality’ refers to the reader’s reconstruction of the fictional 
world, events, and characters that occurs as he/she reads. The ‘narrative account’ may be 
considered to represent ‘what the narrator says happened’, while the ‘interpretive reality’ 
may represent, to the reader, ‘what really happened’. James Phelan and Mary Patricia 
Martin claim that audiences perform one of two actions when they ‘determine that a 
narrator’s words can’t be taken at face value’: ‘(1) they reject [the narrator’s] words and, 
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if possible, reconstruct a more satisfactory account; or (2) […] accept what the narrator 
says but then supplement the account’ (Phelan & Martin 1999, p. 94). The result is the 
interpretive reality which is evoked by the reader’s interpretation of the narrative account, 
either complementing or contradicting the narrator’s words. The terms ‘narrative account’ 
and ‘interpretive reality’ draw attention to the ways in which readers visualise the textual 
world using the descriptions that are offered by the narrator, enriching it with details that 
are never explicitly stated, but instead result from the reader’s inferences about events, 
objects, characters, and relationships. 
Following on from their claims that unreliability can occur in terms of ‘Facts and 
Events’, ‘Understanding and Perception’, or ‘Values’, James Phelan and Mary Patricia 
Martin write that, rather than reliability and unreliability existing as a binary pair, 
narrators ‘exist along a wide spectrum from reliability to unreliability’ (1999, p. 97). My 
‘dual reality’ approach to unreliable narrative re-envisions this scale as a distance between 
the narrative account and the reader’s interpretive reality. As the reader perceives more 
signals that indicate that the narrative is unreliable, the distance between the two opens 
up, and the two realities grow apart from one another. This could be visualised as two 
lines running alongside each other, growing nearer or further apart as the narrative 
progresses, depending on how different the reader’s perceptions and inferences are from 
the narrator’s utterances. In any narrative, this distance is unavoidable; given that the 
reader always draws implications outside of the narration, the reader’s capacity for 
inference means that there must always be some distance, however miniscule, between 
the narrative account and the interpretive reality. It is for this reason that the interpretive 
reality must always contain more detail than, and different details to, the narrative 
account, and the two may never be exactly the same as one another.  
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Given that the author-centred, or rhetorical, approach presupposes that narrative 
unreliability rests in the distance between the norms and/or words of the narrator and the 
norms or intended messages of the implied author, this would suggest that the interpretive 
reality, rather than being constructed by the reader, is actually created by the implied 
author. However, due to the multiplicity of realisations that are possible in a work of 
literature, and the idea that ‘there is one place where this multiplicity is collected, united, 
and this place is not the author […] but the reader’ (Barthes 1967, p. 6), this chapter 
argues that the interpretive reality, against which the words of the narrator are compared, 
is constructed by each individual reader rather than the text itself.  
Furthermore, the idea that the author constructs the interpretive reality against which 
the narrative account is compared, presupposes that the author decides the unreliability 
of the narrator. The chapters of this exegesis contend that signals may be placed 
throughout the narrative in order to influence the reader to diagnose unreliability, but as 
it is the reader who constructs the interpretive reality, the determination of the narrative’s 
unreliability is ultimately controlled by the reader. 
Throughout the exegetical component of this thesis, I will use my ‘dual reality’ model 
of unreliable narration to examine interactions between the text, the narrator, and the 
reader, in order to identify how readers recognise and diagnose narrative unreliability. 
Chapter One will discuss ideas of masculinity, examining how understandings of social 
constructs of masculinity are helpful when reading stories narrated by men. It will also 
apply the ‘dual reality’ model of unreliable narration to an analysis of Chuck Palahniuk’s 
Fight Club and James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room. The chapter will compare the 
similarities and differences between the two in the contexts of unreliable narration and 
representations of masculinity, examining how the self-perceived emasculation of both 
narrators leads to the construction of inauthentic masculine identities and the subsequent 
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unreliability of their narratives. Chapter Two will then apply the same model of 
unreliability to an analysis of my own stories, namely ‘Dark Stories’ and ‘The Magician’. 
The chapter will contextualise these two stories – and, to a lesser extent, some other 
stories that comprise the creative artefact – in terms of the links between unreliable 
narration in masculinity, observing how unreliability operates within a diverse range of 
narratives that involve the narrator’s struggle with masculinity. In particular, ‘Dark 
Stories’ will be examined as an example of the narrator concealing his sexuality from the 
reader, while an analysis of ‘The Magician’ will highlight how the narrator’s masculinity 
struggles affect his perceptions and his sanity, thus rendering his narrative extremely 
unreliable. Overall, this exegesis aims to better understand narrative unreliability and 
literary masculinity and the relationship between the two. It is not only an investigation 
of how narratives – particularly ones about failures of masculinity – become unreliable, 
through the reader’s recognition and interpretation of textual signals of unreliability. It is 
also an investigation of why they are unreliable, through the representation of narrators’ 
self-perceptions and deceptions that are associated with and affected by societal 












Self-deception and Inauthentic Masculinities in Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight 
Club and James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room 
 
In one of his most iconic essays, ‘Here Be Dragons’, writer James Baldwin states, ‘The 
human imagination is perpetually required to examine, control, and redefine reality, of 
which we assume ourselves are centre and key’ (1985, p. 678). The same can be said of 
narrative. Storytelling is a constant process of perceiving reality in a way that is unique 
to each storyteller; at every turn, the ways in which the narrative reality and the narrator’s 
identity are communicated to the reader are controlled by the narration. For novels 
involving the narrator’s emasculation, narrators can seem to redefine their own realities 
and forge identities for themselves that conform to societal expectations of masculinity.2 
In the act of narration, narrators can appear to conceal their wrongdoings, exaggerate their 
mistreatment at the hands of others, or hide weaknesses that threaten their status as heroes 
of their own stories. For example, in Lolita (Nabokov 1959), Humbert Humbert’s ‘artful 
narration’ is considered to have fooled readers into softening their judgements of his 
morally depraved actions (Phelan 2007, p. 223), while the narrator of The Remains of the 
Day (1989) is presented as a hardened, emotionless person, preserving his highly valued 
dignity and failing to report emotional reactions – the reader must rely on the reactions of 
other characters to identify the narrator’s emotions – during his times of grief and 
hardship (Wall 1994).  
                                                 
2 Of course, it is understood that narrators are narrative tools and are not autonomous entities 
that truly think or feel. Therefore, any assertion throughout this chapter of a narrator’s emotions, 
intentions, or manipulation of narrative acknowledges that life is only given to the narrator 
through the reading experience, and that the narrative and narration are crafted, both 




Before moving towards the analysis of literary representations of masculinity, 
specifically in Fight Club and Giovanni’s Room, it is first necessary to discuss ideas of 
masculinity and the construction of masculine identity in a sociological context. Although 
there is a large body of scholarly work on literary representations of masculinity, there is 
a far broader range of scholarly resources that examine masculinity in a sociological 
context. In order to provide the best possible analysis of how masculinity operates in 
narrative, I thought it necessary to draw not only from scholarship on literary 
masculinities, but also from the far wider, more abundant range of scholarship on real life 
masculinities. This is because the realistic representation of characters within narrative 
requires authors to draw influence from the real world; for instance, with particular 
relevance to this chapter, in order to explore themes of masculinity within fiction, authors 
must take into account how masculinity functions according to societal expectations in 
the real world. As Alex Hobbs writes, ‘Literary masculinity studies, like other gender 
studies approaches to literature before it, stems from sociological concepts’ (2013, p. 
383). Understandings of sociological constructs are often required for the author’s writing 
of masculinity, as well as the reader’s interpretation of masculinity in narrative. The 
examination of how masculinity operates in the real world allows a better understanding 
of how it is represented in narrative. For these reasons, this chapter will not only examine 
ideas surrounding masculinity in a literary context, but it will also analyse them in a 
broader sociological context. Furthermore, it should be noted that, although many of the 
texts mentioned in the following discussion are over a decade old, some of them published 
fifty and sixty years ago, their arguments about the formation of masculine identity 
remain prevalent. While modern understandings of masculinities have broadened, and the 
binary of masculinity and femininity becomes increasingly challenged, these discussions 
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about traditional understandings of masculine identity remain influential to the ways in 
which society understands masculinity, and how masculinity is represented in narrative. 
Psychiatrist Frank Pittman defines masculinity as ‘what we expect of men. It’s those 
qualities and activities that men think will make them men, that will distinguish them 
from women’ (1993, p. 14). Josep M. Armengol points out that people often label 
stereotypically female attributes ‘like emotions and passivity’ as ‘feminine’, while 
stereotypically male attributes ‘such as strength and aggressiveness’ are labelled as 
‘masculine’ (2008, p. 128). Normative definitions offer a standard that is commonly 
found in media such as action films and romance fiction: ‘masculinity is what men ought 
to be’ (Connell 1995, p. 70). For many men, the maintenance of a masculine identity 
requires reaching or exceeding society’s expectations of a ‘real man’.  Robert Brannon 
famously addressed four major masculine themes with which men struggle to maintain 
their gender role: “No Sissy Stuff”, which entails the avoidance of behaviours that are 
typically associated with femininity; “Be a Big Wheel”, which highlights men’s need to 
feel that they are in charge, suggesting dominance and power; “The Sturdy Oak”, which 
expresses the need to be independent and self-reliant, having control over one’s emotions 
and reliability; and “Give ‘em Hell”, which entails courage and risk-taking. (1976, p. 12). 
Manhood in America (1996), written by sociologist Michael Kimmel, offers a 
comprehensive history of America’s ever-changing ideals and expectations of the 
masculine role. Like Brannon’s themes of masculinity, Kimmel places emphasis on how 
Western societal expectations throughout history have required men to lack effeminacy, 
contribute to society, maintain mental and economic stability, and exhibit courage and 
dominance. If acquiring all ‘the traits and attitudes and behaviours’ of masculinity proved 
itself an overwhelming task, Kimmel writes, ‘one could at least appear to have acquired 
them’. Kimmel is referring to physical appearance, and for his argument, ‘appearing’ 
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masculine means obtaining a masculine physique, which ‘could signify success’, and 
developing physical strength, which ‘could stand in for strength of character’ (1996, p. 
210).  
In many stories about a narrator who experiences a crisis or failure of masculinity, the 
unreliability of the narrative is a prominent and important consideration. For many 
emasculated narrators, the failure to live up to society’s expectations and fulfil what they 
perceive as their responsibilities as men is what often drives the unreliability of their 
narratives. The worlds that they construct and narrate are distorted by their tendencies to 
create a false image for themselves, one that appears more masculine, more adherent to 
their expectations of themselves as men. They sometimes lie in order to obscure their 
shortcomings, playing down their failures and exaggerating their successes, constantly 
struggling with their own masculine identities as well as the ways in which society views 
and judges them.  
One of the many ways in which masculinity converges with issues of unreliable 
narration is through the idea that masculinity is ‘a carefully orchestrated performance […] 
a masquerade’ (Brown 2001, p. 168). Of the twentieth-century male watching films with 
cowboys and action heroes, Frank Pittman claims that ‘we grew up faking our masculinity 
[…] We’ve all been, to varying degrees, male impersonators – awed by the splendour of 
the masculine mystique and ashamed of the meagre masculinity we found in ourselves’ 
(1993, p. 18). For many men who take pride in manhood, the expression of confident 
masculinity, or a hyper-masculinity that often appears in the form of aggression and 
violence, is a front behind which they may conceal their self-perceived femininities, 
insecurities, shame, and other aspects that might threaten their masculine image. In 
literature, the male narrator can manipulate his narrative to favour his masculinity and 
mask what he might believe to be his shortcomings as a man.  
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Another element of masculine identity that contributes to unreliable narrative is the 
repression of emotional language. Helen Hacker claims that perhaps the ‘greatest burden 
of masculinity’ imposed by our society is: 
 
An element of the traditional masculine role which proscribes admission and 
expression of psychological problems, feelings, and general overt introspection, as 
summed up in the stereotype of the strong, silent man (1957, p. 228). 
 
It seems that the maintenance of masculine identity requires men’s prevention of 
emotional output, particularly in the form of confessions of ‘doubts, uncertainties, or 
insecurities’ (Hacker 1957, p. 228) which threaten to tarnish a man’s masculine image. 
Male narrators are often portrayed to feel that they should be emotionally reliable, ‘The 
Sturdy Oak’ (Brannon 1976, p. 12), lest they be labelled ‘weak’ or ‘effeminate’ by their 
peers and compromise their masculine positions within society and within their 
narratives. Some narratives that deal with issues of masculinity are told from the 
perspective of male protagonists who refuse to speak deeply about their emotions. For 
example, Ernest Hemingway’s narrators often communicate with as few words as 
possible, showing little in regards to internal emotion. Instead, they narrate the exterior 
action and invite the reader to delve beneath the text to draw his/her own inferences and 
gauge the thoughts and feelings that the narrator is almost never willing to articulate. This 
style of narration – exhibited in works like The Sun Also Rises (1927) and A Farewell to 
Arms (1929) – is typical of Hemingway’s tendency to leave emotion out of his prose so 
that it would not come to the reader as ‘mere information’, but as something to be inferred, 
something more subtle and powerful that the reader would feel ‘all the more intensely’ 
(Tóibín 2014, p. xiii). However, as Teodóra Dömötör argues, it is also indicative of his 
narrators’ emotional detachment and avoidance of voicing their feelings in an effort to 
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evade the label of feminisation (2013, p. 127). Since, for these narrators, the expression 
of emotion is associated with femininity, their emotional reticence is partly what keeps 
their self-perceived masculinity intact. 
Sociologist Kristie A. Ford conducted an examination of masculinity that revealed that 
the students involved in her study considered masculinity to be a façade, a construction 
of ‘disingenuous expressions of self’ (Ford 2011, p. 54). The participants characterised a 
‘real’ man as, among other traits, faithful and respectful to women, trustworthy, sensitive, 
confident, financially stable, inwardly directed rather than motivated by materialistic 
rewards, a leader, a good citizen, and a positive role model (Ford 2011, p. 53). Among 
the participants’ peers, those who could not acquire these traits of ‘real’ manhood 
exhibited a false masculinity – a ‘contrived tough, thuglike exterior that does not allow 
room for emotional vulnerability’ (Ford 2011, p. 44). Some of those who can’t achieve 
their ideal of authentic manhood instead construct an inauthentic identity, like a mask, 
that conceals their self-perceived shortcomings as men and projects success in striving 
for an authentic masculinity—a social technique that is equally relevant to first-person 
narrators of fiction as it is to men of the real world. Just as a person in real life can distort 
a story’s facts in a way that makes them appear more confident, commendable, or 
generally more positive in the mind of the listener, narrators can seem to manipulate 
certain aspects of the narrative to improve the reader’s perception of them. 
For emasculated narrators, this construction of identity is incorporated into the 
development of their narratives. Narrators can appear to construct identities for 
themselves that appear bigger, stronger, more courageous, independent, and financially 
successful, even more heterosexual, and, ultimately, more masculine in the mind of the 
reader. Societal requirements of an ideal masculinity and the resulting construction of an 
inauthentic identity are driving forces behind the narratives and thematic content of 
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Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club (1996) and James Baldwin’s novel Giovanni’s Room 
(1956). The narrators of both novels seek to rectify their self-perceived lack of 
masculinity by creating more ideal masculine identities. They attempt to ignore and 
suppress what they recognise as effeminate traits and instincts, engaging in acts of 
narrative self-deception that can also deceive the reader. Both narratives are also peppered 
with clues that indicate that the narrative is unreliable, and the reader must recognise, 
understand, and utilise these signals of unreliability in order to unravel the narrators’ 
masculine façades. This chapter is broken into three sections, each dealing with an 
important aspect of the relationship between masculinity and unreliable narration: first, I 
will examine how the two narrators come to find themselves feeling emasculated; then I 
will discuss their efforts to forge a more masculine identity that conceals the failure of 
masculinity they find within themselves; finally, my ‘dual reality’ model of unreliable 
narration, established in the Introduction to this exegesis, will be applied to the two novels 
and examined through the lens of masculinity in order to expose how the pursuit of 
manhood leads to the creation of inauthentic masculine identities, thereby sacrificing the 
reliability of the narrative.  
 
The Emasculated Narrator 
Many of Chuck Palahniuk’s works of fiction deal with protagonists who struggle against 
the excesses and expectations of male identity. His novels, including Choke (2003), Rant 
(2008), and Beautiful You (2014), examine the notion that desires and deviances that are 
suppressed by the American societies in which the characters live, will eventually ‘erupt 
in some horrible uncontrolled way’ (Hill 2000). Palahniuk’s characters are forced to hide 
or suppress their innate thirsts for sex, drugs, violence, and other wants that are vilified 
by society. For the men in Palahniuk’s novels, this denial of cultural permission to express 
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their desires is a threat of emasculation3; by stripping away men’s ability to express their 
masculine traits, society also strips away their feelings of empowerment and their ability 
to demonstrate and experience their manhood. While the creative artefact of this thesis 
shows the distorting effects of traditionally masculine ideals and frequently suggests other 
possibilities – for instance, rejecting masculine ideals and embracing emotional 
vulnerability and expression – Palahniuk’s characters often tend to view their 
vulnerability, disempowerment, and lack of masculine traits as sources of their 
unhappiness. This often results in acts of violence and hyper-masculinity, which is 
perhaps most evident in Palahniuk’s debut novel, Fight Club.  
At the chronological beginning of the plot, the nameless narrator lives alone in his 
‘condominium on the fifteenth floor of a high-rise’ (p. 41). He admits to being a slave to 
his ‘nesting instinct’ (p. 43), and in loving detail, he describes the IKEA furniture that 
decorates his apartment: 
 
Handblown green glass dishes with the tiny bubbles and imperfections […] clever 
Njurunda coffee tables in the shape of a lime green yin and an orange yang […] 
Haparanda sofa group with the orange slip covers […] Johanneshov armchair in the 
Strinne green stripe pattern […] Rislampa/Har paper lamps […] The Alle cutlery 
service […] The Vild hall clock made of galvanised steel […] The Mommala quilt 
cover set […] Kalix occasional tables. My Steg nesting tables. (pp. 41-44) 
                                                 
3 Throughout this exegesis, the term ‘emasculation’ is used to refer to a self-perceived incompetence 
experienced by the narrator of Fight Club, Giovanni’s Room, and many of the narrators featured in the 
creative artefact. These narrators strive to achieve a normative masculinity that is accepted, even praised, 
by society; thus, they tend to view emasculation, or any movement away from the behaviours traditionally 





He then describes the contentment that results from his accumulation of 
furniture: 
 
You buy furniture. You tell yourself, this is the last sofa I will ever need in my life. 
Buy the sofa, then for a couple of years you’re satisfied that no matter what goes 
wrong, at least you’ve got your sofa issue handled. Then the right set of dishes. Then 
the perfect bed. The drapes. The rug. (p. 44) 
 
The narrator’s furniture obsession highlights the void left by a lack of human 
connection in his life and draws attention to his sense of solitude. He claims that he’s not 
the only one with this affliction; according to the narrator, the people he knows ‘who used 
to sit in the bathroom with pornography, now they sit in the bathroom with their IKEA 
furniture catalogue’ (p. 43). In his essay on masculinity, Terry Lee (2002) argues that, 
according to societal expectations, masculinity requires men to be mature and 
responsible, which ultimately requires an element of self-restraint. In Fight Club, this can 
be identified as the restraint of sexual energy. He suggests that the narrator, as a member 
of what Lee terms ‘the IKEA generation’, ‘substitutes a desire for consumer objects – 
IKEA home furnishings – for sexual desire and for emotional connection to human 
beings’ (2002, p. 418). However, Christina Wald (2010) argues that the narrator’s 
furniture fixation is a product of what Palahniuk portrays as ‘the weakening and 
feminising impact of capitalist and consumerist culture’ (2010, p. 227). While the narrator 
channels his sexual energy into the desire for consumer products, it is not a deliberate act 
of self-restraint in order to fulfil expectations of masculinity; I contend that the narrator’s 
devotion to consumerism is emasculating, and he seeks consumer products to fill the 
emotional and social voids in his life. This occurs to the extent that he equates the 
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purchase of IKEA products with sexual gratification – as evident when he narrates, ‘The 
Klipsk shelving unit, oh, yeah. Hemlig hat boxes. Yes.’ (p. 43-44). His reliance on 
shopping for products and furniture that deliver to him a sense of identity – in the film 
adaptation, the narrator wonders ‘what kind of dining set defines me as a person?’ (Fight 
Club 1999) – is depicted as ultimately emasculating, as the narrator comes to define his 
social and sexual identity as a mere consumer of products.  
Further compounding the narrator’s feelings of emasculation is his rejection at the 
hands of his father and, thus, his lack of a male mentor. In Man Enough (1993), Frank 
Pittman highlights the importance of the father figure in the formation of masculine 
identity. He claims that, during the twentieth century, average fathers were at work more 
often than they were with their children. Boys were ‘raised by women in a culture that 
stopped our fathers from being close enough to us to teach us how to be men, […] in a 
world that glorified masculinity and gave us impossibly unachievable myths of masculine 
heroics’ (Pittman 1993, p. 17). Of his psychiatric patients who struggled with reaching 
their ideals of masculinity, he claims that their battle was with their fathers – they seem 
to need their fathers ‘to anoint them, and declare them man enough’ (Pittman 1993, p. 
35). For the narrators of both Fight Club and Giovanni’s Room, the struggle for 
masculinity also begins with their fathers. Palahniuk’s narrator comments on his own lack 
of a father figure: ‘I knew my dad for about six years, but I don’t remember anything’ 
(1996, p. 50). His father moves from town to town ‘about every six years’, starting a new 
family in each one before moving onto the next, as if setting up ‘a franchise’ (p. 50). He 
recognises the same lack of father figures among the men who attend ‘fight club’, a night 
dedicated to men with white-collar jobs engaging in bare-knuckled brawls. He claims, 
‘What you see at fight club is a generation of men raised by women’ (p. 50), seeking to 
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break free from the constraints and tribulations of feminisation and to establish their 
masculine identities through the dispersion and endurance of physical violence.  
In his analysis of the film adaptation of Fight Club – which is mostly applicable to the 
novel as the film faithfully adapts the masculinity issues explored in the original text – 
David Church (2006) suggests that the narrator’s lack of self-fulfilment starts with his 
absent father. He writes that the narrator ‘in the absence of a strong father figure, was 
never initiated into the ways of traditional phallic manhood’ (2006, p. 14). In this way, 
the narrator never had a role model steeped in the perceived glory of masculinity, to show 
how him how to navigate manhood; he was never validated by a father that declared him 
‘man enough’. Instead, the novel depicts the narrator engaging in (self-)destructive 
behaviour – participating in fight club, leading Project Mayhem in the attempted 
destruction of the Parker-Morris Building – in a desperate effort to authorise his 
masculine identity. In the absence of his father, the narrator must take it upon himself to 
acquire the traits of his ideal masculinity and declare himself a man in the eyes of not 
only himself and those of the other characters, but also in the eyes of the reader. 
Like Palahniuk’s work, James Baldwin’s novels frequently deal with issues of 
masculinity and emasculation. The masculinity struggles in Baldwin’s novels often stem 
from his protagonists’ divergences from societal norms imposed upon sexual identity. His 
second novel, Giovanni’s Room (1956), is narrated by David, a homosexual, American-
born resident of Paris who considers himself a deviant from the norms of sexuality and 
garners social acceptance by enacting heteronormative behaviours and desires. He 
attempts to hide his sexuality and what he perceives as his own emasculation behind a 
heterosexual, pseudo-masculine façade. 
Like the narrator of Fight Club, David’s ideas regarding masculinity begin with his 
father. Early in the novel, David tells the reader about the death of his mother and how 
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he came to be raised by his father and his aunt, Ellen. He provides a flashback of his 
thirteen-year-old self overhearing an argument between his two joint guardians after his 
father has returned from a drunken night out. Ellen apprehends David’s father for his 
actions – ‘staggering home drunk all the time’ and sleeping with various women rather 
than taking care of his son – and appears to worry that David will grow to emulate his 
father’s behaviour. David recounts the conclusion of the argument: 
 
‘And listen,’ said my father suddenly, from the middle of the staircase, in a voice 
which frightened me, ‘all I want for David is that he grow up to be a man. And when 
I say a man, Ellen, I don’t mean a Sunday school teacher.’ 
‘A man,’ said Ellen, shortly, ‘is not the same thing as a bull. Good-night.’ (p.14)  
 
David’s emphasis on this memory indicates that it played an important role in the 
formation of his masculine identity. Aliyyah I. Abur-Rahman, in her study on race and 
sexuality in Giovanni’s Room, surmises from this passage that David’s father ‘wants him 
to develop a strong, straight sexual appetite. To develop otherwise is to become 
feminised’ (2007, p. 483). Notably, David is nicknamed ‘Butch’ by his father, which has 
obvious connotations regarding masculinity. Following the gender expectations laid out 
for him by his father, young David follows in his footsteps, stating, ‘Soon it was I who 
came staggering home late at night, it was I who found Ellen waiting up for me, Ellen and 
I who wrangled night in and night out’ (p. 14). However, David believes he strays from 
his father’s masculine path when he develops an attraction to men and considers himself 
unable to live up to his father’s expectations of masculinity. After receiving a letter, David 
is certain that his father is suspicious of his sexuality. He believes that his father had 
longed to ask if David had stayed in Paris for so long because he had found a woman; 
however, David claims that his father ‘could not risk this question because he could not 
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have endured an answer in the negative’ (p. 81). The result is David’s shame and torment; 
he grows to loathe himself for failing to develop a ‘straight sexual appetite’ and failing to 
‘be a man’ in his father’s eyes. David demonises his own sexuality, seeing it as something 
that needs to be ‘redeemed’ (p. 149). Like the narrator of Fight Club, David desperately 
seeks to be declared a man by his father, but in his mind, his same-sex desire threatens 
the possibility of ever staking a claim on manhood.  
David’s sense of emasculation is further explored when he recalls his relationship with 
a boy named Joey during his teenage years – in particular, the night they enacted ‘the act 
of love’ (p. 7). This is David’s first time making love to a man, years before his journey 
to Paris and subsequent love affair with Giovanni. Before they make love, David mentions 
that both boys were frightened, but it’s not until morning that he begins to feel an 
overwhelming sense of shame and terror: 
 
My own body suddenly seemed gross and crushing and the desire which was rising 
in me seemed monstrous. But above all, I was suddenly afraid. It was borne in on 
me: But Joey is a boy, I saw suddenly the power in his thighs, his arms, and in his 
loosely curled fists. The power and the promise and the mystery of that body made 
me suddenly afraid (p. 8).  
 
The sexualised male body is a symbol of horror for the narrator because, to David, it 
signifies an unwanted desire. He becomes terrified not only of the desire that is hidden, 
and growing, within himself, but also of the male body that inspires his desire. David 
narrates: 
 
That body suddenly seemed the black opening of a cavern in which I would be 
tortured till madness came, in which I would lose my manhood […] A cavern opened 
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in my mind, black, full of rumour, suggestion, of half-heard, half-forgotten, half-
understood stories, full of dirty words. I thought I saw my future in that cavern. I 
was afraid. (p. 8) 
 
Abur-Rahman draws attention to the ‘cavern’ as not only an ‘obvious reference to the 
anus [David] wants to enter/has entered’, but also as ‘a metaphor for fallen masculinity’ 
that ‘sucks him in only to castrate then to characterise him’ (2007, p. 481). Specifically, 
homosexuality is emasculating for David because he fears the social consequences that 
come with the admission of his sexuality. For David, homosexuality is synonymous with 
social rejection; he is fearful that, having entered the ‘cavern’ of homosexuality, he will 
be subject to the torture of ‘rumours’, ‘suggestions’, and ‘half-understood stories, full of 
dirty words’. David simultaneously recognises Joey’s body as the beautiful object of his 
desire, and an omen, the harbinger of doomed masculinity. To submit to his desires would 
be to submit to homosexuality, and, in David’s mind, to submit to emasculation and 
surrender his claims on manhood. Thus, rather than submitting to what he perceives as 
his own emasculation, David creates a more masculine, heterosexual identity that is 
intended to conceal that failure of masculinity that he perceives within himself. 
 
The Forging of a Masculine Identity 
In Fight Club, perhaps the narrator’s most significant, and subconscious, strategy in his 
search for masculinity is the establishment of a hyper-masculine identity that is separate 
from his own. This split personality is the crux of not only the narrator’s reclamation of 
his manhood from the clutches of his supposed feminisation but also the fragmentation 
and unreliability of his narrative. The self-perceived emasculation of Fight Club’s 
nameless narrator occurs primarily because of his devotion to consumer products and his 
fatherlessness. This emasculation spawns his desire to masculinise himself not only 
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through his initiation and participation in violence and destruction, but primarily through 
the creation of a new identity, a new self, that is more confident, more passionate, more 
aggressive, and overall, in the narrator’s own mind, more masculine. This hyper-
masculine identity arrives under the guise of a nihilistic character named Tyler Durden. 
Tyler embodies Robert Brannon’s four themes of masculinity (1976, p. 12), covered 
earlier in this chapter: ‘No Sissy Stuff’, through participation in acts of violence and 
destruction, which are typically associated with men rather than women; ‘Be a Big 
Wheel’, through the depiction of his status as leader of fight club and Project Mayhem; 
‘The Sturdy Oak’, as conveyed through his calm composure and his independence; and 
‘Give ‘em Hell’, as both fight club and Project Mayhem involve the exhibition of 
destructive behaviours at the risk of harming oneself. By enacting these central attributes 
of masculinity, Tyler is depicted as the ultimate masculine man. 
When Tyler first appears in the novel, the narrator finds him at a nudist beach. Though 
the narrator mentions little of Tyler’s appearance throughout the novel, the narrative 
offers the reader a brief glimpse here: ‘Tyler was naked and sweating, gritty with sand, 
his hair wet and stringy, hanging in his face’ (p. 32). Tyler’s confidence and bravado at 
the nudist beach, combined with the narrator’s fascinated gaze, perhaps implies Tyler’s 
masculine physique, one that he is proud of. Further reinforcing this image is the way that 
Tyler is depicted in the film adaptation of Fight Club (1999). Due to the popularity of the 
film, the image of Tyler Durden has widely become synonymous with his depiction in 
the film, played by Brad Pitt who has been the recipient of several ‘most attractive man’ 
awards from various media outlets and is depicted onscreen in Fight Club, sometimes 
half-naked, with a slim, muscular physique and rippling abdominals. In his study of comic 
book masculinity, particularly the way the masculine body is depicted in comic book art, 
Jeffrey A. Brown, writes that ‘the muscular body is a heavily inscribed sign; nothing else 
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so clearly marks an individual as a bearer of masculine power’ (2001, p. 169). 
Furthermore, he states that the ‘status and power’ of the masculine body are achieved ‘in 
contrast to those cultural identities represented as soft and vulnerable’ (2001, p. 169). It’s 
telling, then, that in the 1999 adaptation of Fight Club, the muscular sex symbol, Brad 
Pitt, is cast as Tyler Durden. Tyler stands in stark physical contrast to the often effeminate 
men of Fight Club, such as former bodybuilder Bob, whose testicles were removed and 
who has developed large breasts as a result of the body’s response to hormone support 
therapy, and the ‘young guy with an angel’s face’ (p. 122), who, according to the narrator, 
‘if you put him in a dress and make him smile […] he’d be a woman’ (p. 128). Tyler’s 
masculine bravado is evident in the ways his body and confidence are depicted, especially 
in contrast with the more effeminate characters of Fight Club. 
From their meeting at a nudist beach through to their co-creation of fight club and 
Project Mayhem, Tyler Durden becomes a masculine role model, even a substitute father 
figure, for the narrator. The narrator admires Tyler; he seems to encompass all the positive 
qualities that the narrator feels that he lacks:  
 
I love everything about Tyler Durden, his courage and his smarts. His nerve. Tyler 
is funny and charming and forceful and independent, and men look up to him and 
expect him to change their world. Tyler is capable and free, and I am not. (p. 174) 
 
Early in the novel, it seems that there is little reason to doubt the reliability of the 
narrator’s representation of Tyler Durden, as well as his depiction of events. One of the 
few signs of the narrative’s unreliability that appears early in the novel is his comments 
on his slipping grip on reality as a result of his insomnia: ‘This is how it is with insomnia. 
Everything is so far away, a copy of a copy of a copy’ (p. 21).  
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Aside from the self-reflexive comments and the fragmented nature of the narrative 
which often leaps from scene to scene, location to location, with little explanation in 
between – ‘You wake up at O’Hare. You wake up at LaGuardia. You wake up at Logan’ 
(p. 25) – it seems that the narrative falls into the category of those deemed ordinarily 
unreliable, as highlighted by Kathleen Wall and William Riggan, mentioned in the 
previous chapter, whose absolute reliability is cancelled only by ‘natural limitations of 
human knowledge and judgement and memory’ (Riggan 1981, p. 19). It’s reasonable to 
assume that upon first reading the first half of the novel, most readers’ interpretive 
realities would not stray far from the narrative account.  
However, approximately three-quarters of the way through the novel, the narrator, 
along with the reader, discovers that Tyler Durden is a figment of his deranged 
imagination. Tyler tells the narrator, ‘We’re not two separate men. Long story short, when 
you’re awake, you have the control, and you can call yourself anything you want, but the 
second you fall asleep, I take over, and you become Tyler Durden’ (p. 167). While he’s 
awake, the narrator sees Tyler as a person, separate from himself, unaware that no-one 
else can see him; in fact, aside from those he knew before the events of the novel, 
including his parents and colleagues, everyone knows the narrator as Tyler Durden. Tyler 
is a hyper-masculine identity that the narrator unknowingly forged for himself, an entity 
that is regarded by the men of fight club as ‘Tyler Durden the Great and Powerful. God 
and father’ (p. 199). 
Alex Tuss argues that in order to break free from societal alienation and ultimately 
find success in reclaiming his masculinity, the narrator searches out a ‘more masculine, 
but divergent, male [persona]’ intent on destruction – both of the financial history in the 
Parker-Morris building and of the individuals fighting in fight club – which ‘liberates the 
narrator and makes him an icon for all the other alienated and angry white men who flock 
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to be members of fight club and Project Mayhem’ (2004, p. 96-97). Becoming an ‘icon’ 
for other men reinforces Tyler’s (thus, the narrator’s) role as a ‘Big Wheel’, one of 
Brannon’s four icons of masculinity (1976, p. 12). By creating a split personality that 
becomes a role model for emasculated men, the narrator stamps his own claim on 
masculinity. In this way, Tyler Durden embodies the narrator’s ideal masculinity, and 
through splitting his consciousness into two personalities, he is able to achieve his ideal. 
Tyler also acts as a father figure for the narrator and eventually assists the narrator in 
becoming a father figure for the other men of fight club, thereby reinforcing his claim on 
an ideal masculinity. Keith Alexander Boon writes that ‘Tyler is the shadow of the 
narrator’s patriarchal heritage’ whom the narrator wants ‘to rescue him from his 
fatherless, feminised self’ (2003, p.274). Just as the imaginary Tyler becomes the 
narrator’s role model and a substitute for his missing father, the narrator, unwittingly in 
the guise of Tyler Durden, also becomes a father figure for the fatherless men he recruits 
to Project Mayhem. ‘The mechanic’, a member of fight club and Project Mayhem, looks 
to the narrator for validation: ‘[He] wants me to hear the song he wrote. Wants me to see 
the birdhouse he built. The guy showed me a picture of some girl and asked me if she was 
pretty enough to marry’ (p. 140). The introduction of extreme violence, destruction, and 
fatherly validation into other men’s lives is depicted as liberating for the men of Fight 
Club, thus the narrator, as Tyler Durden, becomes a leader, a role model, and a father 
figure, and further reinforces the achievement of his ideal masculinity. With the creation 
and embodiment of Tyler Durden, the narrator is able to stake a claim on masculinity to 
which he previously believed he’d never had access. However, late in the novel, when 
Tyler Durden is discovered, simultaneously by the narrator and the reader, to be a figment 
of the narrator’s imagination, the reader begins to identify the unreliability of the 
narrative, and retrospectively recognise the signals that were placed throughout the novel. 
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Thus, the narrator’s compensatory efforts to redeem his masculinity, which are 
manifested in the imaginary Tyler Durden, are triggers for the reader’s comprehension of 
the narrative’s unreliability.  
Like the narrator of Fight Club, David from Giovanni’s Room designs an identity for 
himself that compensates for his self-perceived emasculation. However, unlike Fight 
Club, most readers will often recognise and diagnose narrative unreliability from the 
beginning of the novel, due to David’s transparent attempts to undermine the significance 
of his homosexual encounters, and to establish a masculine, heterosexual identity to 
deceive himself as well as the reader and the characters of the novel. 
As mentioned earlier, David equates the admission of his sexuality with social 
condemnation. In Masculinities and Culture (2002), John Beynon examines the idea of 
masculinity as an ‘enactment’ or ‘performance’, and that society’s rigid and flawed ideals 
of masculinity mean that ‘those who do not perform their masculinity in a culturally 
approved manner are liable to be ostracized, even punished’ (p. 11). This social 
ostracization is an unwelcome reality for David; consequently, he denies his 
homosexuality and ‘performs’ heterosexuality by engaging in ultimately empty 
relationships with women. He is caught in a constant conflict between his wish to be 
considered masculine and his undeniable desire for men: 
 
I wanted to be inside again, with the light and safety, with my manhood 
unquestioned, watching my woman put my children to bed […] I wanted a woman 
to be for me a steady ground, like the earth itself, where I could always be renewed. 
(p. 93) 
 
Marriage and heterosexuality, for David, represent validation in the eyes of society. 
They are vehicles for his claim on manhood, and they constitute a performance of 
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masculinity that presents a passage towards a life where David can have his ‘manhood 
unquestioned’. 
In his essay on the concept of a straight-acting gay man in Giovanni’s Room, Harry 
Thomas writes that Baldwin’s text suggests that there are harmful consequences for gay 
men who ‘ignore the liberating potential of effeminacy’, and, ultimately, David’s 
obsession with the maintenance of a masculinity untainted by femininity ‘is a primary 
source of the ruination he inflicts on himself and others’ (2014, p. 598). In fact, David’s 
obsession with masculinity is central to the entire narrative. David refuses to succumb to 
homosexuality and rejects Giovanni, which pushes Giovanni to murder his own employer 
and be sentenced to death. David’s fiancé, Hella, who had often been a source of stable 
masculine identity for David, finds David flirting with a man at a bar in Paris and flees to 
America, her relationship and her dignity in tatters. Finally, David condemns himself to 
a life of remorse for his role in both Giovanni’s and Hella’s fate, and of shame at his own 
sexuality as he, presumably, continues to resist the so-called ‘dark cavern’ (p. 8) of 
homosexuality. David’s devotion to maintaining a heterosexual, masculine identity is 
ultimately destructive, and is central to the development and consequences of the entire 
narrative. 
Furthermore, David’s self-delusion and his dedication to the performance of 
masculinity also fuel the unreliability of his narration. Keith Mitchell writes: 
 
David’s homosexuality is masked by his masculine performance. In other words, his 
same-sex desire is not visibly marked: he can pass, performatively, as straight any 
time he desires, except perhaps around those who can sense his masquerade. […] 
David’s heterosexual performance is always in danger by those who are able to see 
through it. Thus, he is always hyperconcerned about keeping up heterosexual 




As an example, Mitchell mentions an instance when a sailor guesses David’s sexual 
orientation, and, in response, David ‘panics and picks up a girl to prove to himself that he 
is still heterosexual’ (2006, p. 267). This mask may prove to be rather transparent to the 
reader of Giovanni’s Room. The reader’s interpretive reality often contradicts David’s 
claims of heterosexuality due to his actions and his narration throughout the novel. He 
undermines the significance of his romantic encounters with men, labelling them ‘drags’ 
and ‘drops’ in his ‘constant motion’ (p.18), claims he’s repulsed by the effeminate, 
homosexual men in his social circle, sleeps with women, and tells of his ultimate desire 
to be married, have children, and have his manhood unquestioned. However, his claim on 
his ideal masculinity is betrayed by his devotion to Giovanni and his fear of the bodies of 
both men and women and what they each represent. At several points in the novel, he 
inadvertently confesses a fear of women, their bodies, and perhaps of a life bound to them. 
He tells of nightmares about his mother that began when he was a child: 
 
She figured in my nightmares, blind with worms, her hair as dry as metal and brittle 
as a twig, straining to press me against her body; that body so putrescent, so 
sickening soft, that it opened, as I clawed and cried, into a breach so enormous as to 
swallow me alive. (p. 9) 
 
David’s depiction of his mother’s body as an ‘enormous breach’ mirrors his 
description of Joey’s body as a ‘dark cavern’. This is the beginning of a trend of equating 
women’s bodies, as well as men’s bodies, with dark spaces in which he feels trapped. 
Even his beloved Hella is not exempt; after separating himself from Giovanni, David 
confesses his developing distaste for and fear of Hella’s body, writing ‘I was fantastically 
intimidated by her breasts, and when I entered her I began to feel that I would never get 
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out alive’ (p. 140). David is fearful of the bodies of both men and women: the former 
signifies the effeminacy and consequent social condemnation of homosexuality, and the 
latter signifies the emptiness of his heterosexual performance. He tries to prove his 
heterosexuality to those around him, including the reader, by performing heterosexuality 
and sleeping with women, but eventually he finds himself trapped between the bodies of 
both men and women, with each representing, in David’s mind, a different kind of doom. 
Ultimately, he leaves Hella and visits a bar where he flirts with a man in an act that the 
reader is compelled to attribute not to a drunken accident or a lapse in concentration, as 
David claims, but to an expression of David’s true self, as shameful as he finds it to be. 
Though he requires the bodies of women to achieve his own ideal of masculinity, his 
desire for men’s bodies condemns him to feelings of emasculation. His behaviour and 
his, sometimes inadvertent, expressions of his true desires render his claims to both 
heterosexuality and his own perception of masculinity inauthentic. In his narration, David 
never acknowledges that his requirement of women, especially Hella, is actually a 
superficial attempt to maintain his masculine image, and he never concedes that his desire 
for men may be more authentic than his supposed desire for women; however, his 
behaviour throughout the novel is what conveys these notions to the reader. Thus, many 
readers construct an interpretive reality that contradicts David’s narrative account, 
thereby compromising David’s reliability as the reader is able to see through his 
masculine masquerade from early in the novel. 
 
The Separation of Interpretive Reality from the Narrative Account  
Here, I will revisit the ideas of the narrative account and the interpretive reality, where 
the ‘narrative account’ refers to the exact words and utterances of the narrator, understood 
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to be absolutely truthful and precise4, and the ‘interpretive reality’ refers to the reader’s 
understanding and interpretation of those words and utterances. The distance between the 
narrator’s account and the interpretive reality is an index of the reliability of the narrative: 
as the reader’s understanding of the text grows further from or nearer to the way it is 
depicted by the narrator, the reader considers the narrative to be, respectively, more or 
less unreliable.  
Lars Bernaerts argues that in the narratives of mad or delirious narrators, their delusion 
presents an alternate world separate from what may actually be happening within the 
textual world. These narratives often immerse the reader in the delirium, passing the 
delirium off as ‘reality’ within the text. In order to recognise the delirium and 
appropriately separate this alternate world from the interpretive reality, the reader must 
identify textual clues, such as impossibilities and factual inconsistencies. Bernaerts 
writes: 
 
When a delirium is woven into the imaginative fabric of the narrative, the reader, 
guided by narrative and rhetorical strategies, is ushered into the delusional world of 
the mad character in much the same way as he is immersed in the fictional world. At 
the point where the delirium is introduced, a fictional, imaginative recentering takes 
place. […] The centre of the textual universe temporarily shifts in the direction of 
the delirium. In that configuration, the reader will base his interpretation and 
judgement on the delirium. (p. 377) 
 
As long as the narrator’s delirium is unrecognised by the reader, the delirium is 
presented as real. In the case of Fight Club, Tyler Durden is the subject of the narrator’s 
                                                 
4 Although, as discussed earlier, this is ultimately an unrealistic assumption since the reader always 
infers outside of what the narrator has said. 
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delirium and the centre of the narrative’s unreliability. From the beginning of the novel, 
the reader is unwittingly lured into the narrator’s delirious world where Tyler appears to 
the reader as a flesh-and-blood character with whom the narrator interacts, until the 
moment of discovery when Tyler is discovered to be a figment of the narrator’s mind. 
The reader finds that the narrator’s insomnia results in the creation of an imaginary, 
hyper-masculine identity, Tyler, who is ultimately designed to allow the narrator to enact 
the uncharacteristically masculine behaviours that compensate for the lack of masculinity 
he finds within himself. 
The reader’s discovery of the narrator’s delusion, and extreme unreliability, has a 
transformative effect on the entire text. Wayne C. Booth writes that if the reader discovers 
the narrator to be unreliable, ‘the total effect of the work he relays to us is transformed’ 
(1961, p. 158). In Narrative and Rhetoric, James Phelan makes a similar observation, 
writing that ‘once we have some evidence of unreliability, it is possible to argue for 
unreliability all the way down’ (1996, p. 111). Often, when the reader is trapped in the 
delusional or deceptive world of the narrator, there is some point of discovery, as in Fight 
Club, where the reader is able to identify clues alluding to narrative unreliability and 
retrospectively diagnose the narrative as unreliable. Using Bernaert’s terms, the ‘centre 
of the textual universe’ shifts away from the delirium. The reader is then able to construct 
an interpretive reality that, from the beginning of the text, differs markedly from the 
narrative account.  
In Fight Club, the narrative’s extreme unreliability is discovered late in the novel; thus, 
the reader retrospectively recognises many of the discrepancies between the narrator’s 
account and the new interpretive reality that is created after discovering that Tyler is 
imaginary. As a result, the reader is likely to take the first of Phelan and Martin’s reading 
responses to unreliability mentioned in the previous chapter: to reject the narrator’s words 
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and reconstruct a more satisfactory account (1999, p. 94). The new interpretive reality, 
wherein Tyler is a concept fabricated by the narrator’s mind, heavily contradicts the 
narrative account, which treats Tyler as if he truly exists as a character in the narrative 
world. Even after the narrator discovers that Tyler is imaginary, he treats him as if he is 
a walking, talking person in the narrative world; he sees him and hears him speak. 
However, at this point, the reader is able to separate themselves from the narrator’s 
delirium and understand that where the narrator claims that Tyler is standing, there is 
nothing. This is evident in many scenes throughout the novel, including the first fight 
between Tyler and the narrator. 
The fight originates from the narrator’s desire to escape his emasculated state, to 
rediscover his manhood through excessive violence, and to etch into his body the marks 
of masculinity. Having never been in a fight, he claims that he doesn’t want to die without 
a few scars (p. 48), and he admires the fatherless men who acquire a physical masculinity 
– that is, they grow to look masculine or manly – through the act of fighting and the 
wounds and scars they receive during the fights: ‘You see a guy come to fight club for 
the first time, and his ass is a loaf of bread. You see this same guy here six months later, 
and he looks carved out of wood. This guy trusts himself to handle anything’ (p. 51). 
Fight club is a means for these men to uncover the masculinity that is buried within them. 
For the narrator, ‘fighting becomes a (self-destructive) method of self-discovery that frees 
men from the feminine vanity of self-improvement’ (Church 2006, p. 14). The narrator, 
along with the other men in fight club, puts his faith in violence and self-destruction as a 
means of acquiring a claim on masculinity. The narrator’s fight with Tyler, in particular, 
is a gateway to the acquisition of his desired manhood. 
When Tyler tells the narrator to ‘hit me as hard as you can’ (p. 42, 56), the narrator 
leaps at the chance to establish a violent masculinity that societal pressures prevent him 
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from otherwise expressing. On first reading the fight, the passage appears relatively 
reliable. The action is clear-cut and specific, offering detailed accounts of each blow: 
 
I breathed in and swung my fist in a roundhouse at Tyler’s jaw […] my fist connected 
with the side of Tyler’s neck. […] [Tyler] hit me, straight on, pow, just like a cartoon 
boxing glove on a spring on Saturday morning cartoons, right in the middle of my 
chest and I fell back against a car. […] I hit him, a girl’s wide roundhouse to the right 
under his ear, and Tyler shoved me back and stomped the heel of his shoe in my 
stomach. (p. 52-53) 
 
The descriptions of each blow are precise, and since the narrator has not yet proven 
himself to be any less reliable than an average narrator, there is little reason to doubt his 
descriptions or construct a contradictory interpretation of the fight. On first reading, the 
distance between the narrative account and the reader’s interpretive reality is likely to be 
small. However, on a second reading, after acquiring the knowledge that Tyler Durden is 
the narrator’s split personality, the interpretive reality of the scene transforms. Christina 
Wald writes that by subconsciously creating Tyler Durden, the narrator creates a ‘second 
self’ on whom he projects his own ‘repressed wishes, sexual desires, and aggressive 
impulses’ (2010, p. 230). This second self, which the reader only recognises late in the 
novel, encourages a second reading in order to construct a better informed interpretive 
reality. She writes that ‘the eventual revelation that the narrator and Tyler Durden are the 
same person invites readers to a circular reading that revisits crucial points in the narrative 
to discover their second, actual meanings’ (2010, p. 229). Statements in Fight Club like 
‘I know this because Tyler knows this’ (pp. 12, 113, 189), ‘Tyler’s words coming out of 
my mouth’ (p. 98), and ‘If I could wake up in a different place, at a different time, could 
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I wake up as a different person?’ (p. 33) are revealed to be hints at Tyler’s status as a 
manifestation of the narrator’s deranged mind.  
On a second reading, the reader understands that the narrator cannot truly be fighting 
Tyler, since Tyler does not exist outside of the narrator’s mind. To discover what truly 
occurred on the night of the fight, the reader must revisit another scene in the novel where 
the narrator beats himself bloody in his employer’s office. Between punches to his own 
face, the narrator states, ‘For no reason at all, I remember the night Tyler and I had our 
first fight’ (p. 116). With this hint in mind, the reader is now able to construct a second, 
more accurate interpretive reality that takes the place of the first: rather than fighting Tyler 
in a parking lot, the narrator was actually fighting himself. The reader is invited to imagine 
the narrator punching himself and throwing himself against nearby cars. This is reinforced 
by the film adaptation, where the viewer is shown the ‘imaginary’ fight between Tyler 
and the narrator; then, later in the film, they are shown what really took place, getting a 
glimpse of the narrator throwing himself to the ground and punching himself, to the 
bewilderment of patrons of a nearby bar.  
The narrator’s pursuit of masculinity is the fuel for this disparity between the narrative 
account and the interpretive reality that occurs after Tyler is discovered as imaginary. 
Rather than surrender to the feminisation that the narrator believes he has hitherto 
endured, he prefers to forge a masculine identity—a second self—that appears real to 
himself and the reader. He unintentionally draws the reader into his delusion, and early 
in the novel, the deceived reader, one who is unaware of Tyler’s status as a figment of the 
narrator’s imagination, is inclined to construct an interpretive reality that hovers close to 
the narrator’s account. Once the reader discovers the narrator’s split personality, he/she 
also discovers the narrator’s extreme unreliability and is able to separate his/her own 
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understanding from the words of the narrator, thereby constructing a new, more accurate 
interpretive reality that sits at a great distance from the narrator’s account.  
In Giovanni’s Room, the reader’s likely discovery of David’s unreliability occurs much 
earlier than in Fight Club, so there is a considerable distance between the narrative 
account and the interpretive reality from the first few pages. In fact, within the opening 
chapter of Giovanni’s Room, David himself admits that he is ‘too various to be trusted’ 
(p. 5). Most of the hints of unreliability in Baldwin’s novel are less explicit than the 
dramatic discovery scene in Fight Club. In Giovanni’s Room, David tries to re-establish 
his appearance of heterosexuality by curtailing the significance of his homosexual 
encounters. Though he addresses the pivotal role that his night with Joey plays in the 
development of his identity, he views it as a somewhat regrettable mistake and quickly 
shuns Joey, joining a ‘rougher, older crowd’ and becoming ‘very nasty to Joey’ until Joey 
finally moves away from the neighbourhood and out of David’s life forever (p. 9). 
Thereafter, aside from the relationship with Giovanni that forms the crux of the novel’s 
plot, David only briefly mentions his romantic encounters with other men. He tells of how 
he maintained his image of heterosexuality by ‘not looking at the universe, not looking at 
myself, by remaining, in effect, in constant motion’ (p. 18). He then mentions that there 
were other encounters with men, ‘all drunk, all sordid’, including one in the Army with a 
‘fairy’, but he equates them with lapses in concentration, mysterious ‘drags’ and ‘drops’ 
in his constant motion, ‘like an airplane hitting an air pocket’ (p. 18). He also tells of a 
drunken encounter at a bar in Paris which he prefers to deny altogether: 
 
I had been accused of causing a minor sensation by flirting with a soldier. My 
memory of that night was, happily, very dim, and I took the attitude that no matter 




Literary theorist Trudier Harris-Lopez writes that, although David engages in multiple 
homosexual encounters, ‘his response to such acts is consistently to minimise their 
meaning and to absolve himself of complicity by attempting to maintain his image of 
purity’. Furthermore, she contends that, despite David’s attempts to convince the reader 
that his homoerotic encounters are insignificant, they really constitute ‘the substance of 
his life’ (2002, p. 12). Thus, an important discrepancy between David’s narration and the 
reader’s interpretation is revealed; while David would prefer to have the reader believe 
that he is heterosexual, the reader is likely to understand from these encounters, his 
prolonged affair with Giovanni, and his previously mentioned fear of women’s bodies, 
that David is, at heart, homosexual, and refuses to accept his sexual identity. 
Another important signal of unreliability within the novel is the behaviours and 
reactions of other characters, particularly those of David’s acquaintance, Jacques. 
Throughout the novel, it’s clear that David’s introspective loathing for his own 
homosexual desires extends outwards; he detests men who sleep with men. He loathes 
the effeminacy of the gay men who populate the bars he attends and operate within his 
social circle, including Guillaume, Jacques, and even, at times, Giovanni. He describes 
them as looking ‘like a peacock garden’ and sounding ‘like a barnyard’ (p. 24), and of 
one particularly effeminate man who wears makeup and earrings, sometimes donning a 
skirt and high heels, David narrates: 
 
I confess that his utter grotesqueness made me uneasy; perhaps in the same way that 
the sight of monkeys eating their own excrement turns some people’s stomachs. 
They might not mind so much if monkeys did not – so grotesquely – resemble human 




He mentions his hatred for Jacques (p. 37) and how he wants to ‘do something to his 
cheerful, hideous, worldly face which would make it impossible for him ever again to 
smile at anyone’ (p. 36). He is also particularly repulsed by a transsexual or drag queen – 
it is never truly made clear in the passage – who he refers to as ‘it’ and describes as 
looking like ‘a mummy or zombie’ (p. 34). Keith Mitchell argues that David’s encounters 
with these ‘effeminate heteronormative characters illustrate his sexual ambivalence and 
his desire to rid himself of what he sees as the castrating and feminising implications of 
same-sex desire’ (2006, p. 267). The effeminate men of Giovanni’s Room disturb and 
infuriate David because, to him, they are a vision of what he may become, thereby 
threatening what David holds dearest: his masculinity and his heterosexuality. These 
characters pose the greatest threat to David’s masculinity because not only do they evoke 
his desire, they also provoke him to come to terms with himself as a homosexual man—
a reality which David would do anything to avoid. They offer David little hope of escape 
from the truth. Rather, as Harry Thomas argues, they actually ‘serve as voices of truth, 
routinely shattering David’s self-deceptions’ (2013, p. 611). The reader comes to trust the 
other characters of Giovanni’s Room far more than David because the other characters 
are more comfortable with their identities and their sexualities. While David is confident 
that he hides his homosexuality behind his masculine façade, the other characters of the 
novel reveal to the reader just how transparent David’s desperate and futile attempts to 
preserve his masculinity and heteronormativity really are. While David’s attempts to 
adhere to the norms of masculinity undermine the reliability of the narrative, the other 
characters, condemned by David for their femininity and openly expressed sexuality, 
often prove to be a more reliable source for the reader’s construction of an accurate 
interpretive reality than the self-deluded narrator. 
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For instance, early in the novel, while David still insists he’s heterosexual and that his 
homosexual affairs were ‘drags’ and ‘drops’ in his ‘constant motion’, his openly 
homosexual friend provides a comment that illuminates to the reader the obviousness of 
David’s sexuality. Upon meeting Giovanni, who works at a bar, Jacques suggests that 
David invite Giovanni to drink with them. David’s reply is predictably defensive: ‘Why 
don’t I? Well, you may find this hard to believe, but, actually, I’m sort of queer for girls 
myself. If it was his sister looking so good, I’d invite her to have a drink with us’ (p. 27). 
David makes no self-reflexive comment on this dialogue, seemingly preferring to have 
the reader believe that he truly is more attracted to men than to women. Jacques then 
provides an illuminating comment: ‘“I was not suggesting that you jeopardise, even for a 
moment, that” – he paused – “that immaculate manhood which is your pride and joy”’ (p. 
27). From this remark, the reader can infer that David projects an over-the-top masculine 
self, one that masks his fear of his own perceived femininity, but one that is also 
transparent to Jacques and perhaps the other characters in the novel. Jacques, who is 
proudly open about his gayness, mocks and exposes David’s masculine façade, revealing 
that David’s masculine performance does not appear as authentic or convincing as he 
would have those around him, as well as the reader, believe. By this point in the novel, 
the reader is likely to already find David’s narration untrustworthy due to his inauthentic 
claims about his sexuality, but Jacques’s remark further widens this distance between the 
narrative account and the interpretive reality. 
Thus, we have the two planes of the text: the narrative account, in which David would 
have the reader believe that he is heterosexual, that his momentary love affairs with men 
do not factor into his true sexuality, and that homosexuality is a ‘dark cavern’ that must 
be avoided; and the interpretive reality, in which David refuses to accept his 
homosexuality. This interpretive reality is informed not only by conflicts between 
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David’s narration and his behaviour, but also by the dialogue of other characters. The 
interpretive reality is likely to be distant from the narrative account from the first few 
pages of the novel, growing farther with each of David’s self-delusional denials of his 
true sexuality and each of the judgements from other characters. Where David’s narration 
seems deceptive, specifically in terms of his own sexuality and the perils of 
homosexuality, the reader may seek a more accurate interpretation using the judgements 
of other characters. The reader is likely to surmise that David is deluded, but where Fight 
Club draws the reader into the delusion, at least initially, before clarifying it, Giovanni’s 
Room uses David’s self-deceptive narration and the comments of other characters to keep 
the reader separate from the delusion, even if they may occasionally drift back into it.  
 
 
In both Fight Club and Giovanni’s Room, emasculation is the key to the unreliability of 
each narrative. Both narrators attempt to establish a false, masculine identity in order to 
redeem what they perceive as claims on manhood. The imagined masculine identity in 
Fight Club deceives the reader in the beginning, but by the ending, the reader knows 
enough to separate their interpretive reality from the narrative account. The feigned 
heterosexuality of David from Giovanni’s Room is never convincing, and the reader is 
likely to doubt the truth of David’s narrative account from the beginning of the novel. 
Both narrators are contradictions, torn between their self-perceived feminised selves and 
their flawed ideals of masculinity. They both construct narrative accounts that not only 
attempt to defy the reader’s grip on truth and reality within the text, but also to deceive, 
deny, and conceal themselves.  
Fight Club and Giovanni’s Room are two of many narratives whose themes of 
masculinity are intertwined with unreliable narration. The application of the ‘dual reality’ 
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approach to unreliability in these two novels allows a better understanding of the 
intersections between masculinity and unreliable narrative. Indeed, almost any narrative 
that involves a male first-person narrator, particularly narrators who are perceived to 
struggle with masculinity, unreliability becomes an important issue that is bound up with 
the narrator’s attempts to communicate a masculine identity. This analysis provides 
insight into the ways in which men in literature represent their realities and themselves, 
and how ideals associated with masculinity can motivate narrators’ inauthentic 




















Traits of Masculinity and Signals of Unreliability in ‘Dark Stories’ and 
‘The Magician’ 
 
As illustrated by the previous chapter in this thesis, there are important intersections 
between the concepts of unreliable narration and literary masculinity, which this chapter 
will further examine in relation to my creative artefact. Both are defined by a long list of 
traits that vary between scholars. In his influential study of unreliable narration, Picaros, 
Madmen, Naifs and Clowns (1981), William Riggan draws attention to four types of the 
first-person, homodiegetic unreliable narrator: the adventurous ‘Picaro’, who flatters 
himself and whose narrative is consistently tinged with an undeniable bias and 
exaggeration; the ‘Clown’, whose deliberately and playfully deceptive narrative often 
involves ‘Grotesque distortion, farcical exaggeration, satirical reversal, and imaginative 
chaotic play’ (p. 175); the ‘Madman’, who is perceived as ‘insignificant, petty, 
withdrawn, defensive, dreaming, spiteful, perversely logical, self-deluding’, and whose 
trustworthiness is called into question due to these traits (p. 110); and the ‘Naïf’, whose 
naivety renders her/him unequipped to deal with ‘the moral, ethical, emotional, and 
intellectual questions’ that arise from any given situation within the narrative and her/his 
account of them (p. 169). Similarly, Phelan and Martin differentiate between types of 
unreliable narration, claiming that unreliability occurs along each of three axes: the axis 
of facts/events, which measures a narrator’s attempts to deceive the reader by unreliably 
reporting narrative ‘facts’; the axis of ethics/evaluation, which gauges the narrator’s 
ethical judgements that the reader may view as flawed or different from her/his own; and 
the axis of knowledge/perception, which indicates when a narrator’s ‘lack of knowledge, 
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perceptiveness, or sophistication’ yields a misreading or insufficient interpretation of an 
event, character, or situation within the narrative (1999, p. 94). 
The list of traits that contribute to masculinity is similarly long and often debated 
among scholars in the field. In Masculinities and Culture (2002), John Beynon notes that 
the key factors that shape masculinities and ideas about masculinities are: ‘historical 
location; age and physique; sexual orientation; education; status and lifestyle; 
geographical; ethnicity; religion and beliefs; class or occupation; culture and subculture’ 
(2002, p. 10). He acknowledges that masculinity is a cultural construction rather than a 
biological one, and that these are the principal considerations in the form, experience, and 
enactment of masculinity. Sociologist David Grazian suggests that young men are 
encouraged to adhere to a set of boundaries require men to be ‘physically strong, 
powerful, independent, self-confident, efficacious, dominant, active, persistent, 
responsible, dependable, aggressive, courageous, and sexually potent’ (2007, p. 222). He 
highlights that masculinity is also characterised by relentless competitiveness, emotional 
detachment, and an insatiable heterosexual desire, each of which is commonly associated 
with the sexual objectification and pursuit of women. Furthermore, as mentioned 
throughout this thesis, Robert Brannon (1976) claims that to reach society’s ideal 
masculinity, a man must refrain from enacting feminine behaviours and activities, and he 
must be dominant, powerful, independent, self-reliant, emotionally stable, and 
courageous. A failure to achieve success in any of those traits associated with masculinity 
can result in emasculation – a perceived failure to be masculine. 
Much of this thesis is concerned with how the traits of unreliable narration and 
masculinity interact with each other and form a causal relationship with one another. This 
examination of unreliability through the lens of masculinity allows for a better 
understanding of how and why male narrators may distort their narratives in an effort to 
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appear to be a ‘better’ man. It also investigates how ideas regarding masculinity shape 
how male narrators are constructed to perceive the narrative world and relay it to the 
reader. However, in this analysis, it is not enough to simply recognise that unreliable 
narration and the narrator’s emasculation have both occurred within the text. When both 
are present within the text, the reader is invited to identify the specific reasons for the 
narrator’s sense of failed masculinity and investigate how they influence or have been 
influenced by the unreliability of the narrative. For instance, the root of unreliability in 
Fight Club (1996) and the cause of the narrator’s emasculation are both found in his 
submission to the castrating banality of consumerism and his lack of a father figure to 
guide him in the formation of masculine traits. Moreover, the acts of deception within the 
narration in Giovanni’s Room (1956) are caused by, and intended to conceal, the same-
sex desires that the narrator finds to be shameful and emasculating. 
Like these two texts, the short stories contained within this thesis examine facets of 
unreliability that are closely linked with, and often caused by, society’s limited and 
limiting view of maleness and masculine behaviour. They investigate and initiate 
interactions between unreliability and failures of masculinity, finding a multitude of 
combinations of the two. To identify and diagnose the unreliability of each narrative, the 
reader is asked to identify the signals within the text that indicate a discrepancy between 
the narrative account and the reader’s interpretive reality. Ansgar Nünning states that ‘the 
clue to a narrator’s unreliability’ is provided by a ‘broad range of definable signals’ that 
include ‘both textual data and the reader’s pre-existing conceptual knowledge of the 
world’ (1997, p. 101). That is, the diagnosis of unreliable narration requires a reader who 
not only recognises the overt signals within the narrator’s discourse that the narrative is 
unreliable – like the narrator’s suspicious repeated assertions that he is not insane in Edgar 
Allan Poe’s ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’ (2006) – but also identifies the ways in which the 
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narrator’s understanding and telling of the narrative contradicts the reader’s own 
interpretations. The many different variations of unreliability mean that it is near 
impossible to compile a list that accounts for each and every textual signal that indicates 
its presence. However, some of these signals that also pertain to my short fiction include: 
conflicts between story and discourse; internal discrepancies within the narrator’s 
discourse; discrepancies between the narrator’s presentation of events and his or her 
commentary on these events; and multiperspectival accounts of the story that cannot be 
synthesised (Nünning 1997, Zerweck 2001, Olson 2003). 
Furthermore, as Seymour Chatman writes, ‘unreliability may stem from cupidity, 
cretinism, gullibility, psychological and moral obtuseness, perplexity and lack of 
information, innocence [as in naivety], or a whole host of other causes’ (Chatman 1978, 
p. 233). An indication that the narrator possesses any of these traits may also alert the 
reader to the narrative’s unreliability. Other signals may include ‘direct warnings that the 
narrator should not be confused with the author’, as with the postscript of Lolita in which 
Vladimir Nabokov asserts his distance in moral values from Humbert Humbert, and 
‘discrepancies between the values asserted in the work and those of the author in other 
contexts’ (Booth 1974, quoted in Olson 2003). Although this thesis argues that 
unreliability lies in the distance between the narration and the reader’s interpretation – 
rather than, as Booth argues, between the norms of the narrator and the implied author – 
these last two signals remain important as they indicate to the reader that there is another 
interpretation of the narrative, one that is intended by the author that contradicts the one 
propounded by the narrator. 
As Nünning claims, ‘If one wishes to understand how unreliable narrators unwittingly 
reveal their own self-deceptions and delusions, one must explore the signals and clues 
that allow the reader to apprehend narrational unreliability’ (1997, p. 95). This chapter 
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aims to provide a better understanding of a narrator’s motives and reasons for narrative 
unreliability, specifically those linked with the narrator’s struggles with masculinity. The 
short stories within this thesis will be examined not only for textual signals that indicate 
the narrative’s unreliability, but also discrepancies that likely occur between the narrative 
account and the reader’s interpretive reality. This chapter will first identify the traits of 
masculinity with which each narrator struggles, then examine how those struggles interact 
with or obstruct their abilities or willingness to tell the story reliably. Specifically, this 
chapter will examine ‘Dark Stories’ as an example of the narrator’s concealment of his 
sexuality from the reader, and ‘The Magician’ as an example of the narrator’s quest for 
masculinity compromising his sanity. 
 
‘Dark Stories’ and Concealed Sexuality 
As mentioned in the previous chapter of this thesis, heteronormativity is an important 
component of men’s adherence to societal expectations of masculine identity. Some 
homosexual literary characters, like David’s companions in Giovanni’s Room, are 
portrayed as flamboyant and feminine, and may be considered by some to be deviant from 
the traditional masculine ideals laid out by society. Others, like David himself, are 
portrayed to be ashamed of their sexuality, concealing it from other characters as well as 
the reader. As Stephen Adams writes in The Homosexual as Hero in Contemporary 
Fiction, the male homosexual is ‘menaced by definitions of manhood that are used to 
denigrate his existence and individual dignity’ (1980, p. 35). Narrators like David, and 
many others included in this thesis, perform heterosexuality to avoid the risk of social 
condemnation and ostracization, and to appear to live up to definitions of masculinity that 
treat homosexuality as deviant and undesirable. 
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Some narratives, including Giovanni’s Room, are narrated by male characters whose 
sexuality appears to be a source of shame and emasculation. They repress and conceal 
their sexualities, so that the reader must often rely on the other characters in the story or 
the narrator’s unintentional giveaways to infer his sexuality. One such narrative is ‘Dark 
Stories’ which begins with the teenage narrator, Daniel, relaying the physical details of 
his body to the reader as if he were examining it in the mirror: 
 
When I raise my arms and flex, I barely notice the difference in my biceps. When I 
let my arms fall back to my side, my bony elbows and wrists make them look too 
long. My pale, elongated body reminds me of dough that’s been kneaded too thin. 
The only other penises I’ve ever seen are the giant, immaculate ones from porn, and 
mine is miniscule in comparison. Grouped together with the scrotum, it all hangs 
like rotten fruit. (p. 1) 
 
Daniel’s struggles with masculinity are obvious from the very beginning of the story. 
He criticises his body and the way it falls short of the masculine norm – its boniness, 
elongation, smallness, and the way his genitals hang ‘like rotten fruit’ contradict the 
traditionally ideal masculine body, which is large, hard, and rigid.  
Societal ideas surrounding masculinity are tightly intertwined with representations of 
the body. The narrator of Giovanni’s Room consistently contrasts the largeness of his own 
body with the smaller bodies of his gay lovers and compares one of his lovers’ bodies to 
a ‘black opening of a cavern’ in which he would lose his manhood (p. 8). Meanwhile, 
Tyler Durden, the ideal masculine man according to the narrator of Fight Club, sports a 
lean, hard, masculine body, particularly in his portrayal in the film adaptation. Raewyn 
Connell emphasises the body’s importance in constructions of masculinity, writing, 
‘Masculine gender is (among other things) a certain feel to the skin, certain muscular 
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shapes and tensions, certain postures and ways of moving, certain possibilities in sex’, 
and concludes that the body ‘is inescapable in the construction of masculinity’ (1995, pp. 
52-56). Sociologist Loïc J. D. Wacquant writes that ‘muscles are the distinctive symbol 
of masculinity, the specific armamentarium of an embattled manhood’, stating that the 
acquisition of a muscular frame can even affirm one’s self-esteem and sense of 
masculinity (1995, p. 171). As mentioned in the previous chapter, Jeffrey A. Brown also 
states that the muscular body is a clear marker of ‘an individual as a bearer of masculine 
power’, standing in stark contrast to ‘those cultural identities represented as soft and 
vulnerable’ (2001, p. 169). By highlighting his boniness and skinniness, the smallness of 
his biceps, and how his body reminds him of ‘dough that’s been kneaded too thin’ (p. 1), 
Daniel draws attention to the ways in which his physical body falls short of what is 
traditionally required to be masculine. His self-conscious confession places him, at least 
physically, as completely divergent from society’s ideal masculinity. To further reinforce 
this point, he compares his own body to that of his brother: 
 
My older brother, Eddie, must have admired the mirror like a painting. He was built 
like an acrobat and wore t-shirts that stretched tight across his chest and accentuated 
the lines of his body. The muscles in his biceps and forearms rippled with the 
minimal effort of cutting a steak. (p. 1) 
 
It’s clear that Eddie possesses the physical traits that are required of a physically 
masculine man, a ‘bearer of masculine power’ in Brown’s words. With his acrobatic body 
and rippling muscles, Eddie is depicted as having reached those expectations of 
appearance that society places on masculinity, and is contrasted with Daniel, whose 
physical characteristics fall short. With these two opening paragraphs, one describing 
Daniel’s body and one describing Eddie’s, Daniel and his body are presented as deviant 
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from hegemonic ideals of masculinity. The comparisons continue throughout the story; 
Daniel confesses to a stranger at a nightclub: 
 
‘You know, standing in his shadow, I always felt so tiny. I was always living up to 
these expectations, these criticisms; I’ve never been strong enough, never man 
enough, and I’ve never resented him for it, but I’ve always known that these heights 
that I’m supposed to reach, they were there because of my brother.’ (p. 6) 
 
Here, Daniel explicitly addresses the issue of being compared, and comparing himself, 
to his brother. However, Daniel’s comments on his body as never being ‘strong enough’ 
or ‘man enough’ not only allude to the way he contrasts with his brother; rather, and more 
importantly, they allude to what his brother represents – a masculinity that successfully 
adheres to society’s and Daniel’s own expectations. Daniel tells us that he is considered 
less masculine than his brother; the implied narrative is that it is not his brother’s 
masculinity that Daniel has failed to live up to, but broader society’s stereotypically 
masculine ideals. 
Daniel closes the opening paragraph with a small, telling detail: of his penis, he claims 
that ‘Nobody has seen it, not since I was a child’ (p. 1). Helen Hacker considers the role 
of the lover to strike ‘at the heart of the problem of masculinity’, and highlights that ‘the 
ability to perform the sexual act has been a criterion for man’s evaluation of himself from 
time immemorial’ (1957, p. 231). By stating that no one has seen him naked since he was 
a child (the reader may surmise that the last person to see him naked was a parent), Daniel 
admits to the reader his virginity, further reinforcing his personal struggles with his 
seeming failure to adhere to expectations of manhood and masculinity.   
Though these opening paragraphs illuminate the masculinity struggles that Daniel 
endures and that are thematically central to ‘Dark Stories’, on first reading, there appears 
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to be little in the way of unreliable narration early in the story. The confessional and self-
conscious nature of the narration in these early paragraphs make Daniel’s narration seem 
truthful, candid, and relatively reliable. Due to the fact that there have been few, if any, 
signals within the text that indicate the unreliability of Daniel’s narration, there is likely 
little discrepancy between the narrative account and the reader’s interpretive reality thus 
far. But as ‘Dark Stories’ progresses, it becomes evident that the locus of unreliability lies 
not in what Daniel says, but rather, what he does not say – what the reader is able to infer 
outside of Daniel’s narration using the signals and ambiguities that are peppered 
throughout the story.  
A central theme of ‘Dark Stories’ is concealment, whether it be truths that are 
intentionally concealed from characters and the reader, or things that are unintentionally 
or inadvertently concealed. One of the first signs of this is a moment where Daniel and 
his two friends, Oyster and Cara, walk past a row of houses and guess at the situation 
inside. Daniel narrates that some of the houses have their curtains open ‘for all to see 
inside’ (p. 3), while other curtains are shut, hinting at the concealed nature of those 
houses; their contents are unknowable to the characters as well as the reader. Other 
instances of things concealed by the narrative include the mysterious origin of Oyster’s 
nickname (“I don’t know. I wasn’t there when he said it”, p. 4), the unknown word 
tattooed behind Anna’s ear (p. 4), and the reason for the blanket being left behind at the 
train station (“We’ll never know”, p. 8). The answers to these mysteries are never 
discovered by Daniel, hence they resemble narrative gaps. Wolfgang Iser comments on 
the inevitable gaps that arise in narrative, claiming that reading, like writing, is an 
imaginatively creative process, and that if ‘the reader were given the whole story, and 
there were nothing left for him to do, then his imagination would never enter the field, 
the result would be boredom which inevitably arises when everything is laid out cut and 
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dried before us’ (1972, p. 280). Thus, there must be ideas that are implied, or ‘unwritten’, 
in the text in order to engage the reader’s imagination. Iser also writes, ‘the written text 
imposes certain limits on its unwritten implications in order to prevent these from 
becoming too blurred or hazy’ (1972, p. 281). However, ‘Dark Stories’ seems to toy with 
this convention; rather than imposing limits on its possible implications, lest they become 
‘hazy’, it seems to set no boundaries at all. Anna, the girl Daniel meets at a nightclub, has 
a tattoo behind her ear, but all the reader is told about the tattoo is that Daniel can see ‘the 
last two letters of a word’ (p. 4). There is no other information that the reader can use to 
infer what the word may be. After reading Anna’s story, the reader may surmise that they 
might be the last two letters of ‘Mum’, or the last two letters of her ex-girlfriend’s name, 
but the lack of limits imposed on the possible implications means that they become ‘hazy’, 
and Daniel’s narrative, due to his lack of knowledge of the narrative world, becomes 
unreliable.  Seymour Chatman claims that in the reading process, ‘members of the 
audience must respond with an interpretation: they cannot avoid participating in the 
transaction. They must fill in gaps with essential or likely events, traits and objects which 
for various reasons have gone unmentioned’ (1978, p. 28). But since the reader’s 
experience is limited to Daniel’s perspective and there seems to be little information or 
context regarding these mysteries, the details that remain unknown to Daniel cannot 
possibly be known by the reader. Daniel is the reader’s gateway into the text; all events 
and existents within the story are filtered through Daniel – he perceives the details, then 
selectively relays them to the reader. To make meaning of, or construct answers to, these 
mysteries that Daniel finds in the narrative world, the reader must venture beyond 
Daniel’s utterances and make inferences outside of his narration. But with the little 




Perhaps the most important moment in the text, and the key to Daniel’s unreliability 
as well as his struggles with masculinity, is not a fact within the narrative that Daniel does 
not know, but rather, one that he conceals from the reader as well as the other characters 
in the story. Late in the story, Anna encourages Daniel to offer a confession, something 
he has ‘never told anyone before’. Daniel narrates: ‘I think of something and my heart 
races at the thought of telling her, but then she sits down beside me and sips at the froth 
along the top of her beer, and I decide to tell her something else instead’ (p. 6). Daniel 
goes on to confess to Anna his feelings of emasculation living in the shadow of his 
brother, but he never explicitly tells her or the reader what he had originally planned to 
confess. Some readers may be content with not knowing Daniel’s secret, as it aligns with 
the story’s themes that centre on mysteries and the unknowable. However, other readers 
may seek further meaning in the text and may have recognised evidence within the text 
that alludes to Daniel’s secret.   
Throughout ‘Dark Stories’, Daniel seems to pay more attention to his male friend 
Oyster, in terms of description, than he does the other characters of the story. At one point 
in the story, when Daniel is conversing with Anna, he stops paying attention to Anna and 
describes Oyster standing at the bar. He doesn’t take notice of Anna speaking to him as 
he notes Oyster sweeping his hair behind his ear and winking at him. Daniel smiles and 
wishes Oyster ‘was back here sitting beside me’ (p. 5). Again, later in the story, when 
Anna makes an advance on Daniel, he averts his attention and describes Oyster’s features, 
‘his eyebrows set dark and heavy on his face, a light spread of stubble across his jaw’, in 
this moment when Anna admits an attraction to Daniel, Daniel hopes that Oyster ‘doesn’t 
look back’ (p. 7) and catch them in what may look like a romantic moment. Furthermore, 
Daniel hints at an unease at Oyster’s relationship with Cara, narrating, ‘The way they 
touch each other, every bit of their affection irritates me. He kisses her on the cheek, spins 
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her around as if they were dancing, and I turn invisible’ (p. 2). Of course, on the surface, 
the narrative does not appear to be unreliable; the descriptions are detailed and there 
appears to be little reason for the reader to doubt their verisimilitude. Isolated and without 
context, these details take on little significance, but when the reader considers each detail, 
coupled with the eventual knowledge that Daniel harbours a secret that he has not told 
anyone, the reader may observe Daniel’s descriptions of, and attention to, Oyster, as well 
as his dissatisfaction with Oyster’s relationship with Cara, as textual signals that indicate 
Daniel’s attraction to his friend—a same-sex desire that is revealed only implicitly in the 
text. There is also the pivotal moment when Anna first sits beside Daniel, and Oyster asks 
Daniel, “Would you fuck her?”: 
 
I look at her, hoping something will stir within me but knowing that it won’t. I feel 
nothing, except for Oyster’s breath against my neck; that, I feel caressing me down 
to the base of my spine. 
‘Yeah,’ I say. ‘For sure.’ (p. 3) 
 
This hope ‘something will stir within’ him mirrors David’s conflict with his 
homosexuality in Giovanni’s Room. Both narrators seem to share a hidden shame at their 
sexuality, preferring to perform heterosexual identities to preserve their masculinities. 
When confronted with the question of his lust for Anna, Daniel feels nothing; instead, he 
is stirred by the breath of his male friend against his neck. Daniel’s answer in the 
affirmative seems at odds with his absence of emotion when regarding Anna. This 
discrepancy between the narrator’s internal commentary and his dialogue is a clear 
indicator of narrative unreliability; it encourages the reader to construct an interpretive 
reality where Daniel’s secret – the one he keeps concealed from Anna, the other characters 
in the story, and the reader – is that he is attracted to Oyster and is afraid to tell anyone 
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lest his masculinity come under scrutiny. Due to Daniel’s unwillingness to confide in the 
reader, the reader must work to construct an interpretation that ventures beyond Daniel’s 
narrative account and make inferences outside of Daniel’s narration. 
Of course, this interpretive reality may not be the one constructed by all readers. Some 
readers may miss the textual signals that indicate Daniel’s same-sex desires, while other 
readers may argue that there is not enough evidence of Daniel’s homosexuality, or that 
the evidence, albeit convincing, does not necessarily indicate that Daniel is attracted to 
Oyster. ‘The Night Our Heads Collided’, a similar story within the same collection that 
deals with the narrator’s concealed sexuality, may be less open to interpretation. In this 
story, there is a clear point in the narrative where the narrator’s same-sex desires appear 
to be revealed. The narrator of ‘The Night Our Heads Collided’ is given a similar 
opportunity to disclose his sexuality to other characters and the reader during a game of 
Truth or Dare. When it’s his turn to tell a ‘truth’, he narrates: 
 
Instantly, my cheeks feel hot. I search for something. I could say anything. This 
might be the only room where I could tell any Truth and nothing would change. 
‘I haven’t really got anything,’ I say, and the room deflates. (p. 4). 
 
The narrator is then confronted with his own secret when his friend Lenny, confesses 
that he can hear the narrator’s thoughts: ‘That’s how I know you’re a liar when you say 
you don’t have secrets. And that’s how I know that you wish you could touch me and not 
feel scared’ (p. 6). When Lenny admits that he knows that the narrator desires him, the 
narrator more or less confirms Lenny’s claims. Though he denies it to Lenny, he narrates 
‘Suddenly, I know it’s true. Something passed between us when our heads collided. 
Something of me was left in him, and now there’s nowhere to hide’ (p. 6). Similar to 
Daniel of ‘Dark Stories’, the narrator of ‘The Night Our Heads Collided’ seeks to 
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maintain his sense of masculinity and heteronormativity, and he never confesses his 
same-sex desires to the other characters, but unlike Daniel, the narrator of ‘The Night Our 
Heads Collided’ confides in the reader. While ‘The Night Our Heads Collided’ features 
a clear point where the reader is encouraged to infer the narrator’s same-sex desires, thus 
leaving less space for diversity of interpretation, ‘Dark Stories’ reinforces the notion that 
interpretations of meaning in narrative, including unreliability, are diverse and can vary 
from reader to reader. For both narrators, their equation of same-sex desire with 
emasculation is what motivates their concealment of their sexualities. But while ‘The 
Night Our Heads Collided’ features a narrator who eventually confides in the reader, 
Daniel forces the reader to make inferences beyond his narration and construct an 
interpretive reality made up of details never explicitly given in the narrative account. For 
this reason, in many ways, Daniel’s narrative may be considered more unreliable than 
that of ‘The Night Our Heads Collided’. 
Ultimately, readers who arrive at the interpretation that the narrator of ‘Dark Stories’ 
harbours a homosexual desire will likely surmise that he equates his sexuality with 
emasculation. Readers who acknowledge the themes of the story regarding concealment 
and identify the textual signals that indicate the narrator’s attraction to his friend are likely 
to determine that Daniel’s unreliability is intertwined with the masculinity struggles 
implied from the beginning of the story. In his efforts to adhere to a traditionally accepted 
masculinity that requires heterosexuality, he conceals his same-sex desire from the 
characters and the reader, thereby inducing the reader to construct an interpretive reality 
that not only differs from, but expands upon the narrative account. ‘Dark Stories’ 
exemplifies how men – particularly, in this case, homosexual men – in literature may be 
conveyed to feel compelled to adhere to certain boundaries of sexuality imposed by 
society. It illustrates how male narrators who struggle with masculinity are often 
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conveyed as misrepresenting themselves, projecting an inauthentic identity that 
contradicts what the reader may deem to be the narrator’s true self. 
 
‘The Magician’ and the Illusion of Power 
‘The Magician’, another narrative within this collection of short stories, is perhaps more 
overt than ‘Dark Stories’ in its invitation for the reader to reject the words of the narrator 
and construct an interpretive reality that contradicts the narrative account. While ‘Dark 
Stories’ reflects key concerns of Giovanni’s Room in its narrator’s inclination to conceal 
truths from the reader, ‘The Magician’ reflects the central themes of Fight Club with its 
distortion of narrative facts and its use of a deluded narrator whose hallucinations are, 
perhaps unintentionally, designed to boost his sense of power and his masculinity in the 
mind of the reader. 
The story’s narrator, Billy Church, begins with a distinction between ‘tricks’ and 
‘magic’; ‘Tricks have secrets […] and once you know the secret, it no longer tricks you’, 
while ‘Magic has no secrets. It is exposed for the world to see […] There is no trick to 
magic. There is only magic’ (p. 1). He tells of his admiration for a magician that visited 
his town during his childhood; he is captivated by the swell of the magician’s chest, the 
stomp of his boot, and the way his female assistants obey his commands. Billy realises 
that this magician represents ‘not just the magician, but also the man’ (p. 3) he desires to 
be. Billy’s conception of his ideal masculinity begins with this magician, as well as the 
ones he sees on television who amaze the audience with their incredible feats of so-called 
magic. Billy, as an adult, tells of his career as a magician, beginning with tricks (p. 4), 
before moving on to what he propounds to be true magic. He narrates instances where he 
bends the confines of reality; he recalls a moment in his childhood where he makes a glass 
levitate—though he acknowledges that, at least at the time, he thought this was a fantasy 
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(p. 3); he sets a woollen slipper on fire before restoring it to its original form (p. 7); he 
discovers his ability to bring orbs of light into existence (p. 10) before performing it on 
stage (p. 11); and, eventually, he claims to harness the power to raise the sun (p. 15). 
However, rather than believing these instances are delusions, readers may be tempted 
to attribute Billy’s impossible feats to the world that is created within the text. According 
to literary theorist Tamar Yacobi, one of the measures that the reader can utilise to 
reconcile ‘referential difficulties, incongruities or (self-) contradictions’ (1981, p. 113-
114) within the narration, thereby assessing whether a narrator is unreliable, is the 
‘generic principle’. Yacobi writes: 
 
In general, it goes without saying that every genre shows – in its special manner and 
for its special effects – a certain simplification of reality. This means that a generic 
framework dictates or makes possible certain rules of referential stylisation, the 
employment of which usually results in a set of divergences from what is generally 
accepted as the principles governing actual reality. (1981, p. 115) 
 
Each genre – and more specifically, each text – brings with it a specific set of norms 
that construct and guide the boundaries of reality within which the narrative is set. Thus, 
a narrator’s presentation of the reality within the text may be deemed reliable or unreliable 
according to the genre to which the text belongs. For instance, as Ansgar Nünning points 
out, ‘a narrator who is considered to be unreliable in psychological or realistic terms may 
appear quite reliable if the text belongs to the genre of science fiction’ (2008, p. 98). 
Likewise, upon reading about Billy’s feats, the reader may choose to classify ‘The 
Magician’, as science fiction or magical realism, and deem Billy a relatively reliable 
narrator who truly did, within the narrative world, cast magic. However, there are 
numerous signals within the text that indicate that the depictions of Billy’s feats of magic 
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are not functions of the genre to which the story belongs but are hallucinations presented 
by Billy as reality. Readers who recognise these signals are compelled to construct an 
interpretive reality that contradict Billy’s representation of events. 
One of these signals is Billy’s dedication to the maintenance of a powerfully masculine 
identity. As mentioned, Billy idolises the ‘men of magic’ that blur the line between the 
real and unreal. When Billy begins to believe that, rather than just performing ‘tricks’, he 
wields true ‘magic’, not only does he use it to charm his love interest, Deanna, but he also 
feels that it brings him closer to ‘those men of magic [he’d] admired since [he] was a 
child’ (p. 8). After burning Deanna’s slipper to ash, then bringing it back ‘in one piece’ 
(p. 7), Billy comments on his ‘overwhelming sense of power, like [he] had become some 
kind of mystic titan’ (p. 7). But Billy only achieves this power that he equates with 
masculinity through his delusions. Even the scene early in the story, where two boys and 
a girl watch him as he attempts to raise the sun, indicates that Billy’s delusions are 
designed, perhaps unconsciously, to boost his masculine ego. Billy claims that ‘one of the 
boys behind me says something’ (p. 4) that he doesn’t hear because his effort in raising 
the sun distracts him. Although the words reach Billy as ‘an indiscernible murmur’, he 
assumes that they ‘vocalise [the boy’s] amazement at the feat being performed’ (p. 5) and 
that, were he not distracted, he would have heard them applaud. The reader has reason to 
suspect Billy’s unreliability in this passage since Billy merely assumes his audience’s 
amazement despite there being no concrete evidence that they are amazed. A more likely 
scenario is that Billy deludes himself into thinking the viewers are amazed to safeguard 
his ego, his masculine identity, against the scrutiny of his audience. Each of Billy’s 
delusions, whether it be his magic or the reactions of his audience, seem designed to make 
him appear more admirable and more powerful than the reader may truly perceive him to 
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be. Billy’s unreliable presentation of events is closely related to, even caused by, his 
desire to appear powerfully masculine in the reader’s eyes. 
To an extent, Billy also acknowledges his own loose grip on reality. His first 
proclaimed encounter with his own magic came in his youth when he telekinetically lifted 
a glass of water from a table and brought it to his hand. But, he narrates, ‘just as the 
smooth, cold glass made the slightest contact with the skin of my fingertips, nothing. The 
glass of water stood unstirred on the kitchen bench. A fantasy. Daydreams of a bored 
child’ (p. 3). However, in retrospect, he makes the somewhat ambiguous statement that 
‘it may not have been a fantasy’ (p. 3). Later, he comments on the line between reality 
and imagination: 
 
When something you’ve imagined for so long occurs in the real world, it jars you. 
For moments at a time, you could swear that everything that’s happening right there 
in front of you is inside your head. It’s so close to a dream world that it becomes 
hard to distinguish between the two. When you click your fingers and the sparks 
appear, and all is silent aside from the crackling blaze of fabric, sometimes not even 
the smoke you choke on or the burn against your fingertips seem truly real. But they 
don’t seem imagined either. You’re stuck in limbo between the two, balancing on a 
tight rope, and you could fall either way. (p. 11) 
 
By the time he concludes with, ‘But this magic I’d found was undeniable’ (p. 11), the 
damage has been done. Billy brings his unreliability to the fore by commenting on his 
occasional inability to distinguish between reality and the imaginary. He even doubts the 
existence of Deanna, stating ‘Now my memories of her have faded and I often wonder if 
she had only been a fantasy’ (p. 4). It is feasible for his delusions to be likened to madness. 
Lars Bernaerts writes that ‘the experience of madness is typified by its inaccessibility to 
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outsiders. The gap between madness and normality, reality, truth, is conventionally 
depicted as unbridgeable’ (2009, p. 375). However, he goes on to claim that ‘narrative 
offers access to madness’, which, ‘sometimes misleadingly – [enables] readers to 
appropriate a radical, individual experience’ (2009, p. 375). Bernaerts argues that readers 
who do not recognise a first-person narrator’s madness risk being drawn into the delirium, 
believing in the narrator’s hallucinations as the first-time reader of Fight Club does. Thus, 
readers who do not recognise Billy’s madness, and do not diagnose his magical feats as 
delusions, may be drawn into his delirious narration, agreeing with his depiction of 
himself as a magical, powerful entity. However, the readers who do identify the textual 
signals that betray Billy’s unreliability may surmise that his belief in his magic occurs as 
a function of a deranged mind that deludes itself into thinking he is more powerful, and 
thus in his own mind more masculine, than he truly is.  
Billy’s struggle with masculinity, and his narrative’s unreliability, also becomes more 
evident with each character who doubts his magical ability. A clear indicator that his 
narrative is unreliable is that several characters in the story contradict his presentation of 
the reality within the text. In a similar way to Giovanni’s Room, the characters’ 
contradictions of the narration assist the reader in determining the narrative’s 
unreliability. One such character is Mr Veridia, the theatre owner whom Billy describes 
as an ‘imposing’ (p. 9), ‘looming figure, monstrously tall and hunched’ (p. 8), who 
‘looked like a gruesome wrestler’ (p. 9). These descriptions are notable, since Mr Veridia 
undermines not only Billy’s reliability, but also his self-perceived masculinity, ultimately 
becoming a key factor in Billy’s feelings of emasculation and powerlessness. Backstage, 
after a ‘particularly poorly received performance’ (p. 13) by Billy, Veridia contradicts 





‘[…] but your insistence that your magic is real, it wears the audience’s patience 
thin. My sense is that they feel patronised. They may want to believe in magic, but 
they are much more comfortable with the truth: that they are being tricked.’ 
‘I do not perform tricks,’ I began. 
‘You won’t fool me, Mr Church.’ (p. 13). 
 
Billy goes on to state that a ‘feeling of hopelessness washed over’ him (p. 13), 
reinforcing the notion that by contradicting Billy’s claims of magical ability, Veridia not 
only poses a threat to the reliability of Billy’s narration, but also his masculinity. Billy’s 
response is a violent impulse, contemplating killing Mr Veridia with magic, by filling his 
lungs with water, turning his heart to stone, or lifting his head off his body (p. 13); but 
instead, Billy does nothing to prove his magical ability to Veridia, or, perhaps more 
importantly, the reader. 
Billy also tells of Deanna’s loss of faith in him. He claims that she belongs to the 
‘prosaic world’ that ‘were not yet ready to believe in what [he] was offering them’ (p. 
12). Although Deanna’s inspections never reveal to her the secrets behind Billy’s tricks, 
the fact that he can never remove her doubt with an undeniable feat of magic further 
reinforces the reader’s doubts about his reliable presentation of events. Once again, 
Billy’s response to the challenge to his authenticity is one of violence. As his job security 
at the theatre comes under threat and his fiancée begins to fall out of love with him and 
his magic tricks, Billy commits an act of incredible violence. R. W. Connell 
acknowledges that there is a tendency for men to react to emasculation with efforts to 
stake an exaggerated claim on masculinity. She writes, of emasculated men, that 
weakness becomes anxiety, which motivates an exaggerated masculinity – an ‘over-
compensation in the direction of aggression and restless striving for triumphs’ (1995, p. 
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16). For Billy, this over-compensatory act of aggression comes in the form of what he 
propounds to be another act of magic. As if to prove once and for all his magical ability 
to the characters, the reader, and perhaps even himself, he performs his biggest feat of 
magic yet: using his self-perceived magical abilities, he sets his house on fire with his 
fiancée Deanna sleeping inside, claiming to have only remembered she was inside the 
house after it had become a fireball (p. 14). Of course, given the narrative thus far, where 
Billy’s claims of magic have been rendered inauthentic and his senses of power and 
masculinity have been undermined, there is little reason to believe Billy’s representation 
of events. A more likely interpretive reality constructed by the reader, and one that differs 
markedly from Billy’s narrative account, is that Billy lit his house on fire without the use 
of magic, and that he intentionally murdered his fiancée in response to his feelings of 
emasculation and powerlessness. By claiming that he magically set the house on fire 
without knowing Deanna is inside, Billy attempts to ultimately convince the reader of his 
magical ability, thus his masculine power, while simultaneously absolving himself of the 
crime of knowingly murdering his wife. His unreliable presentation of events is likely to 
be at odds with interpretations made by readers who have identified the signals within the 
text that indicate not only the narrative’s unreliability, but also Billy’s self-perceived 
failure of masculinity.  
There are ultimately two ways to read Billy’s narration in ‘The Magician’: to accept 
his claims of magical ability and construct an interpretive reality that closely reflects the 
narrative account, despite the contradictions from other characters and Billy’s own 
acknowledgement of his slipping grip on reality; or, perhaps more advisably, to reject 
Billy’s presentation of events, and understand that his feats of magic exist only in his 
mind. In this case, Billy’s obsessive striving to prove his masculine power interferes with 
his ability to narrate reliably. Readers who detect the signals that indicate not only Billy’s 
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compulsive need to prove his masculinity, but also the delusions that occur as a result, 
will likely construct an interpretive reality that differs markedly and in many instances 




‘Dark Stories’ and ‘The Magician’ are both examples of how striving for masculinity 
often results in a narrator’s inability or unwillingness to present an authentic 
representation of events and existents within a text. Despite their similarities, the reader’s 
experience of unreliability in each story functions in different ways. While the narration 
in ‘Dark Stories’ reflects the way that David from Giovanni’s Room conceals things from 
the reader, encouraging them to make inferences beyond the narration contained within 
the text, ‘The Magician’ reflects Fight Club in the way that it requires the reader to reject 
the narrator’s representation of events, substituting them for more plausible alternatives. 
Both stories are representative of the larger body of work in the creative artefact of this 
thesis, involving narratives that invite the reader to identify textual signals that allude to 
the narrator’s struggles with masculinity and the consequent unreliability of their 
narratives. Each story is likely to result in a disparity between the reader’s interpretive 
reality and the narrative account, and in each case, the reader will likely find that 
narrator’s unreliability and struggle for masculinity are intertwined, often with one 
resulting in the other. In ‘Dark Stories’, it is a compulsion to adhere to a heterosexual 
masculinity that fuels Daniel’s unreliable narrative, while in ‘The Magician’, Billy’s 
unreliability is caused by a hunger to be taken seriously, to be considered powerful. In 
both cases, the narrator’s unreliability stems from the simple desire to be accepted as a 





This exegesis has posited that there is an important intersection between unreliable 
narration and masculinity. It has argued that the depicted struggle or failure to achieve 
societal expectations of masculinity in particular novels and short stories interferes with 
narrators’ conveyed abilities or willingness to communicate their stories and their 
identities reliably. Specifically, it explored how these links occur within Chuck 
Palahniuk’s Fight Club, James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room, and my own short fiction.  
While there are already numerous studies that discuss both unreliable narration and 
masculinity, the two constructs are most often discussed separately; rarely has the 
interrelationship between the two been analysed. One notable exception is Sissy Helff’s 
essay, ‘Lost in Lantana: Unreliable narration and troubled masculinities’ (2006). Helff 
argues that the film Lantana uses an unreliable camera narrator to transcend and reject 
male Australian stereotypes and promote a sensitive and tender male individuality; 
however, Helff’s essay discusses unreliable narration and masculinity as it appears on 
screen, rather than within the sphere of literature. Another example, and an essay that is 
influential for this thesis, is Christina Wald’s study (2010) of The Good Soldier and Fight 
Club, which examines how the unreliability within the novels is linked to the narrators’ 
ego ideals, which involves each narrator’s notion of ideal masculinity. While there are 
studies (including Bainbridge & Yates 2005, Storey 2005, Church 2006, Phillips 2009, 
Pietschmann 2013, Sheehan 2014 and Thomas 2014) that mention both masculinity and 
unreliable narration in literature and film, they tend to discuss the ideas separately without 
providing an in-depth exploration of the relationship between the two. For this reason, 
this exegesis, along with the creative component of this thesis, may offer a significant 
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springboard for other studies of intersections between unreliable narration and 
representations of masculinity in narrative. 
In summary, this thesis seeks to bring the notions of unreliable narration and 
masculinity together, examining the link between the two, and to show how, in stories 
where the narrator struggles to live up to societal expectations of masculinity, the reader 
must often navigate some form of narrative unreliability. By using interdisciplinary 
studies of masculinity, we can find new ways of reading and understanding unreliable 
narratives, and more closely analyse examples of unreliable narration that may be 
motivated by ideas and forces surrounding masculinity. For example, through 
examinations of masculinity, readers may better understand the motives for a narrator 
being vague about his emotions, or perhaps distorting the narrative in a way that makes 
him appear to be a better husband or father, or a ‘better man’ in general. More broadly, 
we may be able to better understand the motives that lie behind a narrator projecting a 
more masculine version of himself to the reader and how this process is activated by 
societal expectations of men and masculinity.  
In the introduction to this exegesis, I examined the research of some of the most 
prominent scholars in the field of unreliable narration to frame my discussion and to 
outline both author-centred and reader-centred approaches to unreliability. This led to my 
proposal that, in the analysis of unreliable narration, there are two planes to be considered: 
the ‘narrative account’, which refers to the descriptions outlined by the narrator’s exact 
words, taken at face value; and the ‘interpretive reality’, which refers to the reader’s 
interpretation and reconstruction of the fictional world, events, or characters that occurs 
as a result of the reading experience. This provided an important foundation upon which 
this study’s observations of narrative unreliability were based: that the extent of unreliable 
narration is measured by the discrepancies and distances between the ‘narrative account’ 
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and the ‘interpretive reality’. The ‘dual reality’ model of unreliable narration suggests 
that unreliability exists between these two planes – the more the ‘interpretive reality’ 
diverges from the ‘narrative account’, the more unreliable the narrative.  
Chapter One introduced the social construct of masculinity to the discussion, 
examining it in both sociological and literary contexts before analysing how it interacts 
with the ideas of unreliable narration explored in the introduction. It applied the ‘dual 
reality’ model of narrative unreliability to an analysis of Chuck Palahniuk’s Fight Club 
and James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room. The chapter was split into three sections that 
combined to examine the narrators’ emasculation, their forging of masculine identities, 
and the resulting distance between their narrative accounts and the reader’s interpretive 
reality. It discussed how the two emasculated narrators constructed inauthentic masculine 
identities for themselves in order to defy the reader’s grip on reality within the text, and 
redeem what the narrators perceive as normative claims on manhood. These inauthentic 
identities result in unreliability, as the reader is confronted with the separation of the 
narrator’s words from the reader’s own interpretive reality. The textual analysis within 
this chapter indicated that this construction of inauthentic masculinity is not limited to 
Fight Club and Giovanni’s Room, but also occurs in many other texts that may be 
analysed in the context of intersections between unreliable narration and masculinity. 
Chapter Two extended the analysis of inauthentic masculine identities, this time in the 
context of my own stories, ‘Dark Stories’ and ‘The Magician’. With a focus on the textual 
signals that indicate discrepancies between the narrative account and the interpretive 
reality, this chapter examined the narrator’s concealed sexuality in ‘Dark Stories’ and the 
illusions that the narrator conjures to deceive the reader in ‘The Magician’. In similar 
ways to Chapter One, this chapter found that in both of these stories, and in others in my 
creative artefact, the unreliability of the narrative and the narrator’s striving for certain 
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forms of masculinity are intertwined, and that such unreliability, which frequently results 
in the simulation of typically masculine traits, often stems from narrators’ emasculation 
at the hands of society’s limited and distorted views of masculinity. 
Future research may consider unreliability in the context of other positive and negative 
traits associated with typical social conceptions of masculinity such as bravery, 
leadership, fatherhood, misogyny, homophobia, emotional reticence, physical 
dominance, and aggression. Furthermore, as cultural understandings of gender continue 
to diversify, and the binary of masculinity and femininity is increasingly challenged, it is 
perhaps becoming more important and more relevant to analyse and critique literary texts 
in the contexts of other gender constructs. Since this thesis has argued that narrative 
reliability is affected by societal conceptions and expectations of masculinity, future 
research may focus on how it is affected by developing conceptions of expectations of 
femininity, masculinity, and non-binarism.  
As stated in the introduction of my exegesis, this thesis was written with two primary 
intentions. The first was to propose a model of unreliable narration that uses the terms 
‘narrative account’ and ‘interpretive reality’ to contrast the narrative world created by the 
narrator with the reality evoked within the reading experience. The second was to 
highlight how narrators’ self-perceived failures of masculinity often lead to discrepancies 
between the narrative world that is presented by the narrator and the one that is evoked 
by the reader. Whereas the creative component provided a range of examples of narrators 
whose reliability was somehow inhibited by their concepts of masculinity, the exegesis 
analysed how and why the construct of masculinity tends to interfere with reliability. This 
thesis is an investigation into the ways in which masculinity and unreliability come 
together in narrative. It is an attempt to shed light how on conceptions of masculinity are 
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represented in literature, and provides a springboard for research into how gender 
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